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(54) VNF LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT METHOD AND APPARATUS

(57) This application provides a VNF lifecycle man-
agement method and an apparatus, and belongs to the
field of network technologies. In this application, the pro-
cedure of interaction between a pre-notification and a
pre-notification response is introduced to a lifecycle man-
agement procedure of a VNF. The pre-notification is sent
to the VNF, and the VNF is controlled to enter a target
stage of a lifecycle after the pre-notification response
from the VNF is received. The VNF may be reminded in
advance that the VNF is going to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle, so that the VNF can execute a
pre-processing procedure in advance based on the
pre-notification, thereby improving service processing ef-
ficiency. In addition, this avoids a call loss caused by
temporarily performing smooth service migration after
the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby
implementing that services are not affected.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201910157681.5, filed on March 1, 2019 and
entitled "VNF LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT METHOD AND APPARATUS", which is incorporated herein by reference
in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This application relates to the field of network technologies, and in particular, to a VNF lifecycle management
method and an apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Network functions virtualization (English full name: network function virtualization, NFV for short) is a technology
that virtualizes all network elements in a telecom network into software by using a virtualization technology, and deploys
all the software on general-purpose hardware. With the NFV technology, functions of the network elements no longer
depend on dedicated hardware, thereby implementing decoupling between software and hardware, and reducing hard-
ware costs. In addition, resources can be flexibly and fully shared, and quick service development and automatic de-
ployment can be implemented.
[0004] An NFV system architecture usually includes a virtualized network function (English full name: virtualized
network function, VNF for short), a virtualized network function manager (English full name: virtualized network function
manager, VNFM for short), a network function virtualization infrastructure (English full name: network function virtuali-
zation infrastructure, NFVI for short) layer, and a virtualized infrastructure manager (English full name: virtual infrastructure
manager, VIM for short). The VNF is a software implementation of a network function, and includes at least one virtualized
network function component (English full name: virtualized network function component, VNFC for short). The VNFM is
configured to manage a lifecycle of the VNF, and can control the VNF to enter all stages of the lifecycle, including but
not limited to an instantiation stage, a scale-out stage, a scale-in stage, an update stage, a termination stage, and the
like. The NFVI is used to establish a virtualization environment and provide virtualized resources for the VNF. The VIM
is configured to control and manage interaction between the VNF and the NFVI.
[0005] In related technologies, the VNF is usually carried in a virtual machine cluster, and the VNFC is usually carried
by a virtual machine. The VNFM may manage the lifecycle of the VNF by communicating with the VNF. For example,
at the scale-out stage, when the VNFM needs to scale out the VNF, the VNFM sends a virtual machine creation instruction
to the VIM; and when receiving the virtual machine creation instruction, the VIM creates a virtual machine instance of a
virtual machine in the virtual machine cluster. After the virtual machine instance is created, a VNFC instance carried by
the virtual machine instance is started accordingly. Therefore, a quantity of VNFC instances of the VNF increases, and
the VNF is scaled out accordingly as the virtual machine cluster is scaled out. After the VNF is scaled out, the VNFM
notifies the VNF that the VNF is scaled out, so that the VNF starts to execute a series of processing procedures at the
scale-out stage.
[0006] The VNF can start to execute a processing procedure at a corresponding stage only when the VNF has entered
the corresponding stage of the lifecycle. As a result, processing efficiency is relatively low.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of this application provide a VNF lifecycle management method and an apparatus, to resolve a
technical problem that processing efficiency is relatively low because processing can be started only when the VNF has
entered a new stage of a lifecycle in related technologies. The technical solutions are as follows:
[0008] According to a first aspect, a VNF lifecycle management method is provided. The method includes:
generating a pre-notification, where the pre-notification is used to notify that a VNF is going to enter a target stage of a
lifecycle; sending the pre-notification to the VNF; receiving a pre-notification response from the VNF, where the pre-
notification response is a response message corresponding to the pre-notification; and controlling the VNF to enter the
target stage of the lifecycle.
[0009] According to the method provided in this embodiment, the procedure of interaction between the pre-notification
and the pre-notification response is introduced to the lifecycle management procedure of the VNF. The pre-notification
is sent to the VNF, and the VNF is controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle after the pre-notification response
from the VNF is received. The VNF may be reminded in advance that the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the
lifecycle, so that the VNF can execute a pre-processing procedure in advance based on the pre-notification, thereby
improving service processing efficiency. In addition, this avoids a call loss caused by temporarily performing smooth
service migration after the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby implementing that services are not affected.
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[0010] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification includes at least one of the following: generating a scale-out pre-
notification, where the scale-out pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a scale-out stage;
generating a scale-in pre-notification, where the scale-in pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter
a scale-in stage; generating a virtualized network function component VNFC onboarding pre-notification, where the
VNFC onboarding pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a VNFC onboarding stage; and generating
a VNFC termination pre-notification, where the VNFC termination pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going
to enter a VNFC termination stage.
[0011] Before the VNF is scaled out, the VNFM may remind, based on the scale-out pre-notification, the VNF in
advance that the VNF is to be scaled out, so that the VNF can predict, based on the scale-out pre-notification after
receiving the scale-out pre-notification, that the VNF is to be scaled out, and execute a scale-out pre-processing procedure
in advance, to make preparations for scale-out. Therefore, after the VNF is scaled out, a service loss and service flapping
can be avoided because preparations are made in advance, thereby implementing smooth service migration. In addition,
service processing efficiency can be improved because the pre-processing procedure is executed in advance.
[0012] Before the VNF is scaled in, the VNFM may remind, based on the scale-in pre-notification, the VNF in advance
that the VNF is to be scaled in, so that the VNF can predict, based on the scale-in pre-notification after receiving the
scale-in pre-notification, that the VNF is to be scaled in, and execute a pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage
in advance, to make preparations for scale-in. Therefore, after the VNF is scaled in, a service loss and service flapping
can be avoided because preparations are made in advance, thereby implementing smooth service migration. In addition,
service processing efficiency can be improved because the pre-processing procedure is executed in advance.
[0013] Before a VNFC is onboarded, the VNFM may remind, based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification, the VNF
in advance that the VNFC is to be onboarded, so that the VNF can predict, based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification
after receiving the VNFC onboarding pre-notification, that the VNFC is to be onboarded, and execute a VNFC onboarding
pre-processing procedure in advance, to make preparations to bring the VNFC onboarded. Therefore, after the VNFC
is onboarded, a service loss and service flapping can be avoided because preparations are made in advance, thereby
implementing smooth service migration. In addition, service processing efficiency can be improved because the pre-
processing procedure is executed in advance.
[0014] Before a VNFC is terminated, the VNFM may remind, based on the VNFC termination pre-notification, the VNF
in advance that the VNFC is to be terminated, so that the VNF can predict, based on the VNFC termination pre-notification
after receiving the VNFC termination pre-notification, that the VNFC is to be terminated, and execute a VNFC termination
pre-processing procedure in advance, to make preparations to bring the VNFC terminated. Therefore, after the VNFC
is terminated, a service loss and service flapping can be avoided because preparations are made in advance, thereby
implementing smooth service migration. In addition, service processing efficiency can be improved because the pre-
processing procedure is executed in advance.
[0015] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification includes: generating the pre-notification based on a first VNFC,
where the pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that the first VNFC is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
and the first VNFC is one or more VNFCs included in the VNF.
[0016] In this implementation, before the first VNFC enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM may remind,
based on the pre-notification, the VNF in advance that one or more specific VNFCs (namely, the first VNFC) are going
to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNF can predict, based on the pre-notification after receiving the
pre-notification, that the one or more specific VNFCs (namely, the first VNFC) are going to enter the target stage of the
lifecycle, and execute the pre-processing procedure for the one or more specific VNFCs (namely, the first VNFC), thereby
making preparations in advance and implementing smooth service migration.
[0017] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification includes: generating the pre-notification based on a first application
instance, where the scale-in pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that the first application instance is to be deleted.
[0018] In this implementation, before the first application instance enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM
may remind, based on the pre-notification, the VNF in advance that one or more specific application instances (namely,
the first application instance) of one or more specific VNFCs are going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that
the VNF can predict, based on the pre-notification after receiving the pre-notification, that the one or more specific
application instances (namely, the first application instance) of the one or more specific VNFCs are to be deleted, and
execute the pre-processing procedure for the one or more specific application instances (namely, the first application
instance) of the one or more specific VNFCs, thereby making preparations in advance and implementing smooth service
migration.
[0019] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification includes: generating the pre-notification based on a first quantity,
where the first quantity is a positive integer, and the pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application instances
of the first quantity are to be started.
[0020] In this implementation, before the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM reminds, based on
the pre-notification, the VNF in advance that application instances of a specific quantity are to be started, so that the
VNF can predict, based on the pre-notification after receiving the pre-notification, that the application instances of the
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specific quantity are to be started, and execute a pre-processing procedure for the specific quantity (namely, the first
quantity) of the to-be-started application instances, thereby making preparations in advance and implementing smooth
service migration.
[0021] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification includes: generating the pre-notification based on a second quantity,
where the second quantity is a positive integer, and the pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application instances
of the second quantity are to be deleted.
[0022] In this implementation, before the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM may remind, based
on the pre-notification, the VNF in advance that application instances of a specific quantity are to be deleted, so that the
VNF can predict, based on the pre-notification after receiving the pre-notification, that the application instances of the
specific quantity are to be deleted, and execute a pre-processing procedure for the specific quantity (namely, the second
quantity) of the to-be-deleted application instances, thereby making preparations in advance and implementing smooth
service migration.
[0023] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification includes: generating the pre-notification based on a first time point,
where the first time point is a time point at which the VNF is to be controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
and the pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point.
[0024] In this implementation, before the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM may remind, based
on the pre-notification, the VNF in advance of a specific time point at which the VNF is to be controlled to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNF can predict, based on the pre-notification after receiving the pre-notification, that
the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the specific time point, and execute a pre-processing procedure
for the specific time point (namely, the first time point) at which the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
thereby making preparations in advance and implementing smooth service migration.
[0025] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows the first VNFC to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle.
[0026] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
first VNFC is allowed to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns that the first VNFC can be
controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0027] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete a first application instance.
[0028] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
first application instance is allowed to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns that the first application instance can be deleted.
[0029] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to start the application instances of the
first quantity.
[0030] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
application instances of the first quantity are allowed to be started, so that the VNFM learns that the application instances
of the first quantity can be started.
[0031] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the application instances of
the second quantity.
[0032] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
application instances of the second quantity are allowed to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns that the application
instances of the second quantity can be deleted.
[0033] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is allowed to enter the target stage of the lifecycle
at the first time point.
[0034] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
VNF is allowed to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the VNFM learns that the VNF can
be controlled, at the first time point, to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0035] Optionally, the pre-notification response is used to indicate to control a third VNFC to enter the target stage of
the lifecycle, and the third VNFC is one or more VNFCs included in the VNF.
[0036] In this implementation, the VNF itself may specify, based on the pre-notification response, one or more specific
VNFCs (namely, the third VNFC) that are going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. This improves flexibility, avoids
a call loss caused by controlling, by the VNFM, an inappropriate VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and
ensures smooth service migration.
[0037] Optionally, the pre-notification response is used to indicate to delete a second application instance, the second
application instance is one or more application instances included in a fourth VNFC, and the fourth VNFC is one or more
VNFCs included in the VNF.
[0038] In this implementation, the VNF itself may specify, based on the pre-notification response, one or more specific
to-be-deleted application instances (namely, the second application instance). This improves flexibility, and avoids a
call loss and performance compromise caused by deleting an inappropriate application instance by the VNFM.
[0039] Optionally, the pre-notification response is used to indicate to start application instances of a third quantity, and
the third quantity is a positive integer.
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[0040] In this implementation, the VNF itself may determine a quantity of to-be-started application instances. This
improves flexibility of lifecycle management for the VNF, and avoids a waste of resources caused when application
instances of an excessively large quantity are started. In addition, this can also avoid the following case: Because
application instances of an excessively small quantity are started, a lifecycle management procedure needs to be re-
initiated to start application instances, resulting in low efficiency in starting application instances.
[0041] Optionally, the pre-notification response is used to indicate to delete application instances of a fourth quantity,
and the fourth quantity is a positive integer.
[0042] In this implementation, the VNF itself may determine a quantity of to-be-deleted application instances based
on the pre-notification response. This improves flexibility, and avoids a call loss and performance exception caused by
deleting application instances of an excessively large quantity. In addition, this can also avoid the following case: Because
application instances of an excessively small quantity are deleted, a lifecycle management procedure needs to be re-
initiated to delete application instances, resulting in low efficiency in deleting application instances.
[0043] Optionally, the pre-notification response is used to indicate to control, at a second time point, the VNF to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0044] In this implementation, the VNF itself may specify, based on the pre-notification response, a specific time point
at which the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby improving flexibility.
[0045] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle.
[0046] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
first VNFC is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns that the first VNFC cannot be
controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby avoiding a service call loss caused by controlling, by the
VNFM, the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0047] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates a reason why the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter the
target stage of the lifecycle.
[0048] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the reason
why the first VNFC is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why the
VNF rejects to control the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and the VNFM may re-determine, based
on the reason, a VNFC that is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and re-initiate a lifecycle management
procedure for the VNFC.
[0049] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance.
[0050] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
first VNFC is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns that the first VNFC cannot be
controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby avoiding a service call loss caused by controlling the first
VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0051] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to delete the first application
instance.
[0052] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the reason
why the first application instance is rejected to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why the VNF rejects
to delete the first application instance, and the VNFM may re-determine, based on the reason, a to-be-deleted application
instance, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based on the to-be-deleted application instance.
[0053] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the
first quantity.
[0054] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
application instances of the first quantity are rejected to be started, so that the VNFM learns that the application instances
of the first quantity cannot be started, thereby avoiding adverse impact on performance of the VNF caused by starting
the application instances of the first quantity.
[0055] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to start the application instances
of the first quantity.
[0056] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the reason
why the application instances of the first quantity are rejected to be started, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why
the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the first quantity, and the VNFM may re-determine, based on the
reason, a quantity of to-be-started application instances, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based on the
quantity of to-be-started application instances.
[0057] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of
the second quantity.
[0058] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
application instances of the second quantity are rejected to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns that the application
instances of the second quantity cannot be deleted, thereby avoiding adverse impact on performance of the VNF caused
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by deleting the application instances of the second quantity.
[0059] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to delete the application in-
stances of the second quantity.
[0060] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the reason
why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity, so that the VNFM learns of the reason
why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity, and the VNFM may re-determine, based
on the reason, a quantity of to-be-deleted application instances, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based
on the quantity of to-be-deleted application instances.
[0061] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the
lifecycle at the first time point.
[0062] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the VNFM learns that the VNF
cannot be controlled, at the first time point, to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby avoiding adverse impact on
performance of the VNF caused by controlling, at the first time point, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0063] Optionally, the pre-notification response indicates a reason why the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle at the first time point.
[0064] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, the reason why the VNF is rejected to enter the
target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why the VNF is rejected to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, and the VNFM may re-determine, based on the reason, a time
point at which the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based
on the time point.
[0065] Optionally, the controlling the VNF to enter a target stage of the lifecycle includes: generating a management
instruction, where the management instruction is used to instruct a container as a service CaaS manager to manage a
container cluster, where the container cluster is used to carry the VNF; and sending the management instruction to the
CaaS manager.
[0066] In this implementation, the lifecycle management procedure in a VNF containerization scenario can be sup-
ported, and a service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario is provided. The CaaS manager manages
the container cluster in which the VNF runs, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager to indicate
the CaaS manager to manage the container cluster, thereby implementing the function of managing the lifecycle of the
VNF. In the VNF management procedure, the VNFM may function as a communication medium between the VNF and
the CaaS manager, and the VNFM may shield implementation differences between different CaaS managers, and
provide a uniform lifecycle management interface for the VNF.
[0067] Optionally, the generating a management instruction includes: generating a creation instruction based on a to-
be-scaled-out VNFC, where the creation instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create a container instance
of a container in the container cluster, and the container instance is used to carry a to-be-added application instance of
the to-be-scaled-out VNFC.
[0068] In this implementation, the scale-out procedure in the VNF containerization scenario can be supported, and a
service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario is provided. The CaaS manager manages the container
cluster, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager and the VNF. When the VNF needs to be scaled
out, the VNFM may interact with the CaaS manager, to indicate the CaaS manager to create a container instance of a
container in the container cluster. Because the VNF is carried by the container cluster, a quantity of application instances
of a VNFC in the VNF increases accordingly as a quantity of container instances in the container cluster increases,
thereby implementing the function of scaling out the VNF. In the VNF management procedure, the VNFM may function
as a communication medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and the VNFM may shield implementation
differences between different CaaS managers, and provide a uniform scale-out interface for the VNF.
[0069] Optionally, the generating a management instruction includes: generating a deletion instruction based on a to-
be-scaled-in VNFC, where the deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete a container instance
of a container from the container cluster, and the container instance is used to carry a to-be-deleted application instance
of the to-be-scaled-in VNFC.
[0070] In this implementation, the scale-in process in the VNF containerization scenario can be supported, and a
service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario is provided. The CaaS manager manages the container
cluster, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager and the VNF. When the VNF needs to be scaled
in, the VNFM may interact with the CaaS manager, to indicate the CaaS manager to delete a container instance of a
container from the container cluster. Because the VNF is carried by the container cluster, a quantity of application
instances of a VNFC in the VNF decreases accordingly as a quantity of container instances in the container cluster
decreases, thereby implementing the function of scaling in the VNF. In the VNF management procedure, the VNFM
may function as a communication medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and the VNFM may shield imple-
mentation differences between different CaaS managers, and provide a uniform scale-in interface for the VNF.
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[0071] Optionally, the generating a management instruction includes: generating a creation instruction based on a to-
be-onboarded VNFC, where the creation instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create a container in the
container cluster, and the container is used to carry the to-be-onboarded VNFC.
[0072] In this implementation, the VNFC onboarding procedure in the VNF containerization scenario can be supported,
and a service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario is provided. The CaaS manager manages the
container cluster, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager and the VNF. When a VNFC needs to
be brought onboarded, the VNFM may control the CaaS manager to create a container in the container cluster. Because
the created container carries the VNFC, the VNFC corresponding to the container may be started after the container is
created, thereby implementing the function of bringing the VNFC onboarded. In the VNF management procedure, the
VNFM may function as a communication medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and the VNFM may shield
implementation differences between different CaaS managers, and provide a uniform VNFC onboarding interface for
the VNF.
[0073] Optionally, the generating a management instruction includes: generating a deletion instruction based on a to-
be-terminated VNFC, where the deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete a container from the
container cluster, and the container is used to carry the to-be-terminated VNFC.
[0074] In this implementation, the VNFC termination procedure in the VNF containerization scenario can be supported,
and a service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario is provided. The CaaS manager manages the
container cluster, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager and the VNF. When a VNFC needs to
be terminated, the VNFM may control the CaaS manager to delete a container from the container cluster. Because the
container carries the VNFC, the VNFC corresponding to the container is to be deleted accordingly after the container is
deleted, thereby implementing the function of bringing the VNFC terminated. In the VNF management procedure, the
VNFM may function as a communication medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and the VNFM may shield
implementation differences between different CaaS managers, and provide a uniform VNFC termination interface for
the VNF.
[0075] Optionally, before the generating a management instruction, the method further includes: obtaining a first VNFC
template based on the to-be-scaled-out VNFC; querying a correspondence between a VNFC template and a container
deployment template based on the first VNFC template to obtain a first container deployment template corresponding
to the first VNFC template; and sending the first container deployment template to the CaaS manager, where the first
VNFC template is used to describe the to-be-scaled-out VNFC, and the first container deployment template is used to
describe a container carrying the to-be-scaled-out VNFC. Optionally, before the generating a management instruction,
the method further includes: obtaining a second VNFC template based on the to-be-onboarded VNFC; querying a
correspondence between a VNFC template and a container deployment template based on the second VNFC template,
to obtain a second container deployment template corresponding to the second VNFC template; and sending the second
container deployment template to the CaaS manager, where the second VNFC template is used to describe the to-be-
onboarded VNFC, and the second container deployment template is used to describe a container carrying the to-be-
onboarded VNFC.
[0076] Optionally, the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle includes at least one of the following:
controlling, based on the pre-notification response, the first VNFC in the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle;
deleting the first application instance based on the pre-notification response; starting the application instances of the
first quantity based on the pre-notification response; deleting the application instances of the second quantity based on
the pre-notification response; controlling, based on the pre-notification response, the VNF to enter the target stage of
the lifecycle at the first time point; controlling, based on the pre-notification response, the third VNFC in the VNF to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle; deleting the second application instance based on the pre-notification response; starting
the application instances of the third quantity of based on the pre-notification response; deleting the application instances
of the fourth quantity based on the pre-notification response; controlling, at the second time point based on the pre-
notification response, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle; controlling, based on the pre-notification response,
a fifth VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, where the fifth VNFC is one or more VNFCs other than the first
VNFC in the VNF; deleting a third application instance based on the pre-notification response, where the third application
instance is one or more application instances other than the first application instance of a second VNFC; starting appli-
cation instances of a fifth quantity based on the pre-notification response, where the fifth quantity is a positive integer
less than the first quantity; deleting application instances of a sixth quantity based on the pre-notification response,
where the sixth quantity is a positive integer less than the second quantity; controlling, based on the pre-notification
response, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at a third time point, where the third time point is later than
the first time point.
[0077] Optionally, the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle includes at least one of the following:
generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a first container, and sending the management instruction
to the CaaS manager, where the first container is one or more containers in the container cluster that carry the first
VNFC, and the management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the first container in the
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container cluster; generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a first container instance, and sending
the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the first container instance is one or more instances of a
second container that carry the first application instance, the second container is one or more containers that carry the
second VNFC in the container cluster, and the management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete
the first container instance from the container cluster; generating the management instruction based on a seventh
quantity, and sending the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the management instruction is used to
instruct the CaaS manager to create container instances of the seventh quantity in the container cluster, the seventh
quantity is a positive integer, and the container instances of the seventh quantity are used to carry the application
instances of the first quantity; generating the management instruction based on an eighth quantity, and sending the
management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager
to delete container instances of the eighth quantity from the container cluster, the eighth quantity is a positive integer,
and the container instances of the eighth quantity are used to carry the application instances of the second quantity;
generating the management instruction based on the first time point, and sending the management instruction to the
CaaS manager, where the management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the container cluster
at the first time point; generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a third container, and sending
the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the third container is one or more containers in the container
cluster that carry the third VNFC, and the management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the
third container in the container cluster; generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a second
container instance, and sending the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the second container instance
is one or more instances of a fourth container that carry the second application instance, the fourth container is one or
more containers that carry a fourth VNFC in the container cluster, and the management instruction is used to instruct
the CaaS manager to delete the second container instance from the container cluster; generating the management
instruction based on a ninth quantity, and sending the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the man-
agement instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create container instances of the ninth quantity in the
container cluster, the ninth quantity is a positive integer, and the container instances of the ninth quantity are used to
carry the application instances of the third quantity; generating the management instruction based on a tenth quantity,
and sending the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the management instruction is used to instruct
the CaaS manager to delete container instances of the tenth quantity from the container cluster, the tenth quantity is a
positive integer, and the container instances of the tenth quantity are used to carry the application instances of the fourth
quantity; generating the management instruction based on the second time point, and sending the management instruc-
tion to the CaaS manager, where the management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the
container cluster at the second time point; generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a fifth
container, and sending the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the fifth container is one or more
containers in the container cluster that carry the fifth VNFC, and the management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS
manager to manage the fifth container in the container cluster; generating the management instruction based on an
identifier of a third container instance, and sending the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the third
container instance is one or more instances of the second container that carry the third application instance, and the
management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete the third container instance from the container
cluster; generating the management instruction based on an eleventh quantity, and sending the management instruction
to the CaaS manager, where the eleventh quantity is a positive integer, the management instruction is used to instruct
the CaaS manager to create container instances of the eleventh quantity in the container cluster, and the container
instances of the eleventh quantity are used to carry the application instances of the fifth quantity; generating the man-
agement instruction based on a twelfth quantity, and sending the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where
the twelfth quantity is a positive integer, the management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete
container instances of the twelfth quantity from the container cluster, and the container instances of the twelfth quantity
are used to carry the application instances of the sixth quantity; and generating the management instruction based on
the third time point, and sending the management instruction to the CaaS manager, where the management instruction
is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the container cluster at the third time point.
[0078] Optionally, the method further includes: querying a correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an
identifier of a container based on an identifier of the first VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the first container corresponding
to the identifier of the first VNFC.
[0079] In this implementation, the VNFM serves as an intermediate medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager,
and converts an identifier of a VNFC into an identifier of a container, thereby implementing conversion between a primitive
of the VNF and a primitive of the container. This breaks down a communication barrier between the VNF and the CaaS
manager, breaks through a technical barrier that containerization is difficult to implement because the VNF cannot
understand container-level primitives, streamlines the lifecycle management procedure in the VNF containerization
scenario, and supports evolution of VNF products to containerization.
[0080] Optionally, the method further includes: querying a correspondence between an identifier of an application
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instance and an identifier of a container instance based on an identifier of the first application instance, to obtain an
identifier of the first container instance corresponding to the identifier of the first application instance.
[0081] In this implementation, the VNFM serves as an intermediate medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager,
and converts an identifier of an application instance into an identifier of a container instance, thereby implementing
conversion between a primitive of the VNF and a primitive of the container instance. This breaks down a communication
barrier between the VNF and the CaaS manager, breaks through a technical barrier that containerization is difficult to
implement because the VNF cannot understand container-level primitives, streamlines the lifecycle management pro-
cedure in a VNF container instantiation scenario, and supports evolution of VNF products to container instantiation.
[0082] Optionally, the method further includes: querying the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an
identifier of a container based on an identifier of the third VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the third container corresponding
to the identifier of the third VNFC.
[0083] Optionally, the method further includes: querying the correspondence between an identifier of an application
instance and an identifier of a container instance based on an identifier of the second application instance, to obtain the
identifier of the second container instance corresponding to the identifier of the second application instance.
[0084] Optionally, the method further includes: querying the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an
identifier of a container based an identifier of the fifth VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the fifth container corresponding
to the identifier of the fifth VNFC.
[0085] Optionally, the method further includes: querying the correspondence between an identifier of an application
instance and an identifier of a container instance based on an identifier of the third application instance, to obtain an
identifier of the third container instance corresponding to the identifier of the third application instance.
[0086] Optionally, at least one of the identifier of the first container, the identifier of the first container instance, the
identifier of the third container, the identifier of the second container instance, the identifier of the fifth container, and the
identifier of the third container instance is obtained from the pre-notification response.
[0087] Optionally, an identifier of a VNFC may be the same as an identifier of a container corresponding to the VNFC.
[0088] In this manner, when the VNFM specifies that a lifecycle management operation is to be performed on a specific
VNFC, the VNFM may use an identifier of the VNFC as an identifier of a container corresponding to the VNFC, to quickly
and easily implement conversion from the identifier of the VNFC to the identifier of the container.
[0089] Optionally, before the generating a pre-notification, the method further includes: generating a query request,
sending the query request to the VNF, and receiving a query response from the VNF, where the query request is used
to query the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container, and the query response
includes the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container; and/or generating a query
request, sending the query request to the VNF, and receiving a query response from the VNF, where the query request
is used to query the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container
instance, and the query response includes the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an
identifier of a container instance.
[0090] Optionally, after the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, the method further includes:
generating a post-notification, where the post-notification is used to notify that the VNF is already at the target stage of
the lifecycle; and sending the post-notification to the VNF.
[0091] In this implementation, the VNFM sends the post-notification to the VNF. After receiving the post-notification,
the VNF may learn that a lifecycle management action of the VNFM has terminated, to help the VNF learn of a termination
occasion of the lifecycle management action. The VNFM and the VNF can effectively cooperate and collaborate, so that
the VNF can learn, in a timely manner after receiving the post-notification, that the VNF has entered the target stage of
the lifecycle; and the VNF is triggered to execute a service migration procedure, a service clearance procedure, a service
waiting procedure, and other transaction procedures that are after the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0092] Optionally, before the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, the method further includes:

receiving pre-processing progress information of the VNF; and
determining, based on the pre-processing progress information, that the VNF has completed a pre-processing
procedure.

[0093] According to a second aspect, a VNF lifecycle management method is provided. The method includes:
receiving a pre-notification from a virtualized network function manager VNFM, where the pre-notification is used to
notify that the VNF is going to enter a target stage of a lifecycle; generating a pre-notification response; sending the pre-
notification response to the VNFM; and executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0094] According to the method provided in this embodiment, the procedure of interaction between the pre-notification
and the pre-notification response is introduced to the lifecycle management procedure of the VNF. The pre-notification
is sent to the VNF, and the VNF is controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle after the pre-notification response
from the VNF is received. The VNF may be reminded in advance that the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the
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lifecycle, so that the VNF can execute the pre-processing procedure in advance based on the pre-notification, thereby
improving service processing efficiency. In addition, this avoids a call loss caused by temporarily performing smooth
service migration after the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby implementing that services are not affected.
[0095] Optionally, the receiving a pre-notification from a virtualized network function manager VNFM includes at least
one of the following: receiving a scale-out pre-notification from the VNFM, where the scale-out pre-notification is used
to notify that the VNF is going to enter a scale-out stage; receiving a scale-in pre-notification from the VNFM, where the
scale-in pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a scale-in stage; receiving a virtualized network
function component VNFC onboarding pre-notification from the VNFM, where the VNFC onboarding pre-notification is
used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a VNFC onboarding stage; and receiving a VNFC termination pre-notification
from the VNFM, where the VNFC termination pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a VNFC
termination stage.
[0096] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: determining
a first VNFC based on the pre-notification, and executing the pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle
for the first VNFC, where the first VNFC is one or more VNFCs included in the VNF, and the pre-notification is used to
notify the VNF that the first VNFC is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0097] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: determining
a first application instance based on the pre-notification, and executing the pre-processing procedure at the target stage
of the lifecycle for the first application instance, where the first application instance is one or more application instances
included in a second VNFC, the second VNFC is one or more VNFCs included in the VNF, and the scale-in pre-notification
is used to notify the VNF that the first application instance is to be deleted.
[0098] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: obtaining a
first quantity based on the pre-notification, and executing the pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle
based on the first quantity, where the pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application instances of the first
quantity are to be started, and the first quantity is a positive integer.
[0099] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: obtaining a
second quantity based on the pre-notification, and executing the pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the
lifecycle based on the second quantity, where the pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application instances of
the second quantity are to be deleted, and the second quantity is a positive integer.
[0100] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: obtaining a
first time point based on the pre-notification, and executing the pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the
lifecycle based on the first time point, where the pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, and the first time point is a time point at which the VNFM is going to control
the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0101] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first VNFC, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows the first VNFC to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle.
[0102] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
first VNFC is allowed to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns that the first VNFC can be
controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0103] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first application instance, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the first
application instance.
[0104] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
first application instance is allowed to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns that the first application instance can be deleted.
[0105] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first quantity, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to start the application instances
of the first quantity.
[0106] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
application instances of the first quantity are allowed to be started, so that the VNFM learns that the application instances
of the first quantity can be started.
[0107] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the second quantity, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the application
instances of the second quantity.
[0108] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
application instances of the second quantity are allowed to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns that the application
instances of the second quantity can be deleted.
[0109] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first time point, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is allowed to enter the target stage of
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the lifecycle at the first time point.
[0110] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
VNF is allowed to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the VNFM learns that the VNF can
be controlled, at the first time point, to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0111] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on a third VNFC, where the pre-notification response is used to indicate to control the third VNFC to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle, and the third VNFC is one or more VNFCs included in the VNF.
[0112] In this implementation, the VNF itself may specify, based on the pre-notification response, one or more specific
VNFCs (namely, the third VNFC) that are going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. This improves flexibility, avoids
a call loss caused by controlling, by the VNFM, an inappropriate VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and
ensures smooth service migration.
[0113] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on a second application instance, where the pre-notification response is used to indicate to delete the second application
instance, the second application instance is one or more application instances included in a fourth VNFC, and the fourth
VNFC is one or more VNFCs included in the VNF.
[0114] In this implementation, the VNF itself may specify, based on the pre-notification response, one or more specific
to-be-deleted application instances (namely, the second application instance). This improves flexibility, and avoids a
call loss and performance compromise caused by deleting an inappropriate application instance by the VNFM.
[0115] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on a third quantity, where the pre-notification response is used to indicate to start application instances of the third
quantity, and the third quantity is a positive integer.
[0116] In this implementation, the VNF itself may determine, based on the pre-notification response, a quantity of to-
be-started application instances. This improves flexibility of lifecycle management for the VNF, and avoids a waste of
resources caused when application instances of an excessively large quantity are started. In addition, this can also avoid
the following case: Because application instances of an excessively small quantity are started, a lifecycle management
procedure needs to be re-initiated to start application instances, resulting in low efficiency in starting application instances.
[0117] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on a fourth quantity, where the pre-notification response is used to indicate to delete the application instances of the
fourth quantity, and the fourth quantity is a positive integer.
[0118] In this implementation, the VNF itself may determine a quantity of to-be-deleted application instances based
on the pre-notification response. This improves flexibility, and avoids a call loss and performance exception caused by
deleting application instances of an excessively large quantity. In addition, this can also avoid the following case: Because
application instances of an excessively small quantity are deleted, a lifecycle management procedure needs to be re-
initiated to delete application instances, resulting in low efficiency in deleting application instances.
[0119] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on a second time point, where the second time point is a time point at which the VNF is allowed to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle, and the pre-notification response is used to indicate the VNFM to control, at the second time point, the
VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0120] In this implementation, the VNF itself may specify, based on the pre-notification response, a specific time point
at which the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby improving flexibility.
[0121] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first VNFC, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle.
[0122] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
first VNFC is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns that the first VNFC cannot be
controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby avoiding a service call loss caused by controlling, by the
VNFM, the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0123] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first VNFC, where the pre-notification response indicates a reason why the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0124] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the reason
why the first VNFC is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why the
VNF rejects to control the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and the VNFM may re-determine, based
on the reason, a VNFC that is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and re-initiate a lifecycle management
procedure for the VNFC.
[0125] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first application instance, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the first
application instance.
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[0126] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
first VNFC is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns that the first VNFC cannot be
controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby avoiding a service call loss caused by controlling the first
VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0127] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first application instance, where the pre-notification response indicates the reason why the VNF rejects to delete
the first application instance.
[0128] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the reason
why the first application instance is rejected to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why the VNF rejects
to delete the first application instance, and the VNFM may re-determine, based on the reason, a to-be-deleted application
instance, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based on the to-be-deleted application instance.
[0129] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first quantity, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to start the application instances
of the first quantity.
[0130] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
application instances of the first quantity are rejected to be started, so that the VNFM learns that the application instances
of the first quantity cannot be started, thereby avoiding adverse impact on performance of the VNF caused by starting
the application instances of the first quantity.
[0131] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first quantity, where the pre-notification response indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to start the application
instances of the first quantity.
[0132] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the reason
why the application instances of the first quantity are rejected to be started, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why
the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the first quantity, and the VNFM may re-determine, based on the
reason, a quantity of to-be-started application instances, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based on the
quantity of to-be-started application instances.
[0133] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the second quantity, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the application
instances of the second quantity.
[0134] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
application instances of the second quantity are rejected to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns that the application
instances of the second quantity cannot be deleted, thereby avoiding adverse impact on performance of the VNF caused
by deleting the application instances of the second quantity.
[0135] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the second quantity, where the pre-notification response indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to delete the appli-
cation instances of the second quantity.
[0136] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the reason
why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity, so that the VNFM learns of the reason
why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity, and the VNFM may re-determine, based
on the reason, a quantity of to-be-deleted application instances, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based
on the quantity of to-be-deleted application instances.
[0137] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first time point, where the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of
the lifecycle at the first time point.
[0138] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, that the
VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the VNFM learns that the VNF
cannot be controlled, at the first time point, to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby avoiding adverse impact on
performance of the VNF caused by controlling, at the first time point, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0139] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on the first time point, where the pre-notification response indicates a reason why the VNF is rejected to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle at the first time point.
[0140] In this implementation, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the reason
why the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the VNFM learns of the
reason why the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, and the VNFM may re-
determine, based on the reason, a time point at which the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, and re-initiate a
lifecycle management procedure based on the time point.
[0141] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on an identifier of the first VNFC, where the pre-notification response includes the identifier of the first VNFC.
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[0142] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: obtaining an identifier of a first container based
on the identifier of the first VNFC, and generating the pre-notification response based on the identifier of the first container,
where the first container is one or more containers in a container cluster that carry the first VNFC, and the pre-notification
response includes the identifier of the first container.
[0143] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on an identifier of the first application instance, where the pre-notification response includes the identifier of the first
application instance.
[0144] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: obtaining an identifier of a first container instance
based on the identifier of the first application instance, and generating the pre-notification response based on the identifier
of the first container instance, where the first container instance is one or more instances of a second container that
carry the first application instance, the second container is one or more containers that carry the second VNFC in the
container cluster, and the pre-notification response includes the identifier of the first container instance.
[0145] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on an identifier of the third VNFC, where the pre-notification response includes the identifier of the third VNFC.
[0146] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: obtaining an identifier of a third container based
on the identifier of the third VNFC, and generating the pre-notification response based on the identifier of the third
container, where the third container is one or more containers in the container cluster that carry the third VNFC, and the
pre-notification response includes the identifier of the third container.
[0147] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: generating the pre-notification response based
on an identifier of the second application instance, where the pre-notification response includes the identifier of the
second application instance.
[0148] Optionally, the generating a pre-notification response includes: obtaining an identifier of a second container
instance based on the identifier of the second application instance, and generating the pre-notification response based
on the identifier of the second container instance, where the second container instance is one or more instances of a
fourth container that carry the second application instance, the fourth container is one or more containers that carry the
fourth VNFC in the container cluster, and the pre-notification response includes the identifier of the second container
instance.
[0149] Optionally, before the generating a pre-notification response, the method further includes: receiving a query
request of the VNFM, generating a query response, and sending the query response to the VNFM, where the query
request is used to query a correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container or a corre-
spondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container instance, and the query
response includes the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container or the corre-
spondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container instance.
[0150] Optionally, the method further includes: querying the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an
identifier of a container based on the identifier of the first VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the first container corresponding
to the identifier of the first VNFC.
[0151] Optionally, before the generating a pre-notification response, the method further includes at least one of the
following: receiving the identifier of the first container from the first VNFC; receiving the identifier of the third container
from the third VNFC, receiving the identifier of the first container instance from the first application instance, receiving
the identifier of the second container instance from the second application instance, and receiving the identifier of the
third container from the third VNFC.
[0152] Optionally, the method further includes: querying the correspondence between an identifier of an application
instance and an identifier of a container instance based on the identifier of the first application instance, to obtain the
identifier of the first container instance corresponding to the first application instance.
[0153] Optionally, the method further includes: sending a query request to the first application instance based on the
identifier of the first application instance, and receiving the identifier of the first container instance from the first application
instance, where the query request is used to query an identifier of a container instance carrying the application instance.
[0154] Optionally, the method further includes: querying the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an
identifier of a container based on the identifier of the third VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the third container corresponding
to the identifier of the third VNFC.
[0155] Optionally, the method further includes: querying the correspondence between an identifier of an application
instance and an identifier of a container instance based on the identifier of the second application instance, to obtain
the identifier of the second container instance corresponding to the second application instance.
[0156] Optionally, before the receiving a pre-notification from a VNFM, the method further includes: when any VNFC
in the VNF is started, obtaining an identifier of a container carrying the VNFC, and storing an identifier of the VNFC and
the identifier of the container in the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container.
[0157] In this implementation, the VNF may dynamically maintain and update the correspondence between an identifier
of a VNFC and an identifier of a container as the VNFC is started. In this way, the VNF itself may store the correspondence
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between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container, to implement conversion between a primitive of the
VNF and a primitive of a container, and streamline the lifecycle management procedure in a VNF containerization
scenario.
[0158] Optionally, before the receiving a pre-notification from a VNFM, the method further includes: when any appli-
cation instance of any VNFC in the VNF is started, obtaining an identifier of a container instance carrying the application
instance, and storing an identifier of the application instance and the identifier of the container instance in the corre-
spondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container instance.
[0159] In this implementation, the VNF may dynamically maintain and update the correspondence between an identifier
of an application instance and an identifier of a container instance as the application instance of the VNFC is started. In
this way, the VNF itself may store the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier
of a container instance, to implement conversion between a primitive of the VNF and a primitive of a container, and
streamline the lifecycle management procedure in the VNF containerization scenario.
[0160] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: obtaining a
service migration plan based on the scale-out pre-notification, where the service migration plan is used to migrate a
service to a to-be-started application instance of a VNFC.
[0161] In this implementation, the VNF may plan, by preparing the service migration plan, a pace of migrating service
traffic to remaining compute nodes in advance before scale-out, to avoid the following case: Service migration is executed
excessively fast and service migration is not completed during service migration that is temporarily performed after scale-
out, that is, avoid a call loss caused when service migration is executed excessively fast or service migration is not
completed, thereby ensuring service processing quality.
[0162] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: obtaining first
control information based on the scale-out pre-notification, where the first control information is used to control the to-
be-started application instance of the VNFC to process the service.
[0163] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: migrating a
service of a to-be-deleted application instance of a VNFC based on the scale-in pre-notification.
[0164] In this implementation, the service of the to-be-deleted application instance is migrated in advance, to avoid
the following case: Service migration is executed excessively fast and service migration is not completed during service
migration that is temporarily performed after scale-in, that is, avoid a call loss caused when service migration is executed
excessively fast or service migration is not completed, thereby ensuring smooth service migration, and avoiding service
loss and flapping.
[0165] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: backing up
data of the to-be-deleted application instance based on the scale-in pre-notification.
[0166] In this implementation, the data of the to-be-deleted application instance is backed up in advance, so that data
security of the application instance can be improved, and the data of the application instance can be prevented from
being lost when the application instance is deleted, thereby making preparations in advance for scale-in.
[0167] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: obtaining an
interaction plan based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification, where the interaction plan is used to control a to-be-
onboarded VNFC to interact with an onboarded VNFC.
[0168] In this implementation, the VNF may plan, by preparing the interaction plan, a pace of interaction between the
to-be-onboarded VNFC and the onboarded VNFC before the VNFC is onboarded, so that the VNF controls the newly
onboarded VNFC to successively interact with other VNFCs according to the interaction plan after the VNFC is onboarded,
thereby preventing procedure congestion caused when the newly onboarded VNFC interacts with a plurality of other
VNFCs simultaneously after the VNFC is onboarded, and improving robustness.
[0169] Optionally, the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle includes: obtaining
second control information based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification, where the second control information is
used to control the to-be-onboarded VNFC to process a service; releasing a resource of a to-be-terminated VNFC based
on the VNFC termination pre-notification; and backing up data of the to-be-terminated VNFC based on the VNFC
termination pre-notification.
[0170] In this implementation, the VNF backs up the data of the to-be-terminated VNFC in advance, to improve security
of the data of the VNFC, and prevent the data of the VNFC from being lost when the VNFC is terminated, thereby making
preparations in advance for bringing the VNFC terminated.
[0171] Optionally, after the sending the pre-notification response to the VNFM, the method further includes: receiving
a post-notification from the VNFM, where the post-notification is used to notify that the VNF is already at the target stage
of the lifecycle; and executing a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure.
[0172] Optionally, the executing a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure includes at least one of
the following: migrating the service to the newly-added application instance of the VNFC according to the service migration
plan; controlling, based on the first control information, the newly-added application instance of the VNFC to process
the service; releasing a resource of the deleted application instance of the VNFC; deleting control information of the
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deleted application instance of the VNFC; controlling, according to the interaction plan, a newly onboarded VNFC to
interact with a VNFC other than the newly onboarded VNFC; controlling, based on the second control information, the
newly onboarded VNFC to process the service; releasing the resource of the terminated VNFC; and deleting control
information of the terminated VNFC.
[0173] Optionally, the method further includes: generating pre-processing progress information based on progress of
the pre-processing procedure; and sending the pre-processing progress information to the VNFM.
[0174] According to a third aspect, a VNFM is provided. The VNFM has functions of implementing the method in the
first aspect. The functions may be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware executing corre-
sponding software. The hardware or the software includes one or more modules corresponding to the functions.
[0175] According to a fourth aspect, a VNF is provided. The VNF has functions of implementing the method in the
second aspect. The functions may be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware executing cor-
responding software. The hardware or the software includes one or more modules corresponding to the functions.
[0176] According to a fifth aspect, a computer device is provided. The computer device includes one or more processors
and one or more volatile or non-volatile memories. The one or more volatile or non-volatile memories store at least one
instruction, and the instruction is loaded and executed by the one or more processors, to implement the VNF lifecycle
management method in any one of the first aspect or the optional implementations of the first aspect.
[0177] According to a sixth aspect, a computer device is provided. The computer device includes one or more proc-
essors and one or more volatile or non-volatile memories. The one or more volatile or non-volatile memories store at
least one instruction, and the instruction is loaded and executed by the one or more processors, to implement the VNF
lifecycle management method in any one of the second aspect or the optional implementations of the second aspect.
[0178] According to a seventh aspect, a computer-readable storage medium is provided. The storage medium stores
at least one instruction, and the instruction is loaded and executed by a processor, to implement the VNF lifecycle
management method in any one of the first aspect or the optional implementations of the first aspect.
[0179] According to an eighth aspect, a computer-readable storage medium is provided. The storage medium stores
at least one instruction, and the instruction is loaded and executed by a processor, to implement the VNF lifecycle
management method in any one of the second aspect or the optional implementations of the second aspect.
[0180] According to a ninth aspect, a computer program product including an instruction is provided. When the in-
struction is run on a computer device, the computer device is enabled to implement the VNF lifecycle management method.
[0181] According to a tenth aspect, a VNF lifecycle management system is provided. In a possible implementation,
the system includes the VNFM in the third aspect and the VNF in the fourth aspect. In another possible implementation,
the system includes the computer device in the fifth aspect and the computer device in the sixth aspect.
[0182] According to an eleventh aspect, a chip is provided. The chip includes a processor and/or a program instruction,
and when the chip runs, the foregoing lifecycle management method of the VNF is implemented.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0183]

FIG. 1 is an architectural diagram of an NFV system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an implementation environment according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of a computer device according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a VNF lifecycle management method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a VNF lifecycle management method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart of obtaining a correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container
according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a VNF scale-out method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B are a flowchart of a VNF scale-out method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 9 is a flowchart of a VNF scale-in method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B are a flowchart of a VNF scale-in method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a VNFC onboarding method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B are a flowchart of a VNFC onboarding method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a VNFC termination method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 14 is a flowchart of a VNFC termination method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of a VNFM according to an embodiment of this application; and
FIG. 16 is a schematic structural diagram of a VNF according to an embodiment of this application.
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DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0184] To make objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of this application clearer, the following further de-
scribes implementations of this application in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0185] Terms in this application are described as follows.
[0186] Cloud computing (English full name: cloud computing) is an Internet-based computing method that provides
on-demand computing for individuals and enterprise users by using heterogeneous and autonomous services on the
Internet. Because resources are on the Internet, and the Internet is often denoted as a cloud in a flowchart, this Internet-
based computing technology may be analogized to a cloud. Cloud computing resources are dynamic, scalable, and
virtualized, and the resources are provided through the Internet. Terminals do not need to know details of infrastructure
in the "cloud" or directly control the infrastructure. Instead, the terminals only need to focus on specific resources the
terminals really need and how to obtain services via the network. The cloud computing includes three layers of services:
infrastructure as a service, platform as a service (English full name: platform as a service, PaaS for short), and software
as a service (English full name: software as a service, SaaS for short).
[0187] The platform as a service is a service that provides a software research and development platform to users as
a service in a SaaS mode.
[0188] A container as a service (English full name: container as a service, CaaS for short) is a container-based PaaS
service.
[0189] A container is a virtualization technology that isolates different processes by using an operating system isolation
technology. A container can be run in a virtualization environment. For example, a container may be run on a virtual
machine, and the container that is run on a virtual machine may be referred to as a "virtual machine-based container".
A container may alternatively be run in a non-virtualization environment. For example, a container may be run on a
physical machine, for example, may be run on a bare metal server. The container that is run on the bare metal server
may be referred to as a "bare-metal container".
[0190] NFV, proposed by telecom network operators, is a technical standard in which industry-standard large-capacity
servers, storage devices, and switches are used to carry various network elements based on virtualization technologies.
NFV implements flexible software loading and can be flexibly deployed in data centers, network nodes, and clients. This
accelerates network deployment and adjustment, simplifies service deployment, improves network device unification,
generalization, and adaptability, reduces costs, improves efficiency, enhances agility, and implements rapid development
and deployment of new services. In addition, functions such as automatic deployment, autoscaling, fault isolation, and
self-healing can be implemented depending on actual service requirements.
[0191] A virtual machine (English full name: virtual machine, VM for short) is a software entity that provides an isolated
virtualization environment. The virtual machine is a virtual device that is simulated on a physical device by using virtual
machine software. For application programs that are run on the virtual machine, the virtual machine operates as a real
physical device. An operating system and application programs can be installed on the virtual machine, and the virtual
machine can access network resources. The virtual machine uses resources of a physical machine carrying the virtual
machine, for running. The resources include but are not limited to a processor, a memory, a hard disk storage, an
interface, a port, and the like. The virtual machine may be created by using a hypervisor (English: hypervisor).
[0192] An image (English: image) is a file system that provides files such as programs, libraries, resources, and
configurations that are required for running of containers, and some configuration parameters that are prepared for
running.
[0193] A container cluster includes one or more containers. The one or more containers in the container cluster may
be distributed on a same device or different devices, and the different devices may include different virtual devices on
a same physical device, virtual devices on different physical devices, different physical devices, or the like. The container
cluster may be managed by a CaaS manager.
[0194] A container deployment unit is a basic unit for deploying containers in the container cluster. The container
deployment unit may be considered as a carrier of a container, and one container deployment unit may include one or
more containers. All containers in a same container deployment unit are usually deployed on a same host. Therefore,
all containers in the same container deployment unit can communicate through the host, and can share storage resources
and network resources of the host. Optionally, the container deployment unit may be a pod. The pod is a concept
proposed by Kubernetes (Kubernetes is an open-source container orchestration engine of Google Inc. (Google), K8s
for short) for deploying, managing, and orchestrating containerized applications.
[0195] It should be noted that the pod is merely an example of the container deployment unit. The container deployment
unit may not be a pod, but a basic unit for deploying a container in another container cluster management system,
another container engine, or another container management tool. For ease of description, the following describes the
embodiments by using an example in which the container deployment unit is a pod. Certainly, a specific name, a vendor,
a version, and the like of the container deployment unit does not constitute any limitation on this application.
[0196] A container (English: container) is an entity configured to provide an isolated virtualization environment. The
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container may be created by using a corresponding image. A container is run by using a kernel of a physical machine,
and a plurality of containers may share an operating system of the physical machine.
[0197] A container instance is a specific instance of a container. A container may have one or more container instances.
Different container instances of a same container are created using a same image, different container instances of the
same container have a same function, and different container instances of the same container may be run on different
devices. For example, if a container is nginx-container (Nginx is a hypertext transfer protocol (hypertext transfer protocol,
HTTP) and reverse proxy service), three container instances may be created for the container nginx-container by using
an image of the container nginx-container: a nginx-container 1, a nginx-container 2, and a nginx-container 3, where the
three container instances have a same function.
[0198] A VNF is configured to perform virtualization of at least one network function by using one physical network
device. The VNF is also referred to as a virtualized network element. For example, in an implementation solution, the
VNF may be configured to provide functions of different network elements in an Internet protocol address (English full
name: internet protocol address, IP for short) multimedia subsystem (English full name: ip multi media subsystem, IMS
for short) network, such as a proxy call session control function (English full name: proxy call session control function,
P-SCSCF for short), a service call session control function (English full name: service proxy call session control function,
S-CSCF for short), and a home subscriber server (English full name: home subscriber server, HSS for short) function.
[0199] A virtualized network function component (English full name: virtualized network function component, VNFC
for short) is a component inside a VNF. The VNFC is a subset of a VNF function provided by an NFV service provider.
One VNF may include one or more VNFCs, and different VNFCs in a same VNF may have different functions.
[0200] An application instance of a VNFC is an entity configured to carry a function of the VNFC, namely, a specific
instance of the VNFC. Each VNFC may include one or more application instances, and different application instances
of a same VNFC may have a same function. For example, it is assumed that a VNFC is an instant messaging application,
and the instant messaging application may include three application instances: an instant messaging application installed
on a mobile phone of a user A, an instant messaging application installed on a mobile phone of a user B, and an instant
messaging application installed on a mobile phone of a user C. An application instance is a compute node, a control
node, or another type of application instance. This is not limited. The control node, also referred to as a main control
node, is configured to implement a control plane function of a VNFC. The compute node is also referred to as a non-
main control node, and the compute node is configured to implement a function of a computing plane of the VNFC. For
example, the compute node can implement forwarding traffic and data analysis functions. Each VNFC may include one
or more control nodes and one or more compute nodes. Optionally, the VNFC may use a "1+N" mode, that is, the VNFC
may include one control node and N compute nodes, where N is a positive integer.
[0201] A CaaS manager is a logical entity for managing the container cluster. The CaaS manager may create a
container in the container cluster and delete a container from the container cluster. The creating a container may include
creating one or more container instances of the container. Creating a container may be creating a replica of a container
instance of an existing container, to increase a quantity of container instances of the existing container in the container
cluster. In addition, creating a container may alternatively be creating a container instance of a newly added container,
to add the container instance of the container to the container cluster. Deleting a container may be deleting one or more
container instances of a container. Deleting a container may alternatively be deleting some container instances of the
container, to decrease container instances of the existing container in the container cluster. In addition, deleting a
container may be deleting all container instances of the container, so that the container does not exist in the container
cluster. The CaaS manager may run based on a container engine. Another device outside the container cluster may
send a control instruction for a container to the CaaS manager, and the CaaS manager executes the control instruction
to manage each container.
[0202] A node (English: node) refers to a single device in the cluster. The node may be abstracted as a group of
available central processing units (English full name: central processing units, CPU for short) and memory resources.
The node may be a physical device or a virtual device. The node may be located locally, for example, the node may be
located in a data center. The node may alternatively be located in a cloud, for example, the node may be hosted on a
cloud platform. Optionally, an agent may be run on the node, and the agent is configured to manage a container instance
running on the node.
[0203] Managing means to add a node to a management scope of a management node in the cluster. Generally, after
a node is managed by the management node, the node periodically reports a resource usage status to the management
node, and the management node can implement an efficient and balanced resource scheduling policy based on the
resource usage status reported by each node.
[0204] FIG. 1 is a diagram of an NFV system architecture according to an embodiment of this application. The system
architecture includes a VNFM 101, a CaaS manager 102, at least one pod 106, at least one VNF 103, and at least one
VNFC 104. The VNFM 101 may be connected to the CaaS manager 102 via a network, the CaaS manager 102 may
be connected to the pod 106 via the network, the pod 106 may include containers 105, the containers 105 may carry
VNFs 103, and the VNFs 103 may include VNFCs 104. The CaaS manager 102 may communicate with the containers
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105 through the pod 106, and the CaaS manager 102 may manage the containers 105 by managing the pod 106.
Certainly, FIG. 1 is only an optional implementation. In a possible embodiment, the system architecture of the NFV may
not include the pod 106. For example, the CaaS manager 102 may be connected to the containers 105 via the network,
and the CaaS manager 102 may directly manage the containers 105.
[0205] Each VNFC 104 may include one or more application instances, and each application instance of the VNFC
104 may be carried by using a container instance corresponding to the container 105. The VNFM 101 may be carried
by using one or more physical devices, or carried by using one or more virtual devices. The CaaS manager 102 may
be carried by one or more physical devices, or carried by one or more virtual devices. The VNF 103 may be carried by
using one or more physical devices, or carried by using one or more virtual devices. For a structure of the physical
device, refer to the following embodiment shown in FIG. 3. The virtual device includes but is not limited to a virtual
machine, a container, or a virtualization container in another form. For example, the physical device is a server. FIG. 2
is a schematic diagram of an implementation environment according to an embodiment of this application. The imple-
mentation environment includes a plurality of servers. A server 201 is configured to carry the VNFM 101, a server 202
is configured to carry the CaaS manager 102, a server 203 is configured to carry the VNF 103, a server 204 is configured
to carry the containers 105, and a server 205 is configured to carry the pod 106.
[0206] FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of a computer device according to an embodiment of this application.
In a possible embodiment, the computer device may be configured to carry a VNF, and perform steps performed by the
VNF in the following method embodiments. In a possible embodiment, the computer device may be configured to carry
a VNFM, and perform steps performed by the VNFM in the following method embodiments. In a possible embodiment,
the computer device may alternatively be configured to carry a CaaS manager, and perform steps performed by the
CaaS manager in the following method embodiments. In a possible embodiment, the computer device may alternatively
be configured to carry a pod, and perform steps performed by the pod in the following method embodiments.
[0207] The computer device 300 may vary greatly depending on different configurations or performance, and may
include one or more processors 301 and one or more volatile or non-volatile memories 302. The one or more volatile
or non-volatile memories 302 store at least one instruction, and the at least one instruction is loaded and executed by
the one or more processors 301 to implement the methods provided in the following method embodiments. Certainly,
the computer device 300 may further have components such as a wired or wireless network interface, a keyboard, and
an input/output interface, to perform input/output. The computer device 300 may further include another component
configured to implement a device function. Details are not described herein. An operating system running on the computer
device 300 may be a Linux operating system, a Windows operating system, or the like. The operating system of the
computer device is not limited in the embodiments. The computer device 300 may be a computer device in a cloud
environment, a computer device in an edge environment, or a computer device in a terminal environment. A running
environment of the computer device 300 is not limited in the embodiments.
[0208] In an example embodiment, a computer-readable storage medium is further provided, for example, a memory
including an instruction. The instruction may be executed by the processor to complete a VNF lifecycle management
method in the following embodiments. For example, the computer-readable storage medium may be a read-only memory
(English full name: read-only memory, ROM for short), a random access memory (English full name: random access
memory, RAM for short), a compact disc read-only memory (English full name: compact disc read-only memory, CD-
ROM for short), a tape, a floppy disk, and an optical data storage device.
[0209] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a VNF lifecycle management method according to an embodiment of this application.
As shown in FIG. 4, the method is performed by a VNF and a VNFM, and includes the following steps.
[0210] 401: The VNFM generates a pre-notification.
[0211] The pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a target stage of a lifecycle. The pre-notification
may be recorded as a "pre notify (English: pre notify)" message.
[0212] The target stage of the lifecycle may be any stage in the lifecycle of the VNF. The target stage of the lifecycle
includes but is not limited to one or more of a scale-out stage, a scale-in stage, a VNFC onboarding stage, a VNFC
termination stage, a system instantiation stage, and a system termination stage. Certainly, the scale-out stage, the scale-
in stage, the VNFC onboarding stage, the VNFC termination stage, the system instantiation stage, and the system
termination stage are merely examples of the target stage, and the target stage is not limited thereto in this embodiment.
[0213] The scale-out stage is a stage at which a quantity of application instances of a VNFC in the VNF increases. At
the scale-out stage, the VNFM starts one or more application instances of one or more VNFCs in the VNF. Therefore,
after the VNF is scaled out, the quantity of application instances increases. For example, for any VNFC in the VNF, it is
assumed that the VNFC includes m1 application instances before scale-out. At the scale-out stage, n1 application
instances of the VNFC are started. After scale-out, the VNFC includes (m1+n1) application instances, that is, the n1
application instances are added to the VNFC through scale-out. m1 and n1 are positive integers.
[0214] The scale-in stage is a stage at which a quantity of application instances of one or more VNFCs in the VNF
decreases. At the scale-in stage, the VNFM deletes one or more application instances of the one or more VNFCs in the
VNF. Therefore, after the VNF is scaled in, the quantity of application instances decreases. For example, for any VNFC
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in the VNF, it is assumed that the VNFC includes m2 application instances before scale-in. At the scale-in stage, n2
application instances of the VNFC are deleted. After scale-in, the VNFC includes (m2-n2) application instances, in other
words, the n2 application instances are deleted from the VNFC through scale-in. m2 and n2 are positive integers. In
addition, an application instance that is deleted at the scale-in stage and that is of the VNFC may be a compute node
of the VNFC.
[0215] The VNFC onboarding stage is a stage at which one or more VNFCs are added to the VNF. After a VNFC is
onboarded, a quantity of VNFCs in the VNF increases. For any to-be-onboarded VNFC, the VNFM starts all application
instances of the VNFC, to bring the VNFC onboarded.
[0216] Optionally, a function of a newly onboarded VNFC may be different from a function of an existing VNFC in the
VNF. Therefore, after the VNFC is onboarded, functions of the VNF increases. For example, for the VNF, it is assumed
that the VNF includes m3 VNFCs before VNFCs are onboarded, and the VNF can implement n3 functions by using the
m3 VNFCs. At the VNFC onboarding stage, m4 VNFCs are started, and the m4 VNFCs are used to implement n4 functions.
After VNFCs are onboarded, the VNF includes (m3+m4) VNFCs, and can implement (n3+n4) functions by using the
(m3+m4) VNFCs. m3, m4, n3, and n4 are positive integers.
[0217] The VNFC termination stage is a stage at which one or more VNFCs are deleted from the VNF. After a VNFC
is terminated, a quantity of VNFCs in the VNF decreases. For any to-be-terminated VNFC, the VNFM deletes all appli-
cation instances of the VNFC, to bring the VNFC terminated
[0218] Optionally, a function of the to-be-terminated VNFC may be different from a function of an existing VNFC in
the VNF. Therefore, after the VNFC is terminated, functions of the VNF decreases. For example, for the VNF, it is
assumed that the VNF includes m5 VNFCs before VNFCs are terminated, and the VNF can implement n5 functions by
using the m5 VNFCs. At the VNFC termination stage, m6 VNFCs are deleted, and the m6 VNFCs are used to implement
n6 functions. After the VNFCs are terminated, the VNF includes (m5-m6) VNFCs, and can implement (n5-n6) functions
by using the (m5-m6) VNFCs. m5, m6, n5, and n6 are positive integers, m5 is greater than m6, and n5 is greater than n6.
[0219] The system instantiation stage, also referred to as a VNF initialization stage, is a stage at which all VNFCs in
the VNF are onboarded. A process in which the VNFM controls the VNF to enter a system initialization stage may be
considered as a process in which a plurality of VNFCs are brought onboarded. A specific procedure is similar to a
procedure in which a plurality of VNFCs are brought onboarded, and details are not described herein.
[0220] The system termination stage, also referred to as a VNF uninstallation stage, is a stage at which all VNFCs in
the VNF are terminated. A process in which the VNFM controls the VNF to enter the system termination stage may be
considered as a process in which a plurality of VNFCs are terminated. A specific procedure is similar to a procedure in
which a plurality of VNFCs are terminated, and details are not described herein.
[0221] The pre-notification may include at least one of a scale-out pre-notification, a scale-in pre-notification, a VNFC
onboarding pre-notification, and a VNFC termination pre-notification. The scale-out pre-notification is used to notify that
the VNF is going to enter the scale-out stage. The scale-out pre-notification may be recorded as a "pre scale-out
notification (English: pre scale out notify)". The scale-in pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter
the scale-in stage. The scale-in pre-notification may be recorded as a "pre scale in notification (English: pre scale in
notify)". The VNFC onboarding pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter the VNFC onboarding
stage. The VNFC onboarding pre-notification may be recorded as a "pre deploy notification (pre deploy notify)". The
VNFC termination pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter the VNFC termination stage. The VNFC
termination pre-notification may be recorded as a "pre application delete notification (English: pre application delete
notify)".
[0222] In step 401, before the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM may remind in advance, based
on the pre-notification, that the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. After receiving the pre-notification,
the VNF can predict, based on the pre-notification, that the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that
the VNF can execute a pre-processing procedure in advance to make preparations for entering the target stage of the
lifecycle. Therefore, after the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, a service loss and service flapping can be
avoided because preparations are made in advance, thereby implementing smooth service migration. In addition, service
processing efficiency can be improved because the pre-processing procedure is executed in advance.
[0223] A process of generating the pre-notification includes but is not limited to any one or a combination of the following
(1) to (5).
[0224] (1) Generate the pre-notification based on a first VNFC.
[0225] The first VNFC is one or more VNFCs included in the VNF. The pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that
the first VNFC is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. For example, the pre-notification may be used to notify
the VNF that the first VNFC is to be scaled out. For another example, the pre-notification may be used to notify the VNF
that the first VNFC is to be scaled in. For another example, the pre-notification may be used to notify the VNF that the
first VNFC is going to be onboarded. For still another example, the pre-notification may be used to notify the VNF that
the first VNFC is to be terminated. The pre-notification may include an identifier of the first VNFC. The identifier of the
first VNFC is used to indicate the first VNFC. For example, the identifier of the first VNFC may be a name of the first
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VNFC, an identification of the first VNFC (English full name: identification, ID for short), or the like. For example, the
identifier of the first VNFC may be "VNFC 1", "VNFC 2", or the like.
[0226] According to (1), before the first VNFC enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM may remind the VNF
in advance that one or more specific VNFCs (namely, the first VNFC) are going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
so that the VNF can predict, based on the pre-notification after receiving the pre-notification, that the one or more specific
VNFCs (namely, the first VNFC) are going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and execute the pre-processing
procedure for the one or more specific VNFCs (namely, the first VNFC), thereby making preparations in advance and
implementing smooth service migration.
[0227] (2) Generate the pre-notification based on a first application instance.
[0228] The first application instance is one or more application instances included in a second VNFC. If this embodiment
is applied to the scale-in stage, the first application instance may be some application instances of the second VNFC;
and if this embodiment is applied to the VNFC termination stage, the first application instance may be all application
instances of the second VNFC. The second VNFC is one or more VNFCs included in the VNF. The second VNFC may
be the same as or different from the first VNFC in (1). This is not limited. The pre-notification is used to notify the VNF
that the first application instance is to be deleted. The pre-notification may include an identifier of the first application
instance. The identifier of the first application instance is used to indicate the first application instance. For example, the
identifier of the first application instance may be a name, an ID, or the like of the first application instance. For example,
the identifier of the first application instance may be "1-1", "1-2", or the like. "-" represents a connector, a number before
the symbol "-" identifies a VNFC, and a number after the symbol "-" identifies an application instance of the VNFC. For
example, k-m represents the mth application instance of a VNFC k, where k and m are integers.
[0229] According to (2), before the first application instance enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM may
remind the VNF in advance that one or more specific application instances (namely, the first application instance) of
one or more specific VNFCs are going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNF can predict, based on
the pre-notification after receiving the pre-notification, that the one or more specific application instances (namely, the
first application instance) of the one or more specific VNFCs are to be deleted, and execute the pre-processing procedure
for the one or more specific application instances (namely, the first application instance) of the one or more specific
VNFCs, thereby making preparations in advance and implementing smooth service migration.
[0230] (3) Generate the pre-notification based on a first quantity.
[0231] The first quantity is a positive integer. The pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application instances
of the first quantity are to be started. The pre-notification may include the first quantity. For example, if the pre-notification
includes "num=3 (num indicates a quantity, and the symbol "=" indicates "equal to")", the VNF is notified, based on the
pre-notification, that three application instances are to be started.
[0232] According to (3), before the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM reminds the VNF in advance
that application instances of a specific quantity are to be started, so that the VNF can predict, based on the pre-notification
after receiving the pre-notification, that the application instances of the specific quantity are to be started, and execute
the pre-processing procedure for the specific quantity (namely, the first quantity) of the to-be-started application instances,
thereby making preparations in advance and implementing smooth service migration.
[0233] (4) Generate the pre-notification based on a second quantity.
[0234] The second quantity is a positive integer. The pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application instances
of the second quantity are to be deleted. The pre-notification may include the second quantity. For example, if the pre-
notification includes "num=3 (num indicates a quantity, and the symbol "=" indicates "equal to")", the VNF is notified,
based on the pre-notification, that three application instances are to be deleted.
[0235] According to (4), before the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM may remind the VNF in
advance that application instances of a specific quantity are to be deleted, the VNF can predict, based on the pre-
notification after receiving the pre-notification, that the application instances of the quantity are to be deleted, and execute
the pre-processing procedure for the specific quantity (namely, the second quantity) of the to-be-deleted application
instances, thereby making preparations in advance and implementing smooth service migration.
[0236] (5) Generate the pre-notification based on a first time point.
[0237] The first time point is a time point at which the VNF is to be controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
The first time point may include at least one of a time point at which the VNF is to be scaled out, a time point at which
the VNF is to be scaled in, a time point at which a VNFC is to be brought onboarded, and a time point at which a VNFC
is to be terminated.
[0238] The pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first
time point. The pre-notification may include the first time point. For example, if the pre-notification includes "time=18:00",
the VNF is notified, based on the pre-notification, that the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at 18:00.
[0239] According to (5), before the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM may remind the VNF in
advance of a specific time point at which the VNF is to be controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the
VNF can predict, based on the pre-notification after receiving the pre-notification, that the VNF is going to enter the
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target stage of the lifecycle at the specific time point, and execute the pre-processing procedure for the specific time
point (namely, the first time point) at which the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby making
preparations in advance and implementing smooth service migration.
[0240] Optionally, an element management (English full name: element management, EM for short) node may send
a control instruction to the VNFM. The VNFM may receive the control instruction, and obtain at least one of the identifier
of the first VNFC, the identifier of the first application instance, the first quantity, the second quantity, and the first time
point from the control instruction. The control instruction may be used to instruct the VNFM to control the first VNFC to
enter the target stage of the lifecycle. Alternatively, the control instruction is used to instruct the VNFM to start the
application instances of the first quantity. Alternatively, the control instruction is used to instruct the VNFM to delete the
application instances of the second quantity. Alternatively, the control instruction is used to instruct the VNFM to delete
the first application instance. Optionally, the control instruction may be triggered according to an input operation of a
user. Optionally, the VNFM may monitor resource usage of each VNFC in the VNF, and when resource usage of any
VNFC falls beyond a preset range, the VNFC is used as the first VNFC. Optionally, the VNFM may monitor resource
usage of each application instance of each VNFC in the VNF, and when resource usage of any application instance of
any VNFC is less than a resource usage threshold, the application instance of the VNFC is used as the first application
instance.
[0241] 402: The VNFM sends the pre-notification to the VNF.
[0242] For a manner of sending the pre-notification, in a possible implementation, the VNF may provide a notification
interface, and the VNFM may send the pre-notification to the VNF through the notification interface. In a possible
implementation, the VNF and the VNFM may pre-agree on a common message format and a parameter structure for
the notification interface. The VNF may define the notification interface, and the VNFM generates the pre-notification
based on the pre-agreed common message format and the pre-agreed parameter structure, and sends the pre-notification
by invoking the notification interface of the VNF. The notification interface may be a representational state transfer
(English full name: representational state transfer, REST for short) interface. The VNFM may invoke a REST interface
of the VNF to send the pre-notification to the VNF. The notification interface may include at least one of a scale-out pre-
notification (English: pre scale out notify) interface, a scale-in pre-notification (English: pre scale in notify) interface, a
deploy pre-notification (English: pre deploy notify) interface, and an application deletion pre-notification (English: pre
application delete notify) interface. At the scale-out stage, the VNFM may invoke the scale-out pre-notification interface
to send the scale-out pre-notification to the VNF. At the scale-in stage, the VNFM may invoke the scale-in pre-notification
interface to send the scale-in pre-notification to the VNF. At the VNFC onboarding stage, the VNFM may invoke the pre
deploy notification interface to send the VNFC onboarding pre-notification to the VNF. At the VNFC termination stage,
the VNFM may invoke the pre application delete notification interface to send the VNFC termination pre-notification to
the VNF.
[0243] 403: The VNF receives the pre-notification from the VNFM, and generates a pre-notification response.
[0244] The pre-notification response is a response message corresponding to the pre-notification, namely, an ac-
knowledgment (English full name: acknowledgment, ack for short) message of the pre-notification.
[0245] Different pre-notifications correspond to different pre-notification responses. For example, the pre-notification
response may include at least one of a scale-out pre-notification response, a scale-in pre-notification response, a VNFC
onboarding pre-notification response, and a VNFC termination pre-notification response. The scale-out pre-notification
response is a response message corresponding to the scale-out pre-notification, and the scale-out pre-notification
response may be recorded as a "pre scale out notifyack (pre scale out notifyack)". The scale-in pre-notification response
is a response message corresponding to the scale-in pre-notification, and the scale-in pre-notification response may be
recorded as a "pre scale in notifyack (pre scale in notifyack)". The VNFC onboarding pre-notification response is a
response message corresponding to the VNFC onboarding pre-notification, and the VNFC onboarding pre-notification
response may be recorded as a "pre deploy notifyack (pre deploy notifyack). The VNFC termination pre-notification
response is a response message corresponding to the VNFC termination pre-notification, and the VNFC termination
pre-notification response may be recorded as a "pre application delete notifyack (pre application delete notifyack)".
[0246] A process of generating the pre-notification response includes but is not limited to any one or a combination
of the following (1) to (5).
[0247] (1) The VNF generates the pre-notification response based on the first VNFC. The pre-notification response
in (1) in step 403 is a response message corresponding to the pre-notification in (1) in step 401.
[0248] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows the first VNFC to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle. For example, the pre-notification response may indicate that the VNF allows to scale
out the first VNFC. For another example, the pre-notification response may indicate that the VNF allows to scale in the
first VNFC. The pre-notification response may include an allowance identifier. The allowance identifier is used to indicate
allowance. The allowance identifier may be any combination of a digit, a letter, and a character. For example, the
allowance identifier may be "OK", "Yes", "1", or the like.
[0249] According to this embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the first VNFC is allowed to enter
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the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns that the first VNFC can be controlled to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle.
[0250] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle. The pre-notification response may include a rejection identifier. The rejection identifier
is used to indicate rejection, and the rejection identifier may be any combination of a digit, a letter, and a character. For
example, the rejection identifier may be "Not", "No", "0", or the like.
[0251] According to this embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the first VNFC is rejected to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns that the first VNFC cannot be controlled to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle, thereby avoiding a service call loss caused by controlling, by the VNFM, the first VNFC to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0252] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response may include reason information. The reason information
may be a status code or a reason code. The reason information may indicate a reason why the VNF rejects the first
VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. The reason may be determined based on specifications of the first VNFC.
For example, the reason may be that a quantity of application instances of the first VNFC is greater than a maximum
quantity of application instances of the first VNFC after scale-out. For another example, the reason may be that a quantity
of application instances of the first VNFC is less than a minimum quantity of application instances of the first VNFC after
scale-in. The maximum quantity of application instances and the minimum quantity of application instances may be read
from a template for the first VNFC, or certainly may be determined in another manner. This is not limited in this embodiment.
[0253] According to this embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, the reason why the first VNFC is rejected
to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why the VNF rejects the first VNFC to
enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and the VNFM may re-determine, based on the reason, a VNFC that is going to
enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure for the VNFC.
[0254] In a possible implementation, if the pre-notification is the pre-notification in (1) in step 401, the VNF may parse
the pre-notification to obtain the identifier that is of the first VNFC and that is carried in the pre-notification. The VNF
may determine the first VNFC based on the identifier of the first VNFC. The VNF may determine whether the first VNFC
is allowed to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. When the first VNFC is allowed to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
the VNF generates a pre-notification response that includes the allowance identifier. When the first VNFC is rejected to
enter the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNF generates a pre-notification response that includes the rejection identifier
and the reason information.
[0255] It should be noted that (1) in step 401 and (1) in step 403 are only optional manners of generating the pre-
notification and the pre-notification response, rather than mandatory manners. In a possible embodiment, the VNFM
does not need to specify a specific VNFC that is in the VNF and that is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle;
instead, the VNF specifies a specific VNFC that is in the VNF and that is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
and the VNF feeds back, to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, the specific VNFC that is going to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle, so that the VNFM controls the VNFC specified by the VNF to enter the target stage of
the lifecycle.
[0256] In a possible embodiment, the VNF may select a third VNFC from at least one VNFC in the VNF, and the VNF
may generate the pre-notification response based on the third VNFC. The pre-notification response is used to indicate
that the third VNFC is controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. The third VNFC is one or more VNFCs included
in the VNF. In a possible implementation, the VNF may obtain an identifier of the third VNFC, and the VNF may generate
the pre-notification response based on the identifier of the third VNFC. The pre-notification response may include the
identifier of the third VNFC, and the identifier of the third VNFC is used to indicate the third VNFC.
[0257] For example, the VNF may obtain a service load of each VNFC, and select the third VNFC based on the service
load of each VNFC. For example, in a scale-out scenario, the VNF may select a VNFC with a maximum service load as
the third VNFC. For another example, in a scale-in scenario, the VNF may select a VNFC with a minimum service load
as the third VNFC.
[0258] According to this possible embodiment, the VNF itself may specify one or more specific VNFCs (namely, the
third VNFC) that are going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby improving flexibility, avoiding a call loss
caused by controlling, by the VNFM, an inappropriate VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and ensuring
smooth service migration.
[0259] (2) The VNF generates the pre-notification response based on the first application instance. The pre-notification
response in (2) in step 403 is a response message corresponding to the pre-notification in (2) in step 401.
[0260] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the first appli-
cation instance. The pre-notification response may include an allowance identifier. According to this embodiment, the
VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the first application instance is allowed to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns
that the first application instance can be deleted.
[0261] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the first appli-
cation instance. For example, the pre-notification response may include a rejection identifier. According to this embod-
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iment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the first VNFC is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so
that the VNFM learns that the first VNFC cannot be controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby avoiding
a service call loss caused by controlling the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0262] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response may include reason information, and the reason infor-
mation indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance. The reason may be determined
based on specifications of the second VNFC. For example, the reason may be that a quantity of application instances
of the second VNFC is less than a minimum quantity of application instances after the first application instance is deleted.
Certainly, the reason may alternatively be that normal running of the VNF is to be affected after the first application
instance is deleted. This is not specifically limited in this embodiment. According to this embodiment, the VNF may feed
back, to the VNFM, the reason why the first application instance is rejected to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns of
the reason why the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance, and the VNFM may re-determine, based on the
reason, a to-be-deleted application instance, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based on the to-be-
deleted application instance.
[0263] For a process of generating the pre-notification response, the VNF may determine the first application instance
based on the pre-notification. In a possible implementation, if the pre-notification is the pre-notification in (2) in step 401,
the VNF may parse the pre-notification to obtain the identifier that is of the first application instance and that is carried
in the pre-notification. The VNF may determine the first application instance based on the pre-notification, and determine
whether the first application instance is allowed to be deleted. When the first application instance is allowed to be deleted,
the VNF generates the pre-notification response that includes the allowance identifier. When the first application instance
is rejected to be deleted, the VNF generates the pre-notification response that includes the rejection identifier and the
reason information.
[0264] It should be noted that (2) in step 401 and (2) in step 403 are only optional manners of generating the pre-
notification, rather than mandatory manners. In a possible embodiment, the VNFM does not need to specify a specific
to-be-deleted application instance; instead, the VNF specifies a to-be-deleted application instance, and feeds back the
to-be-deleted application instance to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, so that the VNFM deletes the
application instance specified by the VNF.
[0265] In a possible embodiment, the VNF may select a second application instance from at least one application
instance of at least one VNFC in the VNF. For example, the VNF may obtain a service load of each application instance,
and select an application instance with a minimum service load as the second application instance based on the service
load of each application instance. The VNF may generate the pre-notification response based on the second application
instance. For example, the VNF may obtain an identifier of the second application instance, and the VNF may generate
the pre-notification response based on the identifier of the second application instance.
[0266] The pre-notification response is used to indicate to delete the second application instance. The pre-notification
response may include the identifier of the second application instance, and the identifier of the second application
instance is used to indicate the second application instance. The second application instance is one or more application
instances included in a fourth VNFC. The fourth VNFC is one or more VNFCs included in the VNF.
[0267] According to this possible embodiment, the VNF itself may specify one or more specific to-be-deleted application
instances (namely, the second application instance). This improves flexibility, and avoids a call loss and performance
compromise caused by deleting an inappropriate application instance by the VNFM.
[0268] (3) The VNF generates the pre-notification response based on the first quantity. The pre-notification response
in (3) in step 403 is a response message corresponding to the pre-notification in (3) in step 401.
[0269] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to start the application
instances of the first quantity, and the pre-notification response may include an allowance identifier. According to this
possible embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the application instances of the first quantity are
allowed to be started, so that the VNFM learns that the application instances of the first quantity can be started.
[0270] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to start the application
instances of the first quantity. For example, the pre-notification response may include a rejection identifier. According
to this possible embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the application instances of the first quantity
are rejected to be started, so that the VNFM learns that the application instances of the first quantity cannot be started,
thereby avoiding adverse impact on performance of the VNF caused by starting the application instances of the first
quantity.
[0271] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response may include reason information, and the reason infor-
mation indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the first quantity. The reason may
be determined based on specifications of a VNFC. For example, the reason may be that a quantity of application instances
of the VNFC is greater than a maximum quantity of application instances after the application instances of the first
quantity are started.
[0272] For a process of generating the pre-notification response, in a possible implementation, if the pre-notification
is the pre-notification in (3) in step 401, the VNF may parse the pre-notification to obtain the first quantity carried in the
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pre-notification, and the VNF may determine whether the application instances of the first quantity are allowed to be
started. When the application instances of the first quantity are allowed to be started, the VNF generates the pre-
notification response that includes the allowance identifier. When the application instances of the first quantity are rejected
to be started, the VNF generates the pre-notification response that includes the rejection identifier and the reason
information.
[0273] According to this possible embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, the reason why the application
instances of the first quantity are rejected to be started, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why the VNF rejects to
start the application instances of the first quantity, and the VNFM may re-determine, based on the reason, a quantity of
to-be-started application instances, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based on the quantity of to-be-
started application instances.
[0274] It should be noted that (3) in step 401 and (3) in step 403 are only optional manners of generating the pre-
notification, rather than mandatory manners. In a possible embodiment, the VNFM does not need to specify a quantity
of to-be-started application instances; instead, the VNF specifies the quantity of to-be-started application instances, and
feeds back, to the VNFM, the quantity of the to-be-started application instances based on the pre-notification response,
so that the VNFM starts the application instances of the quantity specified by the VNF.
[0275] In a possible embodiment, the VNF may determine a third quantity, and the VNF may generate the pre-notifi-
cation response based on the third quantity. The pre-notification response is used to indicate to start application instances
of the third quantity. The pre-notification response may include the third quantity. For example, if the pre-notification
response includes "num=3 (num indicates a quantity, and the symbol"=" indicates "equal to")", the pre-notification re-
sponse indicates the VNFM to start three application instances.
[0276] The third quantity is a positive integer. Optionally, the third quantity may be a difference between a maximum
quantity of application instances and a current quantity of application instances. Correspondingly, for any VNFC, the
VNF may obtain the maximum quantity of application instances of the VNFC and the current quantity of application
instances, and calculate the difference between the two quantities as the third quantity. For example, assuming that a
maximum quantity of compute nodes of a VNFC in the VNF is 10, and the VNFC currently includes three compute nodes,
the VNF may calculate that the third quantity is 10-3=7. The pre-notification response includes "num=7". The VNF may
indicate, based on the pre-notification response, the VNFM to start seven compute nodes. Certainly, this manner of
calculating the third quantity is merely an example, and the third quantity may alternatively be determined in another
manner. For example, the third quantity may be a difference between a target quantity of application instances and the
current quantity of application instances. The target quantity may be a quantity of application instances required to carry
a preset quantity of services, or the target quantity may be a quantity input by the user. This is not limited in this
embodiment.
[0277] According to this possible embodiment, the VNF itself may determine a quantity of to-be-started application
instances. This improves flexibility of lifecycle management for the VNF, and avoids a waste of resources caused when
application instances of an excessively large quantity are started. In addition, this can also avoid the following case:
Because application instances of an excessively small quantity are started, a lifecycle management procedure needs
to be re-initiated to start application instances, resulting in low efficiency in starting application instances.
[0278] (4) The VNF generates the pre-notification response based on the second quantity. The pre-notification response
in (4) in step 403 is a response message corresponding to the pre-notification in (4) in step 401.
[0279] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the application
instances of the second quantity, and the pre-notification response may include an allowance identifier. According to
this possible embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the application instances of the second quantity
are allowed to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns that the application instances of the second quantity can be deleted.
[0280] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the application
instances of the second quantity. For example, the pre-notification response may include a rejection identifier. According
to this possible embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the application instances of the second quantity
are rejected to be deleted, so that the VNFM learns that the application instances of the second quantity cannot be
deleted, thereby avoiding adverse impact on performance of the VNF caused by deleting the application instances of
the second quantity.
[0281] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response may include reason information, and the reason infor-
mation indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity. The reason
may be determined based on specifications of a VNFC. For example, the reason may be that a quantity of application
instances of the VNFC is less than a minimum quantity of application instances after the application instances of the
second quantity are deleted. According to this possible embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, the reason
why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity, so that the VNFM learns of the reason
why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity, and the VNFM may re-determine, based
on the reason, a quantity of to-be-deleted application instances, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure based
on the quantity of to-be-deleted application instances.
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[0282] In a possible implementation, if the pre-notification is the pre-notification in (2) in step 401, the VNF may parse
the pre-notification to obtain the second quantity carried in the pre-notification, and the VNF may determine whether the
application instances of the second quantity are allowed to be deleted. When the application instances of the second
quantity are allowed to be deleted, the VNF generates the pre-notification response that includes the allowance identifier.
When the application instances of the second quantity are rejected to be deleted, the VNF generates the pre-notification
response that includes the rejection identifier and the reason information.
[0283] It should be noted that the foregoing (4) is only an optional manner of generating the pre-notification response,
rather than a mandatory manner. In a possible embodiment, the VNFM does not need to determine a specific quantity
of to-be-deleted application instances; instead, the VNF specifies the quantity of to-be-deleted application instances,
and feeds back, to the VNFM, the quantity of to-be-deleted application instances based on the pre-notification response,
so that the VNFM deletes the application instances of the quantity specified by the VNF.
[0284] In a possible embodiment, the VNF may determine a fourth quantity, and the VNF may generate the pre-
notification response based on the fourth quantity. The pre-notification response is used to indicate to delete application
instances of the fourth quantity. The pre-notification response may include the fourth quantity. For example, if the pre-
notification response includes "num=3 (num indicates a quantity, and the symbol "=" indicates "equal to")", the pre-
notification response indicates the VNFM to delete three application instances.
[0285] The fourth quantity is a positive integer. Optionally, the fourth quantity may be a difference between a current
quantity of application instances and a minimum quantity of application instances. Correspondingly, for any VNFC, the
VNF may obtain the current quantity of application instances and the minimum quantity of application instances of the
VNFC, and calculate the difference between the two quantities as the fourth quantity. For example, assuming that there
are three compute nodes of a VNFC currently, and a minimum quantity of compute nodes of the VNFC is 1, the fourth
quantity may be 2. Certainly, this manner of calculating the fourth quantity is merely an example, and the fourth quantity
may alternatively be determined in another manner. For example, the fourth quantity may be a difference between the
current quantity of application instances and a target quantity of application instances.
[0286] According to this possible embodiment, the VNF itself may determine a quantity of to-be-deleted application
instances. This improves flexibility, and avoids a call loss and performance exception caused by deleting application
instances of an excessively large quantity. In addition, this can also avoid the following case: Because application
instances of an excessively small quantity are deleted, a lifecycle management procedure needs to be re-initiated to
delete application instances, resulting in low efficiency in deleting application instances.
[0287] (5) The VNF generates the pre-notification response based on the first time point.
[0288] The pre-notification response in (5) in step 403 is a response message corresponding to the pre-notification in
(5) in step 401.
[0289] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is allowed to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle at the first time point. For example, the pre-notification response may include an allowance identifier.
According to this possible embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the VNF is allowed to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the VNFM learns that the VNF can be controlled, at the first time point,
to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0290] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is rejected to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle at the first time point. For example, the pre-notification response may include a rejection identifier.
According to this possible embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, that the VNF is rejected to enter the
target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the VNFM learns that the VNF cannot be controlled, at the first
time point, to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby avoiding adverse impact on performance of the VNF caused
by controlling, at the first time point, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0291] In a possible embodiment, the pre-notification response may include reason information, and the reason infor-
mation indicates a reason why the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point. According
to this possible embodiment, the VNF may feed back, to the VNFM, the reason why the VNF is rejected to enter the
target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the VNFM learns of the reason why the VNF is rejected to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point. Based on this, the VNFM may re-determine a time point at which
the VNFM controls the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure.
[0292] In a possible implementation, if the pre-notification is the pre-notification in (5) in step 401, the VNF may parse
the pre-notification to obtain the first time point carried in the pre-notification, and determine whether the VNF is allowed
to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point. When the VNF is allowed to enter the target stage of the
lifecycle at the first time point, the VNF generates the pre-notification response. When the VNF is rejected to enter the
target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, the VNF generates the pre-notification response that includes the
rejection identifier and the reason information.
[0293] It should be noted that the foregoing (5) is only an optional manner of generating the pre-notification response,
rather than a mandatory manner. In a possible embodiment, the VNFM does not need to specify a specific time point
at which the VNFM controls the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle; instead, the VNF itself specifies a specific
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time point at which the VNFM controls the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and feeds back, to the VNFM
based on the pre-notification response, the time point at which the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
so that the VNFM controls, at the time point, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0294] In a possible embodiment, the VNF may determine a second time point, and the VNF generates the pre-
notification response based on the second time point. The second time point is a time point at which the VNF is allowed
to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. The pre-notification response is used to indicate the VNFM to control, at the
second time point, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. The pre-notification response may include the
second time point. According to this possible embodiment, the VNF itself may specify the specific time point at which
the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby improving flexibility.
[0295] It should be noted that the foregoing (1) to (5) may be combined in any manner, and two or more of the foregoing
(1) to (5) may be combined. This is not limited. For example, the foregoing (1), (2), and (4) are combined. The VNF may
obtain the identifier of the first VNFC, the first application instance, and the second quantity based on the pre-notification,
and determine whether the VNF is allowed to delete the first application instances of the first VNFC that are of the second
quantity. When the first application instances of the first VNFC that are of the second quantity are allowed to be deleted,
the pre-notification response including the allowance identifier is generated. When the first application instances of the
first VNFC that are of the second quantity are rejected to be deleted, the pre-notification response including the rejection
identifier and the reason information is generated. In this way, the VNFM may specify, based on the pre-notification,
one or more specific to-be-deleted application instances of one or more specific VNFCs, and the VNF may feed back,
to the VNFM based on the pre-notification response, whether the VNFM is allowed to delete the one or more specific
to-be-deleted application instances; and further may feed back, to the VNFM, a reason why the VNFM is rejected to
delete the one or more specific to-be-deleted application instances, so that the VNF and the VNFM determine, through
negotiation, to delete one or more specific to-be-deleted application instances. Certainly, the foregoing combination
manner is merely an example, and other combination manners are not described herein.
[0296] 404: The VNF sends the pre-notification response to the VNFM.
[0297] It should be understood that a sequence of step 403, step 404, and step 406 is not limited in this embodiment.
In some other embodiments, the VNF may first execute the pre-processing procedure, and then the VNF generates the
pre-notification response, and sends the pre-notification response to the VNFM. Sequence numbers of the foregoing
steps in this embodiment do not indicate an execution sequence. The execution sequence of the steps should be
determined based on functions and internal logic of the steps, and should not be construed as any limitation on the
implementation process of this embodiment of this application.
[0298] 405: The VNFM receives the pre-notification response from the VNF.
[0299] Optionally, the VNFM may output the pre-notification response. Optionally, the VNFM may display the pre-
notification response on an interface, so that operation and maintenance engineers learn of a feedback, from the VNF,
of the lifecycle management procedure. The interface may be an interface provided by an operation and maintenance
platform, or certainly may be another interface. This is not limited.
[0300] In an example scenario, if the pre-notification response includes a failure identifier, the VNFM may display that
current lifecycle management fails, and indicate at least one of information about the reason why the VNF rejects the
first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, information about the reason why the VNF rejects to delete the first
application instance, the reason why the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the first quantity, the reason
why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity, and information about the reason why
the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, so that the operation and maintenance
engineers learn of the rejection reasons of the VNF, and trigger input operations based on the reasons, for example,
modify the first VNFC that is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle to another VNFC that is going to enter the
target stage of the lifecycle, modify the first application instance that is to be deleted to another application instance that
is to be deleted, modify the to-be-started application instances of the first quantity to to-be-started application instances
of another quantity, modify the to-be-deleted application instances of the second quantity to to-be-deleted application
instances of another quantity, and modify the first time point at which the VNF is required to enter the target stage of
the lifecycle to another time point at which the VNF is required to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, so as to trigger
the VNFM to re-initiate lifecycle management procedures for the another VNFC, for deleting the another application
instance, for starting or deleting the application instances of the another quantity, and for entering the target stage of
the lifecycle at the another time point.
[0301] 406: The VNF executes the pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0302] In a possible implementation, step 406 may include any one or a combination of the following (A) to (D).
[0303] (A) The VNF executes a pre-processing procedure at the scale-out stage.
[0304] In a possible implementation, (A) may include either or both of (A1) and (A2).
[0305] (A1) The VNF obtains a service migration plan based on the scale-out pre-notification.
[0306] The service migration plan indicates to migrate a service to a to-be-started application instance of a VNFC. In
terms of service types, the service migration plan may include at least one of a traffic migration plan and a data migration
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plan. The traffic migration plan indicates to migrate traffic to a to-be-started application instance of a VNFC. The data
migration plan indicates to migrate data to a to-be-started application instance of a VNFC. In terms of migration manners,
the service migration plan may include at least one of a service balancing plan and a service access plan. The service
balancing plan is used to migrate services of a started application instance of a VNFC to the to-be-started application
instance of the VNFC, so that the to-be-started application instance shares the services of the started application instance.
Specifically, the service migration plan may be used to indicate at least one of the started application instance of the
VNFC, a quantity of services to be migrated from the started application instance of the VNFC, and a sequence of
migrating services running on the started application instance of the VNFC.
[0307] For example, it is assumed that a VNFC in the VNF has n compute nodes before scale-out, and the VNF
predicts, according to a scale-out plan, that one compute node of the VNFC is going to be started, that is, the VNFC is
going to have (n+1) compute nodes through scale-out. In this case, it may be planned that traffic of the n compute nodes
is evenly migrated to the (n+1) compute node, or that traffic of the n compute nodes is migrated to the (n+1) compute
node based on a specified proportion. The service access plan is used to migrate, to a to-be-started application instance,
services on a started application instance that are going to access a VNFC, so that the to-be-started application instance
accepts the to-be-generated services. For example, it is assumed that a VNFC in the VNF has n compute nodes before
scale-out, and the VNF predicts, according to the scale-out plan, that one compute node of the VNFC is going to be
started, that is, the VNFC is going to have (n+1) compute nodes through scale-out. In this case, it is planned that services
to be generated in next two hours may be accessed to the (n+1)th compute node, where n is a positive integer.
[0308] The VNF may plan, by preparing the service migration plan, a pace of migrating service traffic to remaining
compute nodes in advance before scale-out, to avoid the following case: Service migration is executed excessively fast
and service migration is not completed during service migration that is temporarily performed after scale-out, that is,
avoid a call loss caused when service migration is executed excessively fast or service migration is not completed,
thereby ensuring service processing quality.
[0309] (A2) The VNF obtains first control information based on the scale-out pre-notification.
[0310] The first control information is used to control the to-be-started application instance of the VNFC to process a
service. For example, the first control information may be used to indicate at least one of whether to control the newly-
added application instance of the VNFC, a manner of controlling the newly-added application instance of the VNFC,
and management data of the newly-added application instance of the VNFC. The management data may be an identifier
of the newly-added application instance of the VNFC. For example, the management data may be an ID of the newly-
added application instance.
[0311] Optionally, after obtaining the first control information, the VNF may cache the first control information, so that
the VNF may read the first control information from a cache after scale-out, and use the first control information to control
the to-be-started application instance of the VNFC to process the service.
[0312] For a process of allocating identifiers of newly-added application instances, the VNF may determine the first
VNFC and the first quantity based on the scale-out pre-notification, and allocate identifiers of the application instances
of the first quantity based on identifiers that are of application instances and that have been allocated to the first VNFC.
For example, it is assumed that a VNFC 1 of the VNF already includes three application instances, and identifiers of the
three application instances are a VNFC 1-1, a VNFC 1-2, and a VNFC 1-3. The VNF determines, based on the scale-
out pre-notification, that the first quantity is 2, and the VNF may allocate identifiers of two application instances: a VNFC
1-4 and a VNFC 1-5.
[0313] (B) The VNF executes a pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage.
[0314] In a possible implementation, (B) may include either or both of (B1) and (B2).
[0315] (B1) The VNF migrates a service of a to-be-deleted application instance of a VNFC based on the scale-in pre-
notification.
[0316] The VNF may determine, based on the scale-in pre-notification, the to-be-scaled-in VNFC and the to-be-deleted
application instance of the VNFC. The VNF may determine, based on the to-be-scaled-in VNFC and the to-be-deleted
application instance, an application instance other than the to-be-deleted application instance of the to-be-scaled-in
VNFC, and migrate a service of the to-be-deleted application instance of the VNFC to the application instance of the
VNFC, so that the service of the to-be-deleted application instance of the VNFC is processed by the application instance
of the same VNFC.
[0317] For example, it is assumed that a VNFC in the VNF has n compute nodes before scale-in, and the VNF predicts,
based on the scale-in pre-notification that the nth compute node of the VNFC is going to be deleted, that is, the VNFC
in the VNF has (n-1) compute nodes after scale-in. In this case, traffic of the nth compute node may be evenly distributed
to the remaining (n-1) compute nodes, or traffic of the nth compute node may be migrated to the remaining (n-1) compute
nodes based on a specified proportion. In an example embodiment, it is assumed that a VNFC 1 needs to be scaled in,
and application instances of the VNFC 1 include a compute node 1-1, a compute node 1-2, and a compute node 1-3.
The VNF determines, based on the scale-in pre-notification, that the VNFM is going to delete the compute node 1-1,
and the VNF may migrate services on the compute node 1-1 to the compute node 1-2 and the compute node 1-3 in
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advance.
[0318] The services of the to-be-deleted application instances are migrated in advance, so that the following case can
be avoided: Service migration is executed excessively fast and service migration is not completed during service migration
that is temporarily performed after scale-in, that is, avoid a call loss caused when service migration is executed excessively
fast or service migration is not completed, thereby ensuring smooth service migration, and avoiding service loss and
flapping.
[0319] (B2) The VNF backs up data of the to-be-deleted application instance based on the scale-in pre-notification.
[0320] The data of the to-be-deleted application instance may include at least one of service data, status data, con-
figuration data, and attribute data. A type of the data of the application instance is not specifically limited in this embodiment.
[0321] For a specific process of backing up the data, in a possible implementation, the VNF may determine, based
on the scale-in pre-notification, a to-be-scaled-in VNFC and the to-be-deleted application instance of the VNFC. The
VNF may read data of the to-be-deleted application instance from the to-be-deleted application instance, back up the
data of the to-be-deleted application instance, to obtain one or more copies of the data, and persistently store the one
or more copies of the data.
[0322] The data of the to-be-deleted application instance is backed up in advance, so that data security of the application
instance can be improved, and the data of the application instance can be prevented from being lost when the application
instance is deleted, thereby making preparations in advance for scale-in.
[0323] (C) The VNF executes a pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding stage.
[0324] In a possible implementation, (C) may include either or both of (C1) and (C2).
[0325] (C1) The VNF obtains an interaction plan based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification.
[0326] The interaction plan is used to control a to-be-onboarded VNFC to interact with an onboarded VNFC. For
example, it is assumed that the VNF includes three onboarded VNFCs: a VNFC 1, a VNFC 2, and a VNFC 3, and a
VNFC 4 is going to be onboarded. In this case, the interaction plan may be used to control the VNFC 4 to interact with
the VNFC 1, the VNFC 4 to interact with the VNFC 2, and the VNFC 4 to interact with the VNFC 3.
[0327] The interaction plan may indicate an interaction procedure initiated by the to-be-onboarded VNFC to the on-
boarded VNFC, or may indicate an interaction procedure initiated by the onboarded VNFC to the to-be-onboarded VNFC.
In terms of content of the interaction plan, the interaction plan may include at least one of an identifier of at least one
onboarded VNFC and a sequence for which the at least one onboarded VNFC interacts with the to-be-onboarded VNFC.
The interaction plan may include at least one of a service plan and a resource plan.
[0328] Optionally, the service plan may include at least one of a service subscription plan, a service registration plan,
and a service application plan. For example, the service registration plan may include a plan in which the at least one
onboarded VNFC registers a service with the to-be-onboarded VNFC and a plan in which the to-be-onboarded VNFC
registers a service with the at least one onboarded VNFC. The service subscription plan may include a plan in which
the onboarded VNFC subscribes to a service of the to-be-onboarded VNFC and a plan in which the to-be-onboarded
VNFC subscribes to a service of the onboarded VNFC.
[0329] Optionally, the resource plan may include at least one of a resource application plan and a resource association
plan. The resource application plan may include at least one of a plan in which the onboarded VNFC applies to the to-
be-onboarded VNFC for a resource and a plan in which the to-be-onboarded VNFC applies to the onboarded VNFC for
a resource.
[0330] The VNF may plan, by preparing the interaction plan, a pace of interaction between the to-be-onboarded VNFC
and the onboarded VNFC before the VNFC is onboarded, so that the VNF controls the newly onboarded VNFC to
successively interact with other VNFCs according to the interaction plan after the VNFC is onboarded, thereby preventing
procedure congestion caused when the newly onboarded VNFC interacts with a plurality of other VNFCs simultaneously
after the VNFC is onboarded, and improving robustness.
[0331] (C2) The VNF obtains second control information based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification.
[0332] The second control information is used to control a to-be-onboarded VNFC to process a service. For example,
the second control information may be used to indicate at least one of whether to control the to-be-onboarded VNFC,
a manner of controlling the to-be-onboarded VNFC, and management data of the to-be-onboarded VNFC. The man-
agement data may be an identifier of the to-be-onboarded VNFC. For example, the management data may be an id of
the to-be-onboarded VNFC.
[0333] Optionally, after obtaining the second control information, the VNF may cache the second control information,
so that the VNF may read the second control information from a cache after the VNFC is onboarded, and use the second
control information to control the newly onboarded VNFC to process the service.
[0334] For a process of obtaining the second control information, an example in which the second control information
is an identifier of the to-be-onboarded VNFC is used. The VNF may allocate a VNFC identifier to the to-be-onboarded
VNFC based on an allocated identifier of a VNFC. For example, assuming that the VNF includes three onboarded
VNFCs, and identifiers of the three VNFCs are a VNFC 1, a VNFC 2, and a VNFC 3, the VNF may allocate identifiers
of two VNFCs, where the identifiers of the two VNFCs are a VNFC 4 and a VNFC 5.
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[0335] (D) The VNF executes a pre-processing procedure at the VNFC termination stage.
[0336] In a possible implementation, (D) may include either or both of (D1) and (D2).
[0337] (D1) The VNF releases resources of a to-be-terminated VNFC based on the VNFC termination pre-notification.
[0338] The resources may include at least one of a computing resource, a storage resource, and a network resource.
In addition, the to-be-terminated VNFC may have one or more application instances, and the releasing resources of the
to-be-terminated VNFC may include releasing resources of each application instance of the to-be-terminated VNFC.
[0339] (D2) The VNF backs up data of the to-be-terminated VNFC based on the VNFC termination pre-notification.
[0340] The data of the to-be-terminated VNFC may include at least one of service data, status data, configuration
data, and attribute data. A type of the data of the VNFC is not specifically limited in this embodiment.
[0341] For a specific process of backing up the data, in a possible implementation, the VNF may determine, based
on the VNFC termination pre-notification, the to-be-terminated VNFC. The VNF may read the data of the to-be-terminated
VNFC from the to-be-terminated VNFC, back up the data of the to-be-terminated VNFC, to obtain one or more copies
of the data, and persistently store the one or more copies of the data.
[0342] The VNF backs up the data of the to-be-terminated VNFC in advance, to improve security of the data of the
VNFC, and prevent the data of the VNFC from being lost when the VNFC is terminated, thereby making preparations
in advance for bringing the VNFC terminated.
[0343] Optionally, step 406 may include any one or a combination of the following (1) to (5).

(1) When the pre-notification includes the identifier of the first VNFC, the VNF may parse the pre-notification to
obtain the identifier of the first VNFC carried in the pre-notification, and determine the first VNFC based on the
identifier of the first VNFC, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle for the first
VNFC.
(2) When the pre-notification includes the identifier of the first application instance, the VNF may parse the pre-
notification to obtain the identifier of the first application instance carried in the pre-notification, and determine the
first application instance based on the identifier of the first application instance. The VNF executes the pre-processing
procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle for the first application instance.
(3) When the pre-notification includes the first quantity, the VNF may parse the pre-notification to obtain the first
quantity carried in the pre-notification, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle
based on the first quantity.
(4) When the pre-notification includes the second quantity, the VNF may obtain the second quantity based on the
pre-notification, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle based on the second
quantity.
(5) When the pre-notification includes the first time point, the VNF may obtain the first time point based on the pre-
notification, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle based on the first time point.

[0344] It should be noted that the foregoing (A) to (D) in step 406 may be combined with the foregoing (1) to (5) in
step 406 in any manner. One or more of the foregoing (A) to (D) in step 406 may be combined with one or more of the
foregoing (1) to (5) in step 406. This is not limited. For example, (A1) and (3) are combined. The VNF may obtain the
first quantity based on the scale-out pre-notification, and obtain the service migration plan based on the first quantity.
In this way, the VNF may learn of in advance, before scale-out, a quantity of VNFCs to be obtained through scale-out,
and further prepare a pace of migrating services based on the quantity of to-be-scaled-out VNFCs. Therefore, after the
VNF is scaled out, the following case can be avoided: stateful container load rebalancing needs to be performed each
time a VNFC is started, thereby improving service balancing efficiency. For example, (D2) and (1) are combined. The
VNF may determine the first VNFC based on the VNFC termination pre-notification, and back up data of the first VNFC.
In this way, the VNF may learn of in advance the to-be-terminated VNFC before the VNFC is terminated, and further
back up the data of the VNFC in advance. Therefore, after the VNFC is terminated, a data loss caused when the VNFC
is forcibly terminated can be avoided.
[0345] Optionally, when the VNF executes the pre-processing procedure, the VNF may generate pre-processing
progress information based on progress of the pre-processing procedure, and send the pre-processing progress infor-
mation to the VNFM. The pre-processing progress information is used to indicate the progress of executing the pre-
processing procedure by the VNF. The pre-processing progress information may be positively correlated to completed
workload of the pre-processing procedure, and negatively correlated to total workload that needs to be completed in the
pre-processing procedure. Specifically, the pre-processing progress information may include at least one of scale-out
pre-processing progress information, scale-in pre-processing progress information, VNFC onboarding pre-processing
progress information, and VNFC termination pre-processing progress information.
[0346] The pre-processing progress information may be data in a percentage form, to specifically indicate a percentage
of the completed workload in the pre-processing procedure to the total workload that needs to be completed in the pre-
processing procedure. For example, the pre-processing progress information may be 40% or 60%. If the pre-processing
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progress information is 100%, it indicates that the pre-processing procedure has been completed. Certainly, the pre-
processing progress information may alternatively be data in a ratio form. For example, the pre-processing progress
information may be a ratio of the completed workload of the VNF pre-processing procedure to the total workload that
needs to be completed in the pre-processing procedure.
[0347] For a manner of sending the pre-processing progress information, optionally, the VNFM may provide a notifi-
cation interface, and the VNF may send the pre-processing progress information to the VNFM through the notification
interface. The VNF and the VNFM may pre-agree on a common message format and a parameter structure for the
notification interface. The VNFM may define the notification interface, and the VNF invokes the notification interface of
the VNFM to generate the pre-processing progress information based on the pre-agreed common message format and
the pre-agreed parameter structure, and sends the pre-processing progress information. The notification interface pro-
vided by the VNFM may be a REST interface. Correspondingly, the VNF may invoke the REST interface provided by
the VNFM, to send the pre-processing progress information to the VNFM. In a possible implementation, the VNFM may
provide a message notify completion (English: notify completion) interface, and the VNF may invoke the notify completion
interface of the VNFM to send the pre-processing progress information to the VNFM.
[0348] Optionally, the VNF may generate a pre-processing completion message, where the pre-processing completion
message includes the pre-processing progress information. The VNF may send the pre-processing progress information
to the VNFM by sending the pre-processing completion message to the VNFM. The pre-processing completion message
may be recorded as a "completed (English: completed)" message.
[0349] 407: The VNFM controls the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0350] Controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle may include any one or a combination of (A) to (D).
[0351] (A) The VNFM scales out the VNF.
[0352] The VNFM starts one or more application instances of one or more VNFCs in the VNF. Specifically, the VNFM
starts an application instance of a to-be-scaled-out VNFC, so that a quantity of application instances of the VNFC
increases.
[0353] (B) The VNFM scales in the VNF.
[0354] The VNFM deletes one or more application instances of one or more VNFCs in the VNF. Specifically, the VNFM
deletes an application instance of a to-be-scaled-in VNFC, so that a quantity of application instances of the VNFC
decreases.
[0355] (C) The VNFM brings a VNFC in the VNF onboarded.
[0356] The VNFM starts all application instances of the to-be-onboarded VNFC, to bring the VNFC onboarded. In a
possible implementation, a software package of the to-be-onboarded VNFC may be uploaded to a software repository,
and the VNFC is instantiated based on the software package of the to-be-onboarded VNFC, to obtain an application
instance of the running-state VNFC. In another possible implementation, the software package of the to-be-onboarded
VNFC may be pre-stored on a physical device or a virtual device that carries a VNFC, and the software package of the
to-be-onboarded VNFC is in an inactive state. When the VNFC needs to be brought onboarded, an activation instruction
may be sent to the physical device or the virtual device. When receiving the activation instruction, the physical device
or the virtual device may activate the software package of the to-be-onboarded VNFC, and instantiate the VNFC by
using the software package of the to-be-onboarded VNFC, to obtain an application instance of the running-state VNFC.
The software package may be an image file of the to-be-onboarded VNFC.
[0357] Running of a node of the to-be-onboarded VNFC may be planned or may be temporarily applied for. In a
possible implementation, one or more nodes may be reserved in a cluster, and the reserved node may not need to run
service load or run a relatively little service load. In this case, when a VNFC needs to be brought onboarded, the to-be-
onboarded VNFC may be directly run on the reserved node. When resources are insufficient, resources may be applied
for, the resources that are applied for may be used to create a node in the cluster, and the to-be-onboarded VNFC is
run on the created node.
[0358] Optionally, if any VNFC can independently provide a function, the VNFC can provide the new function of the
VNFC after the VNFC is onboarded. If a plurality of VNFCs are mutually dependent in terms of functions, the plurality
of VNFCs may jointly provide a new function after the plurality of mutually dependent VNFCs are onboarded.
[0359] (D) The VNFM brings a VNFC in the VNF terminated.
[0360] The VNFM deletes all application instances of the to-be-terminated VNFC to bring the VNFC terminated.
[0361] Optionally, the VNFM may receive the pre-processing progress information of the VNF, and determines, based
on the pre-processing progress information, that the VNF has executed the pre-processing procedure at the target stage.
After that, the VNFM controls the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. The VNFM may receive the pre-processing
completion message of the VNF, and obtain the pre-processing progress information of the VNF based on the pre-
processing completion message.
[0362] Optionally, a process in which the VNFM controls the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle may include
any one or a combination of the following (1) to (5).
[0363] (1) When the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows the first VNFC to enter the target stage
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of the lifecycle, for example, when the pre-notification response includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM may control,
based on the pre-notification response, the first VNFC in the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0364] When the pre-notification response indicates to control the third VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
for example, when the pre-notification response includes the identifier of the third VNFC, the VNFM may determine the
third VNFC based on the pre-notification response, and control the third VNFC in the VNF to enter the target stage of
the lifecycle.
[0365] When the pre-notification response indicates at least one of the following: That the VNF rejects the first VNFC
to enter the target stage of the lifecycle and the reason why the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter the target stage of
the lifecycle, for example, when the pre-notification response includes at least one of the rejection identifier and the
reason information, the VNFM may control a VNFC other than the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
Specifically, the VNFM may determine a fifth VNFC based on the pre-notification response, and control the fifth VNFC
to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. For example, the VNFM scales out the fifth VNFC, scales in the fifth VNFC,
brings the fifth VNFC onboarded, or brings the fifth VNFC terminated. The fifth VNFC is one or more VNFCs other than
the first VNFC in the VNF. For example, assuming that the VNF includes a VNFC 1, a VNFC 2, and a VNFC 3, and the
first VNFC is the VNFC 2, the fifth VNFC may be the VNFC 1 and/or the VNFC 3. In addition, for an interaction procedure
executed between the VNFM and the VNF for the fifth VNFC, refer to the foregoing descriptions. Details are not described
herein again.
[0366] (2) When the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the first application instance, for
example, when the pre-notification response includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM may delete the first application
instance based on the pre-notification response.
[0367] When the pre-notification response indicates to delete the second application instance, for example, when the
pre-notification response includes the identifier of the second application instance, the VNFM may determine the second
application instance based on the pre-notification response, and delete the second application instance.
[0368] When the pre-notification response indicates at least one of the following: That the VNF rejects to delete the
first application instance and the reason why the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance, for example, when
the pre-notification response includes at least one of the rejection identifier and the reason information, the VNFM may
delete another application instance of the VNF. Specifically, the VNFM may determine a third application instance based
on the pre-notification response, and delete the third application instance. The third application instance is one or more
application instances other than the first application instance of the second VNFC. For example, assuming that the
second VNFC is a VNFC 1, and application instances of the VNFC 1 include a VNFC 1-1, a VNFC 1-2, and a VNFC
1-3, and the first application instance is the VNFC 1-1, the third application instance may be the VNFC 1-2 and/or the
VNFC 1-3. In addition, for an interaction procedure executed between the VNFM and the VNF for the third application
instance, refer to the foregoing descriptions. Details are not described herein again.
[0369] (3) When the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to start the application instances of the
first quantity, for example, when the pre-notification response includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM starts the
application instances of the first quantity based on the pre-notification response.
[0370] When the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF indicates to start the application instances of the
third quantity, for example, when the pre-notification response includes the third quantity, the VNFM may obtain the third
quantity based on the pre-notification response, and starts the application instances of the third quantity.
[0371] When the pre-notification response indicates at least one of the following: That the VNF rejects to start the
application instances of the first quantity and the reason why the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the
first quantity, for example, when the pre-notification response includes at least one of the rejection identifier and the
reason information, the VNFM starts application instances of another quantity that are of the VNFC. Specifically, the
VNFM may determine a fifth quantity based on the pre-notification response, and start application instances of the fifth
quantity. The fifth quantity is a positive integer less than the first quantity. In addition, for an interaction procedure executed
between the VNFM and the VNF for the fifth quantity, refer to the foregoing descriptions. Details are not described herein
again.
[0372] (4) When the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the application instances of the
second quantity, for example, when the pre-notification response includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM may delete
the application instances of the second quantity based on the pre-notification response.
[0373] When the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF indicates to delete the application instances of the
fourth quantity, for example, when the pre-notification response includes the fourth quantity, the VNFM may obtain the
fourth quantity based on the pre-notification response, and may delete the application instances of the fourth quantity.
[0374] When the pre-notification response indicates at least one of the following: That the VNF rejects to delete the
application instances of the second quantity and the reason why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of
the second quantity, for example, when the pre-notification response includes at least one of the rejection identifier and
the reason information, the VNFM deletes application instances of another quantity that are of the VNFC. Specifically,
the VNFM may determine a sixth quantity based on the pre-notification response, and delete application instances of
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the sixth quantity. The sixth quantity is a positive integer less than the second quantity. In addition, for an interaction
procedure executed between the VNFM and the VNF for the sixth quantity, refer to the foregoing descriptions. Details
are not described herein again.
[0375] (5) When the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is allowed to enter the target stage of the lifecycle
at the first time point, for example, when the pre-notification response includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM
controls, based on the pre-notification response, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point.
[0376] When the pre-notification response indicates the VNFM to control, at the second time point, the VNF to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle. For example, when the pre-notification response includes the second time point, the
VNFM may obtain the second time point based on the pre-notification response, and control, at the second time point,
the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0377] When the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle
at the first time point, for example, when the pre-notification response includes at least one of the rejection identifier and
the reason information, the VNFM controls, at another time point, another VNFC in the VNF to enter the target stage of
the lifecycle. Specifically, the VNFM may determine a third time point based on the pre-notification response. The third
time point is later than the first time point. In addition, for an interaction procedure executed between the VNFM and the
VNF for the third time point, refer to the foregoing descriptions. Details are not described herein again.
[0378] In a possible implementation, the VNFM may output or display, based on the pre-notification response, at least
one of information about the reason why the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, the
reason why the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance, the reason why the VNF rejects to start the application
instances of the first quantity, the reason why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity,
and the reason why the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point. The operation and
maintenance engineers determine, by analyzing the reason information, at least one of the fifth VNFC, the third application
instance, the fifth quantity, the sixth quantity, and the third time point; and trigger an input operation. The VNFM may
receive a control instruction, and obtain, from the control instruction, at least one of an identifier of the fifth VNFC, an
identifier of the third application instance, the fifth quantity, the sixth quantity, and the third time point.
[0379] In another possible implementation, the VNFM may determine, based on the pre-notification response, that
the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance, and selects, from at least one VNFC in the VNF, the third application
instance other than the first application instance. Alternatively, the VNFM may determine, based on the pre-notification
response, that the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the first quantity, and calculates the fifth quantity that
is less than the first quantity. Alternatively, the VNFM may determine, based on the pre-notification response, that the
VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity, and calculates the sixth quantity that is less than
the second quantity. Alternatively, the VNFM may determine, based on the pre-notification response, that the VNF is
rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, and calculate the third time point that is later than
the first time point.
[0380] It should be noted that a procedure in which the VNFM re-controls the VNF to enter the target stage of the
lifecycle may be performed for one or more times. In a possible embodiment, after the VNFM sends a pre-notification
to the VNF for the second time, if a pre-notification response sent by the VNF to the VNFM still includes a rejection
identifier, the VNFM may send a pre-notification to the VNF for a third time, to re-initiate a lifecycle management procedure.
The procedure is executed by analogy, until the pre-notification response from the VNF includes an allowance identifier.
In this way, the VNFM and the VNF may determine, based on the pre-notification and the pre-notification response
through a plurality of times of negotiations, one or more specific VNFCs that are controlled to enter the target stage of
the lifecycle, to ensure that the lifecycle management procedure meets a requirement of the VNF.
[0381] Optionally, when determining that the VNF is already at the target stage of the lifecycle, the VNFM may generate
a post-notification, and send the post-notification to the VNF. The VNF may receive the post-notification, and execute
a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the target stage.
[0382] The post-notification may be considered as a message corresponding to the pre-notification. To be specific,
the pre-notification is a message sent before the VNFM controls the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and
can be used to notify the VNF that the VNFM is going to manage the lifecycle of the VNF; whereas the post-notification
is a message sent after the VNFM controls the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle, and can be used to notify
the VNF that the VNFM has completed management for the VNF, thereby helping the VNF learn of a termination occasion,
to trigger a smooth service migration process and a service waiting process after the management is completed. The
post-notification is used to notify that the VNF is already at the target stage of the lifecycle. The post-notification may
be recorded as a "notify completion (English full name: Notify Completion)" message. The post-notification may include
any one or more of a scale-out post-notification and a scale-in post-notification.
[0383] For a manner of sending the post-notification, optionally, the VNFM may invoke a notification interface provided
by the VNF, to send the post-notification to the VNF. The notification interface may be a REST interface. The notification
interface may include at least one of a scale-out post-notification (English: Post Scale Out Notify) interface and a scale-
in post-notification (English: Post Scale In Notify) interface.
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[0384] The VNFM sends the post-notification to the VNF. After receiving the post-notification, the VNF may learn that
a lifecycle management action of the VNFM has terminated, to help the VNF learn of the termination occasion of the
lifecycle management action. The VNFM and the VNF can effectively cooperate and collaborate, so that the VNF can
learn, in a timely manner after receiving the post-notification, that the VNF has entered the target stage of the lifecycle;
and the VNF is triggered to execute a service migration procedure, a service clearance procedure, a service waiting
procedure, and other transaction procedures that are after the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0385] Optionally, after receiving the post-notification, the VNF may generate a post-notification response, and send
the post-notification response to the VNFM. The post-notification response may be considered as an ACK message of
the post-notification, and the post-notification response is a response to the post-notification from the VNFM. The VNFM
may receive the post-notification response, and determine, based on the post-notification response, that the VNF has
received the post-notification.
[0386] 408: The VNF executes the processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the target stage.
[0387] In a possible implementation, step 408 may include any one or a combination of the following (A) to (D).
[0388] (A) The VNF executes a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the scale-out stage.
[0389] In a possible implementation, (A) may include either or both of (A1) and (A2).
[0390] (A1) The VNF migrates a service to a newly-added application instance of a VNFC according to the service
migration plan.
[0391] For example, the VNF may migrate traffic to the newly-added application instance of the VNFC according to
the traffic migration plan. For another example, the VNF may migrate data to the newly-added application instance of
the VNFC according to the data migration plan. For another example, the VNF may migrate, according to the service
balancing plan, a service running on an original application instance of the VNFC to the newly-added application instance
of the VNFC, so that the newly-added application instance of the VNFC shares services on the original application
instance of the same VNFC. For another example, the VNF may migrate a service running on an original application
instance of the VNFC to the newly-added application instance of the same VNFC according to the service access plan,
where the service is going to access the VNFC.
[0392] (A2) The VNF controls, based on the first control information, the newly-added application instance of the VNFC
to process the service.
[0393] (B) The VNF executes a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage.
[0394] In a possible implementation, (B) may include either or both of (B1) and (B2).
[0395] (B1) The VNF releases a resource of a deleted application instance of the VNFC.
[0396] (B2) The VNF deletes control information of the deleted application instance of the VNFC.
[0397] (C) The VNF executes a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding
stage.
[0398] In a possible implementation, (C) may include either or both of (C1) and (C2).
[0399] (C1) The VNF controls, according to the interaction plan, a newly onboarded VNFC to interact with VNFCs
other than the newly onboarded VNFC.
[0400] The VNFCs and a sequence of interaction between the VNFCs and the newly onboarded VNFC may be
determined according to the interaction plan, and the VNFCs are controlled to sequentially interact with the newly
onboarded VNFC according to the sequence. For example, assuming that the interaction plan is the registration plan,
the VNFCs may be controlled to sequentially register with the newly onboarded VNFC. For another example, assuming
that the interaction plan is the resource application plan, the VNFCs may be controlled to sequentially apply for resources
from the newly onboarded VNFC.
[0401] (C2) The VNF controls, based on the second control information, the newly onboarded VNFC to process the
service.
[0402] (D) The VNF executes a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC termination
stage.
[0403] In a possible implementation, (D) may include either or both of (D1) and (D2).
[0404] (D1) The VNF releases a resource of a terminated VNFC.
[0405] (D2) The VNF deletes control information of the terminated VNFC.
[0406] Optionally, when the VNF executes the procedure after the pre-processing procedure, the VNF may generate
post-processing progress information based on current progress, and send the post-processing progress information to
the VNFM.
[0407] The post-processing progress information may be positively correlated to completed workload of the procedure
after the pre-processing procedure, and negatively correlated to total workload that needs to be completed in the pro-
cedure after the pre-processing procedure. Specifically, the post-processing progress information may include at least
one of scale-out post-processing progress information or scale-in post-processing progress information.
[0408] The post-processing progress information may be data in a percentage form, to specifically indicate a percentage
of the completed workload to the total workload that needs to be completed in the post-processing process. For example,
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the post-processing progress information may be 40% or 60%. If the post-processing progress information is 100%, it
indicates that the post-processing process has been completed. Certainly, the post-processing progress information
may alternatively be data in a ratio form. For example, the post-processing progress information may be a ratio of the
completed workload of the VNF post-processing procedure to the total workload that needs to be completed in the post-
processing procedure.
[0409] Optionally, after receiving the post-processing progress information of the VNF, the VNF may display the post-
processing progress information of the VNF in real time, to present the post-processing progress of the VNF to users
in real time, providing an intuitive experience feedback to the users.
[0410] According to the method provided in this embodiment, the procedure of interaction between the pre-notification
and the pre-notification response is introduced to the lifecycle management procedure of the VNF. The pre-notification
is sent to the VNF, and the VNF is controlled to enter the target stage of the lifecycle after the pre-notification response
from the VNF is received. The VNF may be reminded in advance that the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the
lifecycle, so that the VNF can execute the pre-processing procedure in advance based on the pre-notification, thereby
improving service processing efficiency. In addition, this avoids a call loss caused by temporarily performing smooth
service migration after the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle, thereby implementing that services are not affected.
[0411] Optionally, this application may be applied to a VNF containerization scenario. Specifically, the VNF may be
carried by using a container cluster. After the container cluster is created, the VNF is run in the container cluster.
Therefore, the VNF is started accordingly as the container cluster is created. A VNFC may be carried by using one or
more containers in the container cluster. After the one or more containers are created, the VNFC is run in the one or
more containers. Therefore, the VNFC is started accordingly as the one or more containers are created. Application
instances of the VNFC may be carried by using one or more container instances of a container. After the one or more
container instances are created, the application instances of the VNFC are run on the one or more container instances.
Therefore, the application instances of the VNFC are started accordingly as the one or more containers are created.
[0412] Optionally the container cluster may be deployed by pods, each pod may include one or more containers, each
pod may include one or more pod instances, and each pod instance may include one or more container instances.
Correspondingly, the VNFC may be carried by using one or more pods in the container cluster. After the one or more
pods are created, the VNFC is run in the one or more pods. Therefore, the VNFC is started accordingly as the one or
more pods are created. Application instances of the VNFC may be carried by using one or more pod instances of the
pod. After the one or more pod instances are created, the application instances of the VNFC are run on the one or more
pod instances. Therefore, the application instances of the VNFC are started accordingly as the one or more pods are
created.
[0413] In the following method embodiments, the VNFM may be considered as an intermediate medium between a
CaaS manager and the VNF. When the lifecycle of the VNF needs to be managed, the VNFM interacts with the CaaS
manager, and the VNFM may control the CaaS manager to manage the container cluster. Because the application
instance of the VNFC is run in the container instance of the container in the container cluster, a status of the container
cluster changes, and the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle accordingly. The VNFM may understand both a
primitive that describes the VNF and a primitive that describes the container. The VNFM may interact with the VNF by
using the primitive of the VNF, and may interact with the CaaS manager by using the primitive of the container.
[0414] The following describes in detail how to manage a lifecycle of a VNF in a VNF containerization scenario by
using an embodiment of FIG. 5. It should be noted that, the embodiment of FIG. 5 mainly focuses on differences between
the embodiment of FIG. 5 and the embodiment of FIG. 4. For steps similar to those in the embodiment of FIG. 4, refer
to the embodiment of FIG. 4. Details are not described in the embodiment of FIG. 5.
[0415] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a VNF lifecycle management method according to an embodiment of this application.
As shown in FIG. 5, the method is performed by a VNF, a VNFM, and a CaaS manager, and includes the following steps.
[0416] 501: The CaaS manager manages one or more virtual machines.
[0417] This embodiment may be applied to a scenario of a virtual machine-based container, or may be used in a
scenario of a bare-metal container. A running environment of the container is not limited. In the scenario of the virtual
machine-based container, the CaaS manager can manage one or more virtual machines, and each virtual machine
carry one or more containers. In the scenario of the bare-metal container, the CaaS manager can manage one or more
containers.
[0418] A process of managing a virtual machine may include: The VNFM creates the virtual machine, and the VNFM
manages the virtual machine to the CaaS manager, where the virtual machine is used to provide a running environment
for a to-be-created container instance.
[0419] Specifically, the virtual machine may be managed in any one or a combination of the following manner 1 to
manner 3.
[0420] Manner 1: When the VNFM receives a management instruction for the VNF, the VNFM analyzes a resource
requirement status of the to-be-scaled-out VNF; the VNFM selects a corresponding VNFC based on the resource
requirement status, and creates the virtual machine by using the VNFC; and the VNFM manages the created virtual
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machine to the CaaS manager.
[0421] Manner 2: The CaaS manager determines, based on a resource status of each managed virtual machine,
whether a new virtual machine needs to be added through scale-out; and when a new virtual machine needs to be added
through scale-out, the CaaS manager invokes a virtual machine creation interface provided by the VNFM, so that the
VNFM creates the virtual machine. The CaaS manager may determine, in real time, whether a new virtual machine
needs to be added through scale-out. For example, when the VNFM invokes a CaaS manager interface, the CaaS
manager may determine whether a new virtual machine needs to be added through scale-out.
[0422] Manner 3: The VNFM may monitor resource usage of a virtual machine, and when the resource usage exceeds
a resource usage threshold, the VNFM creates a virtual machine, and manages the virtual machine to the CaaS manager.
The resource usage may include at least one of CPU usage and memory usage.
[0423] Optionally, the CaaS manager may provide a management interface. The management interface may be a
REST interface. The VNFM may invoke the management interface of the CaaS manager in a REST interface manner,
and send a management instruction to the CaaS manager through the management interface, to manage the virtual
machine to the CaaS manager.
[0424] In the method, step 502 is the same as step 401, step 503 is the same as step 402, step 504 is the same as
step 403, step 505 is the same as step 404, step 506 is the same as step 405, and step 507 is the same as step 406.
For content of step 502 to step 507 in the method, refer to the embodiment shown in FIG. 4. Details are not described
herein again.
[0425] It should be understood that a sequence of step 504, step 505, and step 507 is not limited in this embodiment.
In some other embodiments, the VNF may first execute a pre-processing procedure, and then the VNF generates a pre-
notification response, and sends the pre-notification response to the VNFM. Sequence numbers of the foregoing steps
in this embodiment do not indicate an execution sequence. The execution sequence of the steps should be determined
based on functions and internal logic of the steps, and should not be construed as any limitation on the implementation
process of this embodiment of this application.
[0426] 508: The VNFM generates the management instruction, and sends the management instruction to the CaaS
manager.
[0427] The management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage a container cluster, and the
container cluster is used to carry the VNF. For a manner of sending the management instruction, in a possible imple-
mentation, if the management instruction is a creation instruction, the VNFM may invoke a creation interface of the CaaS
manager, to send the creation instruction to the CaaS manager. If the management instruction is a deletion instruction,
the VNFM may invoke a deletion interface of the CaaS manager, to send the deletion instruction to the CaaS manager.
The creation interface and the deletion interface each may be a REST interface, and the creation interface and the
deletion interface each may be recorded as a DoStackLifeCycle interface. For example, the creation interface may be
a kubectl create interface in K8s, and the deletion interface may be a kubectl delete interface in K8s.
[0428] In a possible implementation, step 508 may include either or both of (A) and (B).
[0429] (A) The VNFM generates the creation instruction, and sends the creation instruction to the CaaS manager.
[0430] The creation instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create a container instance in the container
cluster. The creation instruction may include an identifier of a container. The identifier of the container is used to determine
the container. For example, the identifier of the container may be a name or an id of the container. For example, the
identifier of the container may be "nginx-container (nginx container)". The identifier of the container may be a container
name in a container deployment template, for example, may be a "pod name" in the container deployment template. If
this embodiment is applied to a scale-out stage, (A) may include: generating the creation instruction based on a to-be-
scaled-out VNFC, where the creation instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create a container instance of
the container in the container cluster, and the container instance is used to carry a to-be-added application instance of
the to-be-scaled-out VNFC. If this embodiment is applied to a VNFC onboarding stage, (A) may include: generating the
creation instruction based on a to-be-onboarded VNFC, where the creation instruction is used to instruct the CaaS
manager to create a container in the container cluster, and the container is used to carry the to-be-onboarded VNFC.
[0431] (B) The VNFM generates the deletion instruction, and sends the deletion instruction to the CaaS manager.
[0432] The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete a container instance from the container
cluster. The deletion instruction may include an identifier of a container. If this embodiment is applied to a scale-in stage,
(B) may include: generating the deletion instruction based on a to-be-scaled-in VNFC, where the deletion instruction is
used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete a container instance of the container from the container cluster, and the
container instance is used to carry a to-be-deleted application instance of the to-be-scaled-in VNFC. If this embodiment
is applied to a VNFC termination stage, (B) may include: generating the deletion instruction based on a to-be-terminated
VNFC, where the deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete the container from the container
cluster, and the container is used to carry the to-be-terminated VNFC.
[0433] In a possible implementation, step 508 may include any one or a combination of the following (1) to (5).
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(1) The VNFM generates the management instruction based on an identifier of a first container or an identifier of a
third container, and the VNFM sends the management instruction to the CaaS manager. (1) in step 508 is an
implementation corresponding to (1) in step 407. The management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager
to manage the first container or the third container in the container cluster. The first container is one or more containers
that carry a first VNFC in the container cluster. The third container is one or more containers that carry a third VNFC
in the container cluster. The management instruction may include the identifier of the first container or the identifier
of the third container. The identifier of the first container is used to indicate the first container. For example, the
identifier of the first container may include a name, an id, and the like of the first container. The identifier of the third
container is used to indicate the third container. For example, the identifier of the third container may include a
name, an id, and the like of the third container.
(2) The VNFM generates the management instruction based on an identifier of a first container instance or an
identifier of a second container instance, and the VNFM sends the management instruction to the CaaS manager.
(2) in step 508 is an implementation corresponding to (2) in step 407. The management instruction is used to instruct
the CaaS manager to delete the first container instance or the second container instance from the container cluster.
The first container instance is one or more instances of a second container that carry the first application instance,
and the second container instance is one or more instances of a fourth container that carry a second application
instance. The second container is one or more containers that carry a second VNFC in the container cluster. The
fourth container is one or more containers that carry a fourth VNFC in the container cluster. The management
instruction may include the identifier of the first container instance or the identifier of the second container instance.
The identifier of the first container instance is used to indicate the first container instance. For example, the identifier
of the first container instance may include a name, an ID, and the like of the first container instance. The identifier
of the second container instance is used to indicate the second container instance. For example, the identifier of
the second container instance may include a name, an ID, and the like of the second container instance.
(3) The VNFM generates the management instruction based on a seventh quantity or a ninth quantity, and the VNFM
sends the management instruction to the CaaS manager. (3) in step 508 is an implementation corresponding to (3)
in step 407. The management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create container instances of the
seventh quantity or container instances of the ninth quantity in the container cluster, where the seventh quantity is
a positive integer, and the container instances of the seventh quantity are used to carry application instances of a
first quantity. The ninth quantity is a positive integer, and the container instances of the ninth quantity are used to
carry application instances of a third quantity. The management instruction may include the seventh quantity or the
ninth quantity. For example, if the management instruction includes "num=3" (indicating that a quantity is 3), the
management instruction instructs the CaaS manager to create three container instances in the container cluster.
(4) The VNFM generates the management instruction based on an eighth quantity or a tenth quantity, and sends
the management instruction to the CaaS manager. (4) in step 508 is an implementation corresponding to (4) in step
407. The management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete container instances of the eighth
quantity or container instances of the tenth quantity from the container cluster. The eighth quantity is a positive
integer, and the container instances of the eighth quantity are used to carry application instances of a second
quantity. The tenth quantity is a positive integer, and the container instances of the tenth quantity are used to carry
application instances of a fourth quantity. The management instruction may include the eighth quantity or the tenth
quantity. For example, if the management instruction includes "num=3" (indicating that a quantity is 3), the man-
agement instruction instructs the CaaS manager to delete three container instances in the container cluster.
(5) The VNFM generates the management instruction based on a first time point or a second time point, and sends
the management instruction to the CaaS manager. (5) in step 508 is an implementation corresponding to (5) in step
407. The management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the container cluster at the first
time point or the second time point. The management instruction may include the first time point or the second time
point. For example, if the management instruction includes "18:00", the management instruction instructs the CaaS
manager to manage the container cluster at 18:00.

[0434] The identifier of the first container may be obtained in either or both of the following manner 1 and manner 2.
This is not limited.
[0435] Manner 1: The VNFM queries a correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container
based on an identifier of the first VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the first container corresponding to the identifier of the
first VNFC.
[0436] The correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container may include an identifier
of at least one VNFC and an identifier of at least one container. Optionally, an identifier of a VNFC may be the same as
an identifier of a container corresponding to the VNFC. For example, a container corresponding to a VNFC 1 is a container
1, a container corresponding to a VNFC 2 is a container 2, and by analogy, a container corresponding to a VNFC i is a
container i, where i represents an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container, and i may be a number, a letter,
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a character, or any other data form.
[0437] For example, the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container may be
shown in the following Table 1. When the VNFM needs to perform a lifecycle management operation on the VNFC 1,
the VNFM may use " 1" as an identifier of a container. Therefore, the VNFM may determine that the container corre-
sponding to the VNFC 1 is the container 1.

[0438] In this manner, when the VNFM specifies that a lifecycle management operation is to be performed on a specific
VNFC, the VNFM may use an identifier of the VNFC as an identifier of a container corresponding to the VNFC, to quickly
and easily implement conversion from the identifier of the VNFC to the identifier of the container.
[0439] In a possible implementation, a process in which the VNFM obtains the correspondence between an identifier
of a VNFC and an identifier of a container may include: The VNFM generates a query request, where the query request
is used to query the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container. The VNFM sends
the query request to the VNF. The VNF receives the query request from the VNFM. The VNF generates a query response.
The VNF may obtain an identifier of a container carrying the VNFC, and generate the query response based on the
identifier of the VNFC and the identifier of the container, where the query response includes the correspondence between
an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container. The VNF sends the query response to the VNFM. The VNFM
receives the query response. The VNFM may obtain the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an
identifier of a container based on the query response, and store the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC
and an identifier of a container.
[0440] Optionally, whenever any one or more containers are created to start one or more corresponding VNFCs, the
VNFM and the VNF may obtain, by performing the foregoing steps to obtain a correspondence between an identifier of
a newly-started VNFC and an identifier of a container carrying the newly-started VNFC. As more VNFCs are started by
the VNF, the VNFM and the VNF may perform the foregoing steps for a plurality of times, to maintain the correspondence
between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container.
[0441] In the manner 1, the VNFM serves as an intermediate medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and
converts an identifier of a VNFC into an identifier of a container, thereby implementing conversion between a primitive
of the VNF and a primitive of the container. This breaks down a communication barrier between the VNF and the CaaS
manager, breaks through a technical barrier that containerization is difficult to implement because the VNF cannot
understand container-level primitives, streamlines the lifecycle management procedure in a VNF containerization sce-
nario, and supports evolution of VNF products to containerization.
[0442] Manner 2: The VNFM obtains the identifier of the first container based on the pre-notification response.
[0443] In a process in which the VNF generates the pre-notification response, the VNF may obtain, based on the
identifier of the first VNFC, the identifier of the first container corresponding to the identifier of the first VNFC, and generate
the pre-notification response based on the identifier of the first container, where the pre-notification response includes
the identifier of the first container. In this case, after receiving the pre-notification response, the VNFM may parse the
pre-notification response to obtain the identifier of the first container carried in the pre-notification response, so as to
obtain the identifier of the first container from the pre-notification response.
[0444] In a possible implementation, a process in which the VNF obtains the identifier of the first container may include
either of the following (1) and (2).
[0445] (1) The VNF pre-stores the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container,
and queries, based on the identifier of the first VNFC, the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an
identifier of a container, to obtain the identifier of the first container corresponding to the identifier of the first VNFC. In
a possible implementation, when any VNFC in the VNF is started, the VNF may obtain an identifier of a container carrying
the VNFC, and store an identifier of the VNFC and the identifier of the container in the correspondence between an
identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container. In this way, the VNF may dynamically maintain and update the
correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container as the VNFC is started.
[0446] According to (1), the VNF itself may store the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier
of a container, to implement conversion between the primitive of the VNF and the primitive of the container, and streamline
the lifecycle management procedure in the VNF containerization scenario.

Table 1

VNFC identifier Container identifier

1 1

2 2

3 3
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[0447] (2) The VNF may temporarily query an identifier of a container corresponding to an identifier of a VNFC. In a
possible implementation, the VNF may send the query request to the first VNFC based on the identifier of the first VNFC.
The first VNFC may receive the query request, obtain an identifier of a container carrying the first VNFC, and obtain the
identifier of the first container. The first VNFC may send the identifier of the first container to the VNF. The VNF may
receive the identifier of the first container from the first VNFC. The query request is used to query an identifier of a
container carrying the VNFC. For a manner of sending the query request, the VNF may invoke an interface of the first
VNFC based on the identifier of the first VNFC, to send the query request.
[0448] The identifier of the first container instance may be obtained in either or both of the following manner 1 and
manner 2.
[0449] Manner 1: The VNFM may query the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an
identifier of a container instance based on an identifier of the first application instance, to obtain the identifier of the first
container instance corresponding to the identifier of the first application instance.
[0450] The correspondence between an identifier of an application instance of a VNFC and an identifier of a container
instance may include an identifier of at least one application instance and an identifier of at least one container instance
of the container that are of the VNFC. Optionally, an identifier of an application instance of the VNFC may be the same
as an identifier of a container instance corresponding to the application instance. For example, a container instance
corresponding to an application instance 1-1 is a container instance 1-1, a container instance corresponding to an
application instance 1-2 is a container instance 1-2, and by analogy, a container instance corresponding to an application
instance i-m is a container instance i-m, where i represents an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container, and
m represents an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container instance.
[0451] For example, the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance of a VNFC and an identifier
of a container instance may be shown in the following Table 2. When the VNFM needs to perform a lifecycle management
operation on the application instance 1-1 of the VNFC, the VNFM may use "1-1" as an identifier of a container instance.
Therefore, the VNFM may determine that the container instance corresponding to the application instance 1-1 of the
VNFC is the container instance 1-1.

[0452] In this case, when the VNFM specifies that a lifecycle management operation is to be performed on a specific
application instance of the VNFC, the VNFM may use the identifier of the application instance of the VNFC as the
identifier of the container instance corresponding to the application instance of the VNFC, to quickly and simply implement
conversion from the identifier of the application instance of the VNFC to the identifier of the container instance.
[0453] In a possible implementation, a process in which the VNFM obtains the correspondence between an identifier
of a VNFC and an identifier of a container may include: The VNFM generates a query request, where the query request
is used to query the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container
instance. The VNFM sends the query request to the VNF. The VNF receives the query request from the VNFM, and the
VNF generates a query response. The VNF sends the query response to the VNFM. The VNFM receives the query
response. The VNFM may obtain the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier
of a container instance based on the query response, and store the correspondence between an identifier of an application
instance and an identifier of a container instance.
[0454] The VNF may obtain the identifier of the container instance carrying the application instance, and generate the
query response based on the identifier of the application instance and the identifier of the container instance, where the
query response includes the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a
container instance.
[0455] In the manner 1, the VNFM serves as an intermediate medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and
converts an identifier of an application instance into an identifier of a container instance, thereby implementing conversion
between a primitive of the VNF and a primitive of the container instance. This breaks down a communication barrier
between the VNF and the CaaS manager, breaks through a technical barrier that container instantiation is difficult to
implement because the VNF cannot understand container-level primitives, streamlines the lifecycle management pro-
cedure in a VNF container instantiation scenario, and supports evolution of VNF products to container instantiation.
[0456] Optionally, whenever any one or more container instances are created to start one or more corresponding

Table 2

Identifier of an application instance of a VNFC Identifier of a container instance of a container

1-1 1-1

1-2 1-2

1-3 1-3
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application instances, the VNFM and the VNF may obtain, by performing the foregoing steps, a correspondence between
an identifier of a newly started application instance and an identifier of a container instance carrying the newly started
application instance. As more application instances are started by the VNFC, the VNFM and the VNF may perform the
foregoing steps for a plurality of times, to maintain the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance
and an identifier of a container instance.
[0457] For example, refer to FIG. 6. Assuming that the VNFM starts a compute node x-1 of a VNFC x of the VNF, the
VNFM may generate a query request, and send the query request to the VNF, where the query request is used to query
an identifier of a container instance corresponding to the compute node x-1. After receiving the query request, the VNF
may query, based on the query request, the identifier of the container instance corresponding to the compute node x-1
to obtain a container instance pod x-1, and generate a query response based on the compute node x-1 and the container
instance pod x-1, where the query response includes the container instance pod x-1. After receiving the query response,
the VNFM may obtain and store a correspondence between the compute node x-1 and the container instance pod x-1.
Then, similarly, the VNFM starts a compute node y-1 of a VNFC y of the VNF. The VNFM may generate a query request,
and send the query request to the VNF, where the query request is used to query an identifier of a container instance
corresponding to the compute node y-1. After receiving the query request, the VNF may query, based on the query
request, the identifier of the container instance corresponding to the compute node y-1 to obtain a container instance
pod y-1, and generate a query response based on the compute node y-1 and the container instance pod y-1, where the
query response includes the container instance pod y-1. After receiving the query response, the VNFM may obtain and
store a correspondence between the compute node y-1 and the container instance pod y-1. By analogy, the VNFM may
store a correspondence between an identifier of each application instance and an identifier of each container instance.
[0458] Manner 2: Obtain the identifier of the first container instance based on the pre-notification response, where the
pre-notification response includes the identifier of the first container instance.
[0459] In a process in which the VNF generates the pre-notification response, the VNF may obtain, based on the
identifier of the first application instance, the identifier of the first container instance corresponding to the identifier of the
first application instance, and generate the pre-notification response based on the identifier of the first container instance,
where the pre-notification response includes the identifier of the first container instance. In this case, after receiving the
pre-notification response, the VNFM may obtain the identifier of the first container instance from the pre-notification
response.
[0460] In a possible implementation, a process in which the VNF obtains the identifier of the first container instance
may include either of the following (1) and (2).
[0461] (1) The VNF pre-stores the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier
of a container instance. The VNF may query, based on the identifier of the first application instance, the correspondence
between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container instance, to obtain the identifier of the
first container instance corresponding to the first application instance.
[0462] In a possible implementation, when any application instance of any VNFC in the VNF is started, the VNF obtains
an identifier of a container instance carrying the application instance, and stores an identifier of the application instance
and the identifier of the container instance in the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and
an identifier of a container instance. In this way, the VNF may dynamically maintain and update the correspondence
between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container instance as the application instance of
the VNFC is started.
[0463] According to (1), the VNF itself may store the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance
and an identifier of a container instance, to implement conversion between the primitive of the VNF and a primitive of a
container, and streamline the lifecycle management procedure in the VNF containerization scenario.
[0464] (2) The VNF may temporarily query an identifier of a container instance corresponding to an identifier of an
application instance.
[0465] In a possible implementation, the VNF may send the query request to the first application instance based on
the identifier of the first application instance. The first application instance may obtain an identifier of a container instance
carrying the first application instance, to obtain the identifier of the first container instance. The first application instance
may send the identifier of the first container instance to the VNF. The VNF may receive the identifier of the first container
instance from the first application instance. The query request is used to query an identifier of a container instance
carrying an application instance. For a manner of sending the query request, the VNF may invoke an interface of the
first application instance based on the identifier of the first application instance, to send the query request.
[0466] The identifier of the third container may be obtained in either or both of the following manner 1 and manner 2.
This is not limited.
[0467] Manner 1: The VNFM queries the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a
container based on the identifier of the third VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the third container corresponding to the
identifier of the third VNFC. For a process in which the VNFM obtains the correspondence between an identifier of a
VNFC and an identifier of a container, refer to the foregoing (1). Details are not described herein again.
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[0468] Manner 2: In a process in which the VNF generates the pre-notification response, the VNF may obtain the
identifier of the third container based on the identifier of the third VNFC, and the VNF may generate the pre-notification
response based on the identifier of the third container, where the pre-notification response includes the identifier of the
third container. In this case, after receiving the pre-notification response, the VNFM may obtain the identifier of the third
container from the pre-notification response.
[0469] A process in which the VNF obtains the identifier of the third container may include either of the following (1)
and (2): (1) The VNF may query, based on the identifier of the third VNFC, the correspondence between an identifier of
a VNFC and an identifier of a container, to obtain the identifier of the third container corresponding to the identifier of
the third VNFC. (2) The VNF may send the query request to the third VNFC based on the identifier of the third VNFC.
The third VNFC may receive the query request, obtain an identifier of a container carrying the third VNFC, and obtain
the identifier of the third container. The third VNFC may send the identifier of the third container to the VNF. The VNF
may receive the identifier of the third container from the third VNFC.
[0470] The identifier of the second container instance may be obtained in either or both of the following manner 1 and
manner 2. This is not limited.
[0471] Manner 1: The VNFM may query the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an
identifier of a container instance based on an identifier of the second application instance, to obtain the identifier of the
second container instance corresponding to the identifier of the second application instance.
[0472] For a manner of obtaining the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance of the VNFC
and an identifier of a container instance, refer to the foregoing (1). Details are not described herein again.
[0473] Manner 2: The VNFM may obtain the identifier of the second container instance based on the pre-notification
response.
[0474] In a process in which the VNF generates the pre-notification response, the VNF may obtain, based on the
identifier of the second application instance, the identifier of the second container instance, and generate the pre-
notification response based on the identifier of the second container instance, where the pre-notification response
includes the identifier of the second container instance. In this case, after receiving the pre-notification response, the
VNFM may obtain the identifier of the second container instance from the pre-notification response.
[0475] The process in which the VNF obtains the identifier of the second container instance may include either of the
following (1) and (2).

(1) The VNF queries the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a
container instance based on the identifier of the second application instance, to obtain the identifier of the second
container instance corresponding to the identifier of the second application instance.
(2) The VNF sends the query request to the second application instance based on the identifier of the second
application instance. The second application instance may receive the query request, obtain an identifier of a con-
tainer instance carrying the second application instance, and obtain the identifier of the second container instance.
The second application instance may send the identifier of the second container instance to the VNF. The VNF may
receive the identifier of the second container instance from the second application instance.

[0476] It should be noted that any one or more of (A) to (B) may be randomly combined with any one or more of (1)
to (5) in step 508, and this is not limited. For example, the foregoing (B), (2), and (4) are combined. Assuming that the
pre-notification response from the VNF includes "num=3; VNFCList{VNFC1-1\VNFC1-2\VNFC1-3}", the pre-notification
response indicates to "delete three application instances: VNFC 1-1, VNFC 1-2, and VNFC 1-3". The VNFM may query,
based on the VNFC 1-1, the VNFC 1-2, and the VNFC 1-3, the correspondence between an identifier of an application
instance and an identifier of a container instance; obtain a pod 1-1 corresponding to the VNFC 1-1, a pod 1-2 corresponding
to the VNFC 1-2, and a pod 1-3 corresponding to the VNFC 1-3; and generate a deletion instruction based on the pod
1-1, the pod 1-2, and the pod 1-3, where the deletion instruction includes "num=3; PodList{Pod1-1\Pod1-2\Pod1-3}".
[0477] 509: The CaaS manager receives the management instruction, and manages the container cluster according
to the management instruction.
[0478] Optionally, step 509 may include any one or a combination of the following A and B.
[0479] A: The CaaS manager receives the creation instruction, and creates the container instance of the container in
the container cluster according to the creation instruction.
[0480] If this embodiment is applied to the scale-out stage, for a VNFC carried by any container, after the container
instance of the container is created, an application instance of the VNFC is run on the newly created container instance.
Therefore, the newly-added application instance is added to the VNFC. In this case, a quantity of application instances
included in the VNFC increases. Therefore, the VNFC is scaled out, that is, the VNF is scaled out.
[0481] If this embodiment is applied to the VNFC onboarding stage, for a VNFC carried by any container, after a
container instance of the container is created, an application instance of the VNFC is run on the newly created container
instance. Therefore, the VNFC is started, that is, the VNFC is onboarded.
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[0482] In a possible implementation, the VNFM may send a container deployment template to the CaaS manager,
and the CaaS manager may create the container instance of the container based on the container deployment template.
[0483] The container deployment template is used to describe a container. The container deployment template may
be considered as a template for making a container. The container deployment template may include at least one of an
identifier of a container, a quantity of containers, running resources of the container, an identifier of an image corre-
sponding to the container, a dependency relationship between the container and a container other than the container,
and a dependency relationship between the container deployment template and a container deployment template other
than the container deployment template. The running resources of the container may be a quantity of CPUs of the
container, a size of a memory, a quantity of network adapters, and the like. The container deployment template may be
set depending on a requirement for functions of the VNFC and specifications of the CaaS manager, so that the CaaS
manager can parse and identify the container deployment template. One container deployment template may describe
one or more containers. Optionally, the container deployment template may be a pod template, and one pod template
may describe one or more pods.
[0484] For example, the container deployment template may be as follows: A name of a pod in the container deployment
template is "Pod_Test", and the pod_Test includes two containers whose names are "nginx-container" and "debian-
container".

[0485] Any VNFC may correspond to one or more container deployment templates. Specifically, if the VNFC has n1
control nodes and m1 compute nodes, the n1 control nodes are carried by using n2 container instances, and the m1
compute nodes are carried by using m2 container instances, the VNFC may correspond to (n3+m3) container deployment
templates, where the n3 container deployment templates describe the n2 container instances, and the m3 container
deployment templates describe the m2 container instances. n1, n2, n3, m1, m2, and m3 are positive integers, n2 is
greater than or equal to n3, and m2 is greater than or equal to m3.
[0486] For a process of creating a container instance based on the container deployment template, the CaaS manager
may search, based on the container deployment template, each managed node for a node on which the container
instance can be deployed (the node may be a virtual machine or a bare metal), and create the container instance on
the found node.
[0487] In a possible implementation, the CaaS manager may obtain an instantiation condition of the container instance
based on the container deployment template. The CaaS manager may search for, based on remaining resources of
each node, a node that satisfies the instantiation condition, and use the node as a node on which the container instance
can be deployed. The remaining resources may include at least one of a quantity of remaining CPUs and a remaining
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memory, and the instantiation condition may include a quantity of container instances, a resource requirement, and the
like.
[0488] For example, it is assumed that the container deployment template includes that "a quantity of pod instances
is 10, a quantity of CPUs occupied by each pod instance is 4, and a size of an occupied memory is 4 GB." The CaaS
manager may search for, based on the container deployment template, a node whose quantity of remaining CPUs is
greater than four and of which a size of a remaining memory is greater than 4 GB, and use the node as a node on which
a pod instance can be deployed. For example, if the CaaS manager finds a node 1 and a node 2, a quantity of remaining
CPUs of the node 1 is 18, a size of a remaining memory of the node 1 is 18 GB, a quantity of remaining CPUs of the
node 2 is 26, a size of a remaining memory of the node 2 is 26 GB, the quantity of remaining CPUs of the node 1 is
greater than a quantity of CPUs required for creating four pod instances, the size of the remaining memory of the node
1 is greater than a size of a remaining memory required for creating four pod instances, the quantity of remaining CPUs
of the node 2 is greater than a quantity of CPUs required for creating six pod instances, and the size of the remaining
memory of the node 2 is greater than a size of a remaining memory required for creating six pod instances, the CaaS
manager may create four pod instances on the node 1 and creates six pod instances on the node 2.
[0489] In a possible implementation, if the CaaS manager determines, in the process of searching for a node, that the
remaining resources of the node are insufficient, for example, each node in the cluster does not satisfy the instantiation
condition, or for another example, a total quantity of container instances that can be instantiated by nodes that satisfy
the instantiation condition in the cluster is less than a total quantity of to-be-created container instances, by using the
VNFM, the CaaS manager may create a node, manage the node, and create a container instance on the newly managed
node.
[0490] For an occasion at which the VNFM sends the container deployment template, optionally, the VNFM may send
the container deployment template to the CaaS manager in advance, and the CaaS manager may store the container
deployment template. In this case, each time the VNFM manages the lifecycle of the VNF, the CaaS manager may read
the pre-stored container deployment template, and create a container instance based on the pre-stored container de-
ployment template. Optionally, each time the VNFM manages the lifecycle of the VNF, the VNFM may alternatively send,
in real time, the container deployment template corresponding to the VNF to the CaaS manager. In this case, the CaaS
manager may receive the container deployment template, and create a container instance based on the container
deployment template. The occasion at which the VNFM sends the container deployment template is not limited in this
embodiment.
[0491] For example, a container deployment template used in the scale-out scenario is referred to as a first container
deployment template, and a VNFC template corresponding to a to-be-scaled-out VNFC is referred to as a first VNFC
template. A process of creating a container based on the container deployment template may include: The VNFM may
obtain the first VNFC template based on the to-be-scaled-out VNFC, query a correspondence between a VNFC template
and a container deployment template based on the first VNFC template, to obtain the first container deployment template
corresponding to the first VNFC template, and send the first container deployment template to the CaaS manager. Then,
the VNFM may generate a creation instruction based on the first container deployment template, where the creation
instruction includes an identifier of the first container deployment template. The CaaS manager may determine the first
container deployment template based on the creation instruction, and create the container instance based on the first
container deployment template. The first VNFC template is used to describe the to-be-scaled-out VNFC, and the first
container deployment template is used to describe a container that carries the to-be-scaled-out VNFC.
[0492] For example, a container deployment template used in the VNFC onboarding scenario is referred to as a second
container deployment template. A VNFC template corresponding to a to-be-onboarded VNFC is referred to as a second
VNFC template. A process of creating a container based on the container deployment template may include: The VNFM
may obtain the second VNFC template based on the to-be-onboarded VNFC, query the correspondence between a
VNFC template and a container deployment template based on the second VNFC template, to obtain the second container
deployment template corresponding to the second VNFC template, and send the second container deployment template
to the CaaS manager. Then, the VNFM may generate a creation instruction based on the second container deployment
template, where the creation instruction includes an identifier of the second container deployment template. The CaaS
manager may determine the second container deployment template based on the creation instruction, and create a
container instance based on the second container deployment template. The second VNFC template is used to describe
the to-be-onboarded VNFC, and the second container deployment template is used to describe a container that carries
the to-be-onboarded VNFC.
[0493] In the correspondence between a VNFC template and a container deployment template, any VNFC template
may correspond to one or more container deployment templates. Specifically, if a container carries one VNFC, a VNFC
template of the VNFC may correspond to one container deployment template. If a combination of a plurality of containers
carries one VNFC, a VNFC template of the VNFC may correspond to a plurality of container deployment templates. In
addition, the correspondence between a VNFC template and a container deployment template may include an identifier
of at least one VNFC template and an identifier of at least one container deployment template. The identifier of the VNFC
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template is used to indicate a corresponding VNFC template. The identifier of the container deployment template is used
to indicate a corresponding container deployment template.
[0494] For example, the correspondence between a VNFC template and a container deployment template may be
shown in the following Table 3. If the VNFC 1 needs to be scaled out currently, and a VNFC template of the VNFC 1 is
a VNFC template 1, it may be determined, according to the following Table 3, that container deployment templates
corresponding to the VNFC template 1 are a pod template 1.1, a pod template 1.2, and a pod template 1.3; and the
generated creation instruction includes "pod template 1.1, pod template 1.2, and pod template 1.3". The CaaS manager
uses the container deployment templates: the pod template 1.1, the pod template 1.2, and the pod template 1.3 to create
a container instance according to the creation instruction.

[0495] It should be noted that the terms "first container deployment template" and "second container deployment
template" are merely intended to distinguish between and describe different container deployment templates, but should
not be understood as explicitly or implicitly indicate relative importance of different container deployment templates, a
relative relationship in time, or logical relative.
[0496] Optionally, in the VNFC onboarding scenario, in a possible implementation, the VNFM may obtain a container
deployment template corresponding to a to-be-onboarded VNFC, and add the container deployment template to a model
of the VNF. When the CaaS manager loads the model of the VNF, the CaaS manager creates a container instance
based on the VNF model and the container deployment template corresponding to the to-be-onboarded VNFC, to add,
to an application stack, a container corresponding to the to-be-onboarded VNFC. The application stack includes a group
of interrelated containers, applications carried by different containers in the application stack depend on each other, and
the application stack may define and coordinate functions of the VNF. Specifically, the application stack includes one
or more containers. The application stack may be created based on the model of the VNF. The CaaS manager dynamically
loads the model of the VNF. Each time a container deployment template is added to the model of the VNF, the CaaS
manager creates a container instance based on the newly added container deployment template.
[0497] B: The CaaS manager receives the deletion instruction, and deletes a container instance of a container from
the container cluster according to the deletion instruction.
[0498] If this embodiment is applied to the scale-in stage, for any container, assuming that the container includes k
container instances, the CaaS manager may delete container instances of any quantity from 1 to (k-1) according to the
deletion instruction. Therefore, for a VNFC carried by the container, after the container instance of the container is
deleted, an application instance of the VNFC running on the deleted container instance is deleted accordingly, and a
quantity of application instances included in the VNFC decreases. Therefore, the VNFC is scaled in, that is, the VNF is
scaled in.
[0499] If this embodiment is applied to the VNFC termination stage, for any container, assuming that the container
includes k container instances, the CaaS manager may delete the k container instances according to the deletion
instruction, that is, may delete all container instances of the container. In this case, for a VNFC carried by the container,
after all the container instances of the container are deleted, application instances of the VNFC that are run on all the
deleted container instances are deleted, and the application instances included in the VNFC are deleted. Therefore, the
VNFC is deleted, that is, the VNFC is terminated.
[0500] In a possible implementation, step 509 may include any one or a combination of the following (1) to (5).
[0501] (1) The CaaS manager receives the management instruction and manages the first container or the third
container in the container cluster according to the management instruction. The CaaS manager may parse the man-
agement instruction to obtain the identifier of the first container or the identifier of the third container that is carried in
the management instruction, and determine the third container based on the identifier of the first container or the identifier
of the third container.
[0502] Because the first container carries the first VNFC, a status of the first container changes by managing the first
container, and the first VNFC enters a target stage of a lifecycle as the status of the first container changes, thereby
controlling the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. Based on the first pre-notification, a VNFC specified
by the VNFM based on the pre-notification may be controlled. Similarly, because a status of the third container changes
by managing the third container, the third VNFC enters the target stage of the lifecycle as the status of the third container

Table 3

VNFC template Container deployment template

VNFC template 1 Pod template 1.1, Pod template 1.2, Pod template 1.3

VNFC template 2 Pod template 2.1, Pod template 2.2

VNFC template 3 Pod template 3.1, Pod template 3.2, Pod template 3.3, Pod template 3.4
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changes, thereby controlling the third VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle. Based on the pre-notification
response, a VNFC fed back by the VNFM based on the pre-notification response may be controlled.
[0503] If this embodiment is applied to the scale-out scenario, the CaaS manager may create a container instance of
the first container in the container cluster according to the management instruction. In this case, after the container
instance of the first container is created, a newly-added application instance of the first VNFC is run on the newly added
container instance of the first container, and the newly-added application instance of the first VNFC is started accordingly.
In this case, a quantity of application instances of the first VNFC increases, so that the first VNFC is scaled out. Based
on the pre-notification, a VNFC specified by the VNFM based on the pre-notification may be scaled out. Similarly, the
CaaS manager may create a container instance of the third container in the container cluster according to the management
instruction. In this case, after the container instance of the third container is created, a newly-added application instance
of the third VNFC is run on the newly added container instance of the third container, and the newly-added application
instance of the third VNFC is started accordingly. In this case, a quantity of application instances of the third VNFC
increases, so that the third VNFC is scaled out. Based on the pre-notification response, a VNFC fed back by the VNFM
based on the pre-notification response may be scaled out.
[0504] If this embodiment is applied to the scale-in scenario, the CaaS manager may delete a container instance of
the first container from the container cluster according to the management instruction. In this case, because the first
container carries the first VNFC, after the container instance of the first container is deleted, an application instance
running on the deleted container instance is deleted accordingly. In this case, a quantity of application instances of the
first VNFC decreases, so that the first VNFC is scaled in. Based on the pre-notification, a VNFC specified by the VNFM
based on the pre-notification may be scaled in. Similarly, the CaaS manager may delete a container instance of the third
container from the container cluster according to the management instruction. In this case, because the third container
carries the third VNFC, after the container instance of the third container is deleted, an application instance running on
the deleted container instance is deleted accordingly. In this case, a quantity of application instances of the third VNFC
decreases, so that the third VNFC is scaled in. Based on the pre-notification response, a VNFC fed back by the VNFM
based on the pre-notification response is scaled in.
[0505] If this embodiment is applied to the VNFC onboarding scenario, the CaaS manager may create the first container
in the container cluster according to the management instruction. In this case, because the first container carries the
first VNFC, after the first container is created, the first VNFC is started as the first container is created, so that the first
VNFC is to be onboarded. Based on the pre-notification, a VNFC specified by the VNFM based on the pre-notification
may be brought onboarded. Similarly, the CaaS manager may create the third container in the container cluster according
to the management instruction. In this case, because the third container carries the third VNFC, after the third container
is created, the third VNFC is started as the third container is created, so that the third VNFC is to be onboarded. Based
on the pre-notification response, a VNFC fed back by the VNFM based on the pre-notification response is to be onboarded.
[0506] If this embodiment is applied to the VNFC termination scenario, the CaaS manager may delete the first container
from the container cluster according to the management instruction. In this case, because the first container carries the
first VNFC, after the first container is deleted, the first VNFC is deleted as the first container is deleted, so that the first
VNFC is terminated. Based on the pre-notification, a VNFC specified by the VNFM based on the pre-notification may
be brought terminated. Similarly, the CaaS manager may delete the third container from the container cluster according
to the management instruction. In this case, because the third container carries the third VNFC, after the third container
is deleted, the third VNFC is deleted as the third container is deleted, so that the third VNFC is terminated. Based on
the pre-notification response, a VNFC fed back by the VNFM based on the pre-notification response may be brought
terminated.
[0507] (2) The CaaS manager deletes the first container instance or the second container instance from the container
cluster according to the management instruction. The CaaS manager may parse the management instruction to obtain
the identifier of the first container instance or the identifier of the second container instance carried in the management
instruction; and determine, based on the identifier of the first container instance, the first container corresponding to the
identifier of the first container instance, or determine, based on the identifier of the second container instance, the second
container instance corresponding to the identifier of the second container instance.
[0508] Because the first container instance carries the first application instance, after the first container instance is
deleted, the first application instance is deleted accordingly as the first container instance is deleted. Based on the pre-
notification, an application instance specified by the VNFM based on the pre-notification may be deleted. Similarly,
because the second container instance carries the second application instance, after the second container instance is
deleted, the second application instance is deleted accordingly as the second container instance is deleted. Based on
the pre-notification response, an application instance fed back by the VNFM based on the pre-notification response may
be deleted.
[0509] (3) The CaaS manager creates the container instances of the seventh quantity or the container instances of
the ninth quantity in the container cluster according to the management instruction. The CaaS manager may parse the
management instruction to obtain the seventh quantity or the ninth quantity carried in the management instruction.
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[0510] Because the container instances of the seventh quantity carry the application instances of the first quantity,
after the container instances of the seventh quantity are created, the application instances of the first quantity are started
accordingly as the container instances of the seventh quantity are created. Based on the pre-notification, application
instances of a quantity that is specified by the VNFM based on the pre-notification may be started. Similarly, because
the container instances of the ninth quantity carry the application instances of the third quantity, after the container
instances of the ninth quantity are created, the application instances of the third quantity are started accordingly as the
container instances of the ninth quantity are created. Based on the pre-notification response, application instances of a
quantity that is fed back by the VNFM based on the pre-notification response may be started.
[0511] Specifically, if this embodiment is applied to the scale-out stage, a quantity of application instances of the VNFC
is increased by the first quantity by creating the container instances of the seventh quantity, so that the application
instances of the first quantity are added to the VNFC. A quantity of application instances of the VNFC is increased by
the third quantity by creating the application instances of the third quantity, so that the application instances of the third
quantity are added to the VNFC. If this embodiment is applied to the VNFC onboarding stage, the application instances
of the first quantity that are of a VNFC are started by creating the container instances of the seventh quantity, so that
the VNFC including the application instances of the first quantity is to be onboarded. The application instances of the
third quantity that are of a VNFC are started by creating the application instances of the ninth quantity, so that the VNFC
including the application instances of the third quantity is to be onboarded.
[0512] (4) The CaaS manager deletes the container instances of the eighth quantity or the container instances of the
tenth quantity from the container cluster according to the management instruction.
[0513] Because the container instances of the eighth quantity carry the application instances of the second quantity,
after the container instances of the eighth quantity are deleted, the application instances of the second quantity are
deleted accordingly as the container instances of the eighth quantity are deleted. Based on the pre-notification, application
instances of a quantity that is specified by the VNFM based on the pre-notification may be deleted. Similarly, because
the container instances of the tenth quantity carry the application instances of the fourth quantity, after the container
instances of the tenth quantity are deleted, the application instances of the fourth quantity are deleted accordingly as
the container instances of the tenth quantity are deleted. Based on the pre-notification response, application instances
of a quantity that is fed back by the VNFM based on the pre-notification response may be deleted.
[0514] If this embodiment is applied to the scale-in stage, a quantity of application instances of a VNFC is decreased
by the second quantity by deleting the application instances of the second quantity, so that the application instances of
the second quantity are removed from the VNFC through scale-in. Similarly, a quantity of application instances of a
VNFC is decreased by the fourth quantity by deleting the application instances of the fourth quantity, so that the application
instances of the fourth quantity are removed from the VNFC through scale-in.
[0515] If this embodiment is applied to the VNFC termination stage, a quantity of applications instances of a VNFC is
decreased by the second quantity by deleting the application instances of the second quantity, so that the VNFC including
the application instances of the second quantity is to be terminated. Similarly, a quantity of applications instances of a
VNFC is decreased by the fourth quantity by deleting the application instances of the fourth quantity, so that the VNFC
including the application instances of the fourth quantity is to be terminated.
[0516] (5) The CaaS manager manages the container cluster according to the management instruction at the first time
point or the second time point.
[0517] Because the container cluster carries the VNF, the container cluster is managed at the first time point or the
second time point, so that the VNF enters the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point or the second time point.
Based on the pre-notification, the container cluster is managed at a time point specified by the VNFM based on the pre-
notification, or the container cluster is managed at a time point fed back by the VNFM based on the pre-notification.
[0518] If this embodiment is applied to the scale-out scenario, the CaaS manager may create a container instance at
the first time point or the second time point according to the management instruction, to scale out the VNF at the first
time point or the second time point. If this embodiment is applied to the scale-in scenario, the CaaS manager may delete
a container instance at the first time point or the second time point according to the management instruction, to scale
in the VNF at the first time point or the second time point. If this embodiment is applied to the VNFC onboarding scenario,
the CaaS manager may create a container instance at the first time point or the second time point according to the
management instruction, to bring a VNFC onboarded at the first time point or the second time point. If this embodiment
is applied to the VNFC termination scenario, the CaaS manager may delete a container instance at the first time point
or the second time point according to the management instruction, to bring a VNFC terminated at the first time point or
the second time point.
[0519] Optionally, when determining that the CaaS manager has completed management for the container cluster,
the VNFM may generate a post-notification, where the post-notification is used to notify that the VNF is already at the
target stage of the lifecycle; and the VNFM may send the post-notification to the VNF. In a possible implementation, the
VNFM may query the CaaS manager about creation progress to obtain completion progress, and send a query status
(English: query status) message to the CaaS manager. When the CaaS manager receives the query status message,
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sends current processing progress to the VNFM. The VNFM may receive the processing progress of the CaaS manager,
and determine, based on the processing progress, that the CaaS manager completes management for the container
cluster. In another possible implementation, the CaaS manager may generate a management completion notification
after completing management, and send the management completion notification to the VNFM. The VNFM may receive
the management completion notification, and determine, based on the management completion notification, that the
CaaS manager completes management for the container cluster. The management completion notification may include
at least one of a creation completion notification or a deletion completion notification, and the processing progress may
include at least one of creation progress or deletion progress. Specifically, if this embodiment is applied to the scale-out
stage and the onboarding stage, the management completion notification may be the creation completion notification,
and the processing progress may be the creation progress. If this embodiment is applied to the scale-in stage and the
onboarding stage, the management completion notification may be the deletion completion notification, and the process-
ing progress may be the deletion progress.
[0520] Optionally, the CaaS manager may set graceful deletion duration, where the graceful deletion duration is used
to delay deleting the container. When the CaaS manager receives the deletion instruction, the CaaS manager may start
a timer; after the graceful deletion duration elapses, the CaaS manager deletes a corresponding container.
[0521] 510: The VNF executes a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the target stage.
[0522] 511: The CaaS manager removes the one or more virtual machines.
[0523] In a possible implementation, the CaaS manager may delete each container instance of each container carried
by the virtual machine. When the virtual machine does not carry any container instance of any container, the VNFM may
remove the virtual machine from the CaaS manager. Then, the VNFM releases the virtual machine. The virtual machine
is configured to provide a running environment for a deleted container instance.
[0524] Specifically, the virtual machine may be removed in any one or a combination of the following manner 1 to
manner 3.
[0525] Manner 1: The CaaS manager receives a removal instruction for the virtual machine, and removes the virtual
machine from the CaaS manager according to the removal instruction for the virtual machine; and optionally, the VNFM
releases the removed virtual machine after the removal succeeds.
[0526] Manner 2: The VNFM monitors resource usage of the virtual machine, and when the resource usage is less
than a resource usage threshold, removes the virtual machine from the CaaS manager; and optionally, the VNFM
releases the removed virtual machine after the removal succeeds.
[0527] Manner 3: The CaaS manager may monitor the resource usage of the virtual machine; when the resource
usage of the virtual machine is less than the resource usage threshold, determine whether to invoke an interface of the
VNFM, and then actively determine whether to delete the virtual machine.
[0528] Optionally, the CaaS manager may provide a removal interface, where the removal interface may be a REST
interface. The VNFM may invoke the removal interface of the CaaS manager in a REST interface manner, and send
the removal instruction to the CaaS manager through the removal interface, to remove the virtual machine from the
CaaS manager.
[0529] A process of managing a physical machine may include: The VNFM manages the physical machine to the
CaaS manager, where the physical machine is configured to provide a running environment for a to-be-created container
instance. A process of removing a physical machine may include: The CaaS manager deletes each container instance
of each container carried by the physical machine; and when the physical machine does not carry any container instance
of any container, the VNFM may remove the physical machine from the CaaS manager. The physical machine is
configured to provide a running environment for a deleted container instance.
[0530] The method provided in this embodiment can support the lifecycle management procedure in the VNF con-
tainerization scenario, and provide a service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario. The CaaS manager
manages the container cluster in which the VNF runs, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager
to indicate the CaaS manager to manage the container cluster, thereby implementing the function of managing the
lifecycle of the VNF. In the VNF management procedure, the VNFM may function as a communication medium between
the VNF and the CaaS manager, and the VNFM may shield implementation differences between different CaaS man-
agers, and provide a uniform lifecycle management interface for the VNF.
[0531] The following uses an example in which the target stage of the lifecycle in the embodiment of FIG. 4 is a scale-
out stage for description.
[0532] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a VNF scale-out method according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in
FIG. 7, the method is performed by a VNF and a VNFM, and includes the following steps.
[0533] 701: The VNFM generates a scale-out pre-notification.
[0534] The scale-out pre-notification may include at least one of an identifier of a first VNFC, a first quantity, and a
first time point. Optionally, the VNFM generates the scale-out pre-notification based on the first VNFC. Optionally, the
VNFM generates the scale-out pre-notification based on the first quantity. Optionally, the VNFM generates the scale-
out pre-notification based on the first time point. Step 701 is similar to step 401. For specific details, refer to step 401.
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Details are not described herein again.
[0535] 702: The VNFM sends the scale-out pre-notification to the VNF.
[0536] 703: The VNF receives the scale-out pre-notification from the VNFM, generates a scale-out pre-notification
response, and sends the scale-out pre-notification response to the VNFM.
[0537] The scale-out pre-notification response may include at least one of an allowance identifier, a rejection identifier,
reason information, an identifier of a third VNFC, a third quantity, and the first time point. Optionally, the VNF generates
the scale-out pre-notification response based on the first VNFC. Optionally, the VNF generates the scale-out pre-noti-
fication response based on the first quantity. Optionally, the VNF generates the scale-out pre-notification response based
on the first time point. Step 703 is similar to step 403, and details are not described herein again.
[0538] 704: The VNFM receives the scale-out pre-notification response.
[0539] 705: The VNF executes a pre-processing procedure at the scale-out stage.
[0540] It should be understood that a sequence of step 703 and step 705 is not limited in this embodiment. In some
other embodiments, the VNF may first execute the pre-processing procedure at the scale-out stage, and then the VNF
generates the scale-out pre-notification response, and sends the scale-out pre-notification response to the VNFM.
Sequence numbers of the foregoing steps in this embodiment do not indicate an execution sequence. The execution
sequence of the steps should be determined based on functions and internal logic of the steps, and should not be
construed as any limitation on the implementation process of this embodiment of this application.
[0541] Optionally, step 705 may include either or both of (A1) and (A2) in step 406. Optionally, when the scale-out
pre-notification includes the identifier of the first VNFC, the VNF may obtain the identifier of the first VNFC based on the
scale-out pre-notification, determine the first VNFC based on the identifier of the first VNFC, and execute the pre-
processing procedure at the scale-out stage for the first VNFC. Optionally, when the scale-out pre-notification includes
the first quantity, the VNF may obtain the first quantity based on the scale-out pre-notification, and execute the pre-
processing procedure at the scale-out stage based on the first quantity. Optionally, when the scale-out pre-notification
includes the first time point, the VNF may obtain the first time point based on the scale-out pre-notification, and execute
the pre-processing procedure at the scale-out stage based on the first time point.
[0542] Optionally, when the VNF executes the pre-processing procedure at the scale-out stage, the VNF may generate
scale-out pre-processing progress information based on progress of the pre-processing procedure, and send the scale-
out pre-processing progress information to the VNFM. The scale-out pre-processing progress information is used to
indicate the progress of executing the pre-processing procedure by the VNF. The scale-out pre-processing progress
information may be positively correlated to completed workload of the pre-processing procedure, and negatively corre-
lated to total workload that needs to be completed in the pre-processing procedure.
[0543] 706: The VNFM scales out the VNF.
[0544] Optionally, the VNFM may receive the scale-out pre-processing progress information of the VNF; determines,
based on the scale-out pre-processing progress information, that the VNF has executed the pre-processing procedure
at the scale-out stage; and scales out the VNF.
[0545] Optionally, when the scale-out pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM may scale out the
first VNFC based on the scale-out pre-notification response. When the scale-out pre-notification includes the identifier
of the third VNFC, the VNFM may obtain the identifier of the third VNFC based on the scale-out pre-notification response,
determine the third VNFC based on the identifier of the third VNFC, and scale out the third VNFC in the VNF. When the
scale-out pre-notification includes at least one of the rejection identifier and the reason information, the VNFM determines,
based on the scale-out pre-notification response, a fifth VNFC other than the first VNFC, and scales out the fifth VNFC,
that is, scales out a VNFC other than the first VNFC.
[0546] Optionally, when the scale-out pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM starts application
instances of the first quantity based on the scale-out pre-notification response. When the scale-out pre-notification
includes the third quantity, the VNFM determines the third quantity based on the scale-out pre-notification response,
and starts application instances of the third quantity. When the scale-out pre-notification includes at least one of the
rejection identifier and the reason information, the VNFM determines, based on the scale-out pre-notification response,
a fifth quantity that is less than the first quantity, and starts application instances of the fifth quantity, that is, starts
application instances of another quantity that are of a VNFC.
[0547] Optionally, when the scale-out pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM scales out the VNF
at the first time point based on the scale-out pre-notification response. When the scale-out pre-notification includes a
second time point, the VNFM obtains the second time point based on the scale-out pre-notification response, and scales
out the VNF at the second time point. When the scale-out pre-notification includes at least one of the rejection identifier
and the reason information, the VNFM determines a third time point based on the scale-out pre-notification response,
and controls, at the third time point, another VNFC in the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0548] 707: The VNFM generates a scale-out post-notification, and sends the scale-out post-notification to the VNF,
where the scale-out post-notification is used to notify the VNF that scale-out is completed.
[0549] 708: The VNF receives the scale-out post-notification, and the VNF executes a processing procedure after the
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pre-processing procedure at the scale-out stage.
[0550] The procedure after the pre-processing procedure may include either or both of (A1) and (A2) in step 408.
Optionally, after receiving the scale-out post-notification, the VNF may generate a scale-out post-notification response,
and send the scale-out post-notification response to the VNFM. The VNFM may receive the scale-out post-notification
response from the VNF, and may determine, based on the scale-out post-notification response, that the VNF has received
the scale-out post-notification. The scale-out post-notification response message is a response to the scale-out post-
notification, and the scale-out post-notification response message may be an ACK message of the scale-out post-
notification.
[0551] According to the method provided in this embodiment, the VNFM sends the scale-out pre-notification to the
VNF before scaling out the VNF, in other words, the VNFM may remind the VNF in advance, before scaling out the VNF,
that the VNF is to be scaled out, so that the VNF can predict, based on the scale-out pre-notification, that the VNF is to
be scaled out, and perform the scale-out pre-processing procedure in advance, thereby improving service processing
efficiency. After the VNF is scaled out, a service loss and service flapping can be avoided because preparations are
made in advance, thereby implementing smooth service migration. Further, smooth service migration may be performed
in advance for scale-out, thereby implementing hitless service migration, and avoiding a service loss caused by tempo-
rarily performing smooth service migration after scale-out. Further, the VNFM may send the scale-out post-notification
to the VNF after scaling out the VNF, so that the VNF may perceive, based on the received scale-out post-notification,
an occasion at which the VNFM terminates a scale-out action, and trigger smooth service migration and waiting proce-
dures that are after the scale-out procedure.
[0552] Optionally, the embodiment of FIG. 7 may be applied to a containerization scenario. In a possible implementation,
a CaaS manager may be introduced based on FIG. 7, and the VNFM interacts with the CaaS manager to implement
the function of scaling out the VNF in the VNF containerization scenario. For a specific procedure, refer to an embodiment
of FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B. It should be noted that, the embodiment of FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B mainly focuses on differences
between the embodiment of FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B and the embodiment of FIG. 7. For steps similar to those in the
embodiment of FIG. 7, refer to the embodiment of FIG. 7. Details are not described in the embodiment of FIG. 8A and
FIG. 8B.
[0553] FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B are a flowchart of a VNF scale-out method according to an embodiment of this application.
As shown in FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B, the method is performed by a VNF, a VNFM, and a CaaS manager, and includes the
following steps.
[0554] 801: The CaaS manager manages one or more virtual machines.
[0555] In the embodiment of FIG. 8A, step 802 is similar to step 701, step 803 is similar to step 702, step 804 is similar
to step 703, step 805 is similar to step 704, and step 806 is similar to step 705. For specific content, refer to the embodiment
shown in FIG. 7. Details are not described herein again.
[0556] It should be understood that a sequence of step 803, step 804, and step 806 is not limited in this embodiment.
In some other embodiments, the VNF may first execute a pre-processing procedure at a scale-out stage, and then the
VNF generates a scale-out pre-notification response, and sends the scale-out pre-notification response to the VNFM.
Sequence numbers of the foregoing steps in this embodiment do not indicate an execution sequence. The execution
sequence of the steps should be determined based on functions and internal logic of the steps, and should not be
construed as any limitation on the implementation process of this embodiment of this application.
[0557] 807: The VNFM generates a creation instruction.
[0558] Optionally, the VNFM may generate a creation instruction of different content based on a different purpose of
a scale-out operation. When a third VNFC in the VNF needs to be scaled out, the VNFM generates the creation instruction
based on an identifier of a third container. The creation instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create a
container instance of the third container in a container cluster. When application instances of a third quantity need to be
started, the VNFM generates the creation instruction based on a ninth quantity. The creation instruction is used to instruct
the CaaS manager to create container instances of the ninth quantity in the container cluster, and the creation instruction
may include the ninth quantity. When the VNF needs to be scaled out at a second time point, the VNFM generates the
creation instruction based on the second time point. The creation instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to
create a container instance at the second time point. The creation instruction may include the second time point. When
a VNFC other than a first VNFC needs to be scaled out, the VNFM generates the creation instruction based on an
identifier of a fifth container. The creation instruction may include the identifier of the fifth container. The fifth container
is one or more containers that carry a fifth VNFC in the container cluster. When application instances of another quantity
that are of a VNFC need to be started, the VNFM generates the creation instruction based on an eleventh quantity. The
creation instruction may include the eleventh quantity. When another VNFC that is in the VNF needs to be controlled,
at another time point, to enter a target stage of a lifecycle, the VNFM generates the creation instruction based on a third
time point. The creation instruction may include the third time point.
[0559] 808: The VNFM sends the creation instruction to the CaaS manager.
[0560] 809: The CaaS manager receives the creation instruction, and creates a container instance of a container in
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the container cluster according to the creation instruction.
[0561] Optionally, when the creation instruction includes an identifier of a first container, according to the creation
instruction, the CaaS manager may determine the first container and create a container instance of the first container.
When the creation instruction includes the identifier of the third container, according to the creation instruction, the CaaS
manager may determine the third container and create the container instance of the third container. When the creation
instruction includes the identifier of the fifth container, according to the creation instruction, the CaaS manager may
determine the fifth container and create a container instance of the fifth container. Alternatively, when the creation
instruction includes a seventh quantity, according to the creation instruction, the CaaS manager may obtain the seventh
quantity and create container instances of the seventh quantity. When the creation instruction includes the ninth quantity,
according to the creation instruction, the CaaS manager may obtain the ninth quantity and create the container instances
of the ninth quantity. When the creation instruction includes an eleventh quantity, according to the creation instruction,
the CaaS manager may obtain the eleventh quantity and create container instances of the eleventh quantity. Alternatively,
when the creation instruction includes a first time point, the CaaS manager creates a container instance at the first time
point according to the creation instruction. When the creation instruction includes the second time point, the CaaS
manager creates a container instance at the second time point according to the creation instruction. When the creation
instruction includes the third time point, the CaaS manager creates a container instance at the third time point according
to the creation instruction.
[0562] 810: The VNFM determines that the CaaS manager has created the container instance.
[0563] 811: The VNFM generates a scale-out post-notification, and the VNFM sends the scale-out post-notification to
the VNF.
[0564] 812: The VNF receives the scale-out post-notification, and the VNF executes a processing procedure after the
pre-processing procedure at the scale-out stage.
[0565] The method provided in this embodiment can support the scale-out procedure in a VNF containerization sce-
nario, and provide a service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario. The CaaS manager manages the
container cluster, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager and the VNF. When the VNF needs to
be scaled out, the VNFM may interact with the CaaS manager, to indicate the CaaS manager to create a container
instance of a container in the container cluster. Because the VNF is carried by the container cluster, a quantity of
application instances of a VNFC in the VNF increases accordingly as a quantity of container instances in the container
cluster increases, thereby implementing the function of scaling out the VNF. In the VNF management procedure, the
VNFM may function as a communication medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and the VNFM may shield
implementation differences between different CaaS managers, and provide a uniform scale-out interface for the VNF.
[0566] The following uses an example in which the target stage of the lifecycle in the embodiment of FIG. 4 is a scale-
in stage for description.
[0567] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of a VNF scale-in method according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in
FIG. 9, the method is performed by a VNF and a VNFM, and includes the following steps.
[0568] 901: The VNFM generates a scale-in pre-notification.
[0569] The scale-in pre-notification may include at least one of an identifier of a first VNFC, an identifier of a first
application instance, a second quantity, and a first time point. Optionally, the VNFM generates the scale-in pre-notification
based on the first VNFC. Optionally, the VNFM generates the scale-in pre-notification based on the first application
instance. Optionally, the VNFM generates the scale-in pre-notification based on the second quantity. Optionally, the
VNFM generates the scale-in pre-notification based on the first time point. Step 901 is similar to step 401. For specific
details, refer to step 401. Details are not described herein again.
[0570] 902: The VNFM sends the scale-in pre-notification to the VNF.
[0571] 903: The VNF receives the scale-in pre-notification from the VNFM, generates a scale-in pre-notification re-
sponse, and sends the scale-in pre-notification response to the VNFM, where the scale-in pre-notification response is
a response to the scale-in pre-notification.
[0572] The scale-in pre-notification response may include at least one of an allowance identifier, a rejection identifier,
reason information, an identifier of a third VNFC, the identifier of the first application instance, the second quantity, a
third quantity, and the first time point. Optionally, the VNF generates the scale-in pre-notification response based on the
first VNFC. Optionally, the VNF generates the scale-in pre-notification response based on the first application instance.
Optionally, the VNF generates the scale-in pre-notification response based on the second quantity. Optionally, the VNF
generates the scale-in pre-notification response based on the first time point. Step 903 is similar to step 403. For specific
details, refer to step 403. Details are not described herein again.
[0573] 904: The VNFM receives the scale-in pre-notification response from the VNF.
[0574] 905: The VNF executes a pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage.
[0575] It should be understood that a sequence of step 903, step 904, and step 905 is not limited in this embodiment.
In some other embodiments, the VNF may first execute the pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage, and then
the VNF generates the scale-in pre-notification response, and sends the scale-in pre-notification response to the VNFM.
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Sequence numbers of the foregoing steps in this embodiment do not indicate an execution sequence. The execution
sequence of the steps should be determined based on functions and internal logic of the steps, and should not be
construed as any limitation on the implementation process of this embodiment of this application.
[0576] Optionally, step 905 may include either or both of (B1) and (B2) in step 406. Optionally, when the scale-in pre-
notification includes the identifier of the first VNFC, the VNF may obtain the identifier of the first VNFC based on the
scale-in pre-notification, determine the first VNFC based on the identifier of the first VNFC, and execute the pre-processing
procedure at the scale-in stage for the first VNFC. Optionally, the VNF obtains the identifier of the first application instance
based on the scale-in pre-notification, determines the first application instance based on the identifier of the first application
instance, and executes the pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage for the first application instance. Optionally,
when the scale-in pre-notification includes the second quantity, the VNF may obtain the second quantity based on the
scale-in pre-notification, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage based on the second quantity.
Optionally, when the scale-in pre-notification includes the first time point, the VNF may obtain the first time point based
on the scale-in pre-notification, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage based on the first time
point.
[0577] 906: The VNFM scales in the VNF.
[0578] Optionally, when the scale-in pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM may scale in the first
VNFC based on the scale-in pre-notification response. When the scale-in pre-notification includes the identifier of the
third VNFC, the VNFM may obtain the identifier of the third VNFC based on the scale-in pre-notification response,
determine the third VNFC based on the identifier of the third VNFC, and scale in the third VNFC in the VNF. When the
scale-in pre-notification includes at least one of the rejection identifier and the reason information, the VNFM determines
a fifth VNFC other than the first VNFC based on the scale-in pre-notification response, and scales in the fifth VNFC, that
is, scales in a VNFC other than the first VNFC.
[0579] Optionally, when the scale-in pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM may delete the first
application instance based on the scale-in pre-notification response. When the scale-in pre-notification includes an
identifier of a second application instance, the VNFM may obtain the identifier of the second application instance based
on the scale-in pre-notification response, determine the second application instance based on the identifier of the second
application instance, and delete the second application instance. When the scale-in pre-notification includes at least
one of the rejection identifier and the reason information, the VNFM determines the fifth VNFC other than the first VNFC
based on the scale-in pre-notification response, and deletes a third application instance.
[0580] Optionally, when the scale-in pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM deletes application
instances of a first quantity based on the scale-in pre-notification response. When the scale-in pre-notification includes
the third quantity, the VNFM determines the third quantity based on the scale-in pre-notification response, and deletes
application instances of the third quantity. When the scale-in pre-notification includes at least one of the rejection identifier
and the reason information, the VNFM determines, based on the scale-in pre-notification response, a fifth quantity that
is less than the first quantity, deletes application instances of the fifth quantity, that is, deletes application instances of
another quantity that are of a VNFC.
[0581] Optionally, when the scale-in pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM scales in the VNF
based on the scale-in pre-notification response at the first time point. When the scale-in pre-notification includes a second
time point, the VNFM obtains the second time point based on the scale-in pre-notification response, and scales in the
VNF at the second time point. When the scale-in pre-notification includes at least one of the rejection identifier and the
reason information, the VNFM determines a third time point based on the scale-in pre-notification response, and controls,
at the third time point, another VNFC in the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.
[0582] 907: The VNFM generates a scale-in post-notification, and sends the scale-in post-notification to the VNF,
where the scale-in post-notification is used to notify the VNF that scale-in is completed.
[0583] 908: The VNF receives the scale-in post-notification from the VNFM, and the VNF executes a processing
procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage.
[0584] Optionally, the procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage may include any one or a
combination of (B1) and (B2) in step 408.
[0585] Optionally, after the VNF receives the scale-in post-notification, the VNF may generate a scale-in post-notifi-
cation response, and send the scale-in post-notification response to the VNFM. The VNFM may receive the scale-in
post-notification response from the VNF, and may determine, based on the scale-in post-notification response, that the
VNF has received the scale-in post-notification. The scale-in post-notification response is a response to the scale-in
post-notification, and the scale-in post-notification response may be an ACK message of the scale-in post-notification.
[0586] According to the method provided in this embodiment, the VNFM sends the scale-in pre-notification to the VNF
before scaling in the VNF, in other words, the VNFM may remind the VNF in advance, before scaling in the VNF, that
the VNF is to be scaled in, so that the VNF can predict, based on the scale-in pre-notification, that the VNF is to be
scaled in, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage in advance for scale-in. Therefore, after the
VNF is scaled in, a service loss and service flapping can be avoided because preparations are made in advance, thereby
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implementing smooth service migration. In addition, service processing efficiency can be improved because the pre-
processing procedure is executed in advance. Further, smooth service migration may be performed in advance for scale-
in, thereby implementing hitless service migration, and avoiding a service loss caused by temporarily performing smooth
service migration after scale-in. Further, after scaling in the VNF, the VNFM may send the scale-in post-notification to
the VNF, so that the VNF may perceive, based on the received scale-in post-notification, an occasion at which the VNFM
terminates a scale-in action, and trigger a clearance procedure, a waiting procedure, and other transaction procedure
that are after the scale-in procedure.
[0587] Optionally, the embodiment of FIG. 9 may be applied to a containerization scenario. In a possible implementation,
a CaaS manager may be introduced based on FIG. 9, and the VNFM interacts with the CaaS manager to implement
the function of scaling in the VNF in the VNF containerization scenario. It should be noted that, an embodiment of FIG.
10A and FIG. 10B mainly focuses on differences between the embodiment of FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B and the embodiment
of FIG. 9. For steps similar to those in the embodiment of FIG. 9, refer to the embodiment of FIG. 9. Details are not
described in the embodiment of FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B.
[0588] FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B are a flowchart of a VNF scale-in method according to an embodiment of this application.
As shown in FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B, the method is performed by a VNF, a VNFM, and a CaaS manager, and includes
the following steps.
[0589] In the embodiment of FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B, step 1001 is similar to step 901, step 1002 is similar to step 902,
step 1003 is similar to step 903, step 1004 is similar to step 904, and step 1005 is similar to step 905. For specific content,
refer to the embodiment shown in FIG. 9. Details are not described herein again.
[0590] It should be understood that a sequence of step 1003, step 1004, and step 1005 is not limited in this embodiment.
In some other embodiments, the VNF may first execute a pre-processing procedure at a scale-in stage, and then the
VNF generates a scale-in pre-notification response, and sends the scale-in pre-notification response to the VNFM.
Sequence numbers of the foregoing steps in this embodiment do not indicate an execution sequence. The execution
sequence of the steps should be determined based on functions and internal logic of the steps, and should not be
construed as any limitation on the implementation process of this embodiment of this application.
[0591] 1006: The VNFM generates a deletion instruction.
[0592] Optionally, the VNFM generates a deletion instruction of different content based on a different purpose of a
scale-in operation.
[0593] For example, when a first VNFC in the VNF needs to be scaled in, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction
based on an identifier of a first container. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete a
container instance of the first container from a container cluster, and the deletion instruction may include the identifier
of the first container. When a third VNFC in the VNF needs to be scaled in, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction
based on an identifier of a third container. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete a
container instance of the third container from the container cluster. The deletion instruction may include the identifier of
the third container. When a VNFC other than the first VNFC needs to be scaled in, the VNFM generates the deletion
instruction based on an identifier of a fifth container. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to
delete a container instance of the fifth container from the container cluster. The fifth container is one or more containers
that carry a fifth VNFC in the container cluster. The deletion instruction may include the identifier of the fifth container.
[0594] When a first application instance needs to be deleted, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction based on
an identifier of a first container instance. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete the first
container instance from the container cluster. The deletion instruction may include the identifier of the first container
instance. When a second application instance needs to be deleted, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction based
on an identifier of a second container instance. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete
the second container instance from the container cluster. The deletion instruction may include the identifier of the second
container instance.
[0595] When application instances of a second quantity need to be deleted, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction
based on an eighth quantity. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete container instances
of the eighth quantity from the container cluster, where the container instances of the eighth quantity are used to carry
the application instances of the second quantity. The deletion instruction may include the eighth quantity. When application
instances of a fourth quantity need to be deleted, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction based on a tenth quantity,
where container instances of the tenth quantity are used to carry the application instances of the fourth quantity. The
deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete the container instances of the tenth quantity from the
container cluster. The deletion instruction may include the tenth quantity. When application instances of another quantity
need to be deleted, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction based on a twelfth quantity. The twelfth quantity is a
positive integer, the deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete container instances of the twelfth
quantity in the container cluster, and the container instances of the twelfth quantity are used to carry application instances
of a sixth quantity. The deletion instruction may include the twelfth quantity.
[0596] When the VNF needs to be scaled in at a first time point, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction based
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on the first time point. The deletion instruction may include the first time point. When the VNF needs to be scaled in at
a second time point, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction based on the second time point. The deletion instruction
is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete a container instance from the container cluster at the second time point.
The deletion instruction may include the second time point. When an application instance other than the first application
instance needs to be deleted, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction based on an identifier of a third container
instance. The third container instance is one or more instances of a second container that carry a third application
instance, and the deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete the third container instance from
the container cluster. The deletion instruction may include the identifier of the third container instance. When another
VNFC in the VNF needs to be scaled in at another time point, the VNFM generates the deletion instruction based on a
third time point. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete a container instance from the
container cluster at the third time point. The deletion instruction may include the third time point.
[0597] 1007: The VNFM sends the deletion instruction to the CaaS manager.
[0598] 1008: The CaaS manager receives the deletion instruction, and deletes a container instance of a container
from the container cluster according to the deletion instruction.
[0599] Optionally, the CaaS manager may perform different operations based on different content of the deletion
instruction. For example, when the deletion instruction includes the identifier of the first container, the CaaS manager
deletes the container instance of the first container from the container cluster according to the deletion instruction. When
the deletion instruction includes the identifier of the first container instance, the CaaS manager deletes the first container
instance from the container cluster according to the deletion instruction. When the deletion instruction includes the eighth
quantity, the CaaS manager deletes the container instances of the eighth quantity from the container cluster according
to the deletion instruction. When the deletion instruction includes the first time point, the CaaS manager deletes the
container instance of the container from the container cluster at the first time point according to the deletion instruction.
When the deletion instruction includes the identifier of the third container, the CaaS manager deletes the container
instance of the third container from the container cluster according to the deletion instruction. When the deletion instruction
includes the identifier of the second container instance, the CaaS manager deletes the second container instance from
the container cluster according to the deletion instruction. When the deletion instruction includes the tenth quantity, the
CaaS manager deletes the container instances of the tenth quantity from the container cluster according to the deletion
instruction. When the deletion instruction includes the second time point, the CaaS manager deletes the container
instance from the container cluster at the second time point according to the deletion instruction. When the deletion
instruction includes the identifier of the fifth container, the CaaS manager deletes the container instance of the fifth
container from the container cluster according to the deletion instruction. When the deletion instruction includes the
identifier of the third container instance, the CaaS manager deletes the third container instance from the container cluster
according to the deletion instruction. When the deletion instruction includes the twelfth quantity, the CaaS manager
deletes the container instances of the twelfth quantity from the container cluster according to the deletion instruction.
When the deletion instruction includes the third time point, the CaaS manager deletes the container instance from the
container cluster at the third time point according to the deletion instruction.
[0600] 1009: The VNFM determines that the CaaS manager has deleted the container instance.
[0601] 1010: The VNFM generates a scale-in post-notification, and sends the scale-in post-notification to the VNF.
[0602] 1011: The VNF receives the scale-in post-notification from the VNFM, and executes a processing procedure
after the pre-processing procedure at the scale-in stage.
[0603] 1012: The VNFM removes one or more virtual machines from the CaaS manager.
[0604] The method provided in this embodiment can support the scale-in procedure in the VNF containerization sce-
nario, and provide a service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario. The CaaS manager manages the
container cluster, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager and the VNF. When the VNF needs to
be scaled in, the VNFM may interact with the CaaS manager, to indicate the CaaS manager to delete a container instance
of a container from the container cluster. Because the VNF is carried by the container cluster, a quantity of application
instances of a VNFC in the VNF decreases accordingly as a quantity of container instances in the container cluster
decreases, thereby implementing the function of scaling in the VNF. In the VNF management procedure, the VNFM
may function as a communication medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and the VNFM may shield imple-
mentation differences between different CaaS managers, and provide a uniform scale-in interface for the VNF.
[0605] The following uses an example in which the target stage of the lifecycle in the embodiment of FIG. 4 is a VNFC
onboarding stage description.
[0606] FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a VNFC onboarding method according to an embodiment of this application. As shown
in FIG. 11, the method is performed by a VNF and a VNFM, and includes the following steps.
[0607] 1101: The VNFM generates a VNFC onboarding pre-notification.
[0608] The VNFC onboarding pre-notification may include at least one of an identifier of a first VNFC, a first quantity,
and a first time point. Optionally, the VNFM generates a first VNFC onboarding pre-notification based on the first VNFC.
Optionally, the VNFM generates a second VNFC onboarding pre-notification based on the first quantity. Optionally, the
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VNFM generates a third VNFC onboarding pre-notification based on the first time point. Step 1101 is similar to step 401.
For specific details, refer to step 401. Details are not described herein again.
[0609] 1102: The VNFM sends the VNFC onboarding pre-notification to the VNF.
[0610] 1103: The VNF receives the VNFC onboarding pre-notification from the VNFM, generates a VNFC onboarding
pre-notification response, and sends the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response to the VNFM.
[0611] The VNFC onboarding pre-notification response may include at least one of an allowance identifier, a rejection
identifier, reason information, an identifier of a third VNFC, a third quantity, and the first time point. Optionally, the VNF
generates the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response based on the first VNFC. Optionally, the VNF generates the
VNFC onboarding pre-notification response based on the first quantity. Optionally, the VNF generates the VNFC on-
boarding pre-notification response based on the first time point. Step 1103 is similar to step 403. For specific details,
refer to step 403. Details are not described herein again.
[0612] 1104: The VNFM receives the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response.
[0613] 1105: The VNF executes a pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding stage.
[0614] It should be understood that a sequence of step 1103, step 1104, and step 1105 is not limited in this embodiment.
In some other embodiments, the VNF may first execute the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding stage,
and then the VNF generates the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response, and sends the VNFC onboarding pre-
notification response to the VNFM. Sequence numbers of the foregoing steps in this embodiment do not indicate an
execution sequence. The execution sequence of the steps should be determined based on functions and internal logic
of the steps, and should not be construed as any limitation on the implementation process of this embodiment of this
application.
[0615] Optionally, step 1105 may include either or both of (C1) and (C2) in step 407. Optionally, when the VNFC
onboarding pre-notification includes the identifier of the first VNFC, the VNF may obtain the identifier of the first VNFC
based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification, determine the first VNFC based on the identifier of the first VNFC, and
execute the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding stage for the first VNFC. Optionally, when the VNFC
onboarding pre-notification includes the first quantity, the VNF may obtain the first quantity based on the VNFC onboarding
pre-notification, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding stage based on the first quantity.
Optionally, when the VNFC onboarding pre-notification includes the first time point, the VNF may obtain the first time
point based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding
stage based on the first time point.
[0616] Optionally, when the VNF executes the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding stage, the VNF
may generate onboarding pre-processing progress information based on progress of the pre-processing procedure, and
send the onboarding pre-processing progress information to the VNFM. The onboarding pre-processing progress infor-
mation is used to indicate the progress of executing the pre-processing procedure by the VNF. The onboarding pre-
processing progress information may be positively correlated to completed workload of the pre-processing procedure,
and negatively correlated to total workload that needs to be completed in the pre-processing procedure.
[0617] 1106: The VNFM brings a VNFC onboarded.
[0618] Optionally, the VNFM may receive the onboarding pre-processing progress information of the VNF; determines,
based on the onboarding pre-processing progress information, that the VNF has executed the pre-processing procedure
at the onboarding stage; and brings the VNFC onboarded.
[0619] Optionally, a process in which the VNFM brings the VNFC onboarded may include any one or a combination
of the following (1) to (3).

(1) When the VNFC onboarding pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM may bring the first VNFC
onboarded based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response. When the VNFC onboarding pre-notification
includes the identifier of the third VNFC, the VNFM may obtain the identifier of the third VNFC based on the VNFC
onboarding pre-notification response, determine the third VNFC based on the identifier of the third VNFC, and bring
the third VNFC in the VNF onboarded. When the VNFC onboarding pre-notification includes at least one of the
rejection identifier and the reason information, the VNFM determines, based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification
response, a fifth VNFC other than the first VNFC, and brings the fifth VNFC onboarded, that is, brings a VNFC other
than the first VNFC onboarded.
(2) When the VNFC onboarding pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM starts application in-
stances of the first quantity based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response. When the VNFC onboarding
pre-notification includes the third quantity, the VNFM determines the third quantity based on the VNFC onboarding
pre-notification response, and starts application instances of the third quantity. When the VNFC onboarding pre-
notification includes at least one of the rejection identifier and the reason information, the VNFM determines, based
on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response, a fifth quantity that is less than the first quantity, and starts
application instances of the fifth quantity, that is, starts application instances of another quantity that are of the VNFC.
(3) When the VNFC onboarding pre-notification includes the allowance identifier, the VNFM brings the VNF on-
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boarded at the first time point based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response. When the VNFC onboarding
pre-notification includes a second time point, the VNFM obtains the second time point based on the VNFC onboarding
pre-notification response, and brings the VNF onboarded at the second time point. When the VNFC onboarding
pre-notification includes at least one of the rejection identifier and the reason information, the VNFM determines a
third time point based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response, and controls, at the third time point, another
VNFC in the VNF to enter a target stage of a lifecycle.

[0620] 1107: The VNF executes a procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding stage.
[0621] The procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding stage may include any one or a
combination of (C1) and (C2) in step 408.
[0622] According to the method provided in this embodiment, the VNFM sends the VNFC onboarding pre-notification
to the VNF before the VNFC is onboarded, in other words, the VNFM may remind the VNF in advance, before the VNFC
is onboarded, that the VNFC is to be onboarded, so that the VNF can predict, based on the VNFC onboarding pre-
notification, that the VNFC is to be onboarded, and perform the VNFC onboarding pre-processing procedure in advance,
thereby improving service processing efficiency. Therefore, after the VNFC is onboarded, a service loss and service
flapping can be avoided because preparations are made in advance, thereby implementing smooth service migration
and hitless service migration, and avoiding a service loss caused by temporarily performing smooth service migration
after the VNFC is onboarded.
[0623] Optionally, the embodiment of FIG. 11 may be applied to a containerization scenario. In a possible implemen-
tation, a CaaS manager may be introduced based on FIG. 11, and the VNFM interacts with the CaaS manager to
implement the function of bringing a VNFC onboarded in the VNF containerization scenario. It should be noted that, an
embodiment of FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B mainly focuses on differences between the embodiment of FIG. 12A and FIG.
12B and the embodiment of FIG. 11. For steps similar to those in the embodiment of FIG. 11, refer to the embodiment
of FIG. 11. Details are not described in the embodiment of FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B.
[0624] FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B are a flowchart of a VNFC onboarding method according to an embodiment of this
application. As shown in FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B, the method is performed by a VNF, a VNFM, and a CaaS manager,
and includes the following steps.
[0625] 1201: The CaaS manager manages one or more virtual machines.
[0626] In the embodiment of FIG. 12A, step 1202 is similar to step 1101, step 1203 is similar to step 1102, step 1204
is similar to step 1103, step 1205 is similar to step 1104, and step 1206 is similar to step 1105. For specific content,
refer to the embodiment shown in FIG. 11. Details are not described herein again.
[0627] It should be understood that a sequence of step 1204 and step 1206 is not limited in this embodiment. In some
other embodiments, the VNF may first execute a pre-processing procedure at a VNFC onboarding stage, and then the
VNF generates a VNFC onboarding pre-notification response, and sends the VNFC onboarding pre-notification response
to the VNFM. Sequence numbers of the foregoing steps in this embodiment do not indicate an execution sequence. The
execution sequence of the steps should be determined based on functions and internal logic of the steps, and should
not be construed as any limitation on the implementation process of this embodiment of this application.
[0628] 1207: The VNFM generates a creation instruction.
[0629] Optionally, the VNFM generates a creation instruction of different content based on a different purpose of a
VNFC onboarding operation. For example, when a first VNFC in the VNF needs to be scaled in, for example, when the
first VNFC in the VNF needs to be brought onboarded, the VNFM generates the creation instruction based on an identifier
of a first container. The creation instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create a container instance of the
first container in a container cluster, and the creation instruction may include the identifier of the first container. When
application instances of a first quantity need to be started, the VNFM generates the creation instruction based on a
seventh quantity. The creation instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create container instances of the
seventh quantity in the container cluster, where the seventh quantity is a positive integer, and the container instances
of the seventh quantity are used to carry the application instances of the first quantity. When the VNF needs to be
onboarded at a first time point, the VNFM generates the creation instruction based on the first time point. The creation
instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to create a container instance at the first time point. The creation
instruction may include the first time point.
[0630] 1208: The VNFM sends the creation instruction to the CaaS manager.
[0631] 1209: The CaaS manager receives the creation instruction, and creates a container in the container cluster
according to the creation instruction.
[0632] Optionally, the CaaS manager may create the container instance of the first container, a container instance of
a third container, or a container instance of a fifth container according to the creation instruction. Alternatively, the CaaS
manager creates the container instances of the seventh quantity, container instances of a ninth quantity, or container
instances of an eleventh quantity according to the creation instruction. Alternatively, the CaaS manager creates the
container instance at the first time point, a second time point, or a third time point according to the creation instruction.
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[0633] 1210: The VNF executes a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC onboarding
stage.
[0634] The method provided in this embodiment can support the VNFC onboarding procedure in a VNF containerization
scenario, and provide a service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario. The CaaS manager manages
the container cluster, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager and the VNF. When a VNFC needs
to be brought onboarded, the VNFM may control the CaaS manager to create a container in the container cluster.
Because the created container carries the VNFC, the VNFC corresponding to the container may be started after the
container is created, thereby implementing the function of bringing the VNFC onboarded. In the VNF management
procedure, the VNFM may function as a communication medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and the
VNFM may shield implementation differences between different CaaS managers, and provide a uniform VNFC onboard-
ing interface for the VNF.
[0635] FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a VNFC termination method according to an embodiment of this application. As shown
in FIG. 13, the method is performed by a VNF and a VNFM, and includes the following steps.
[0636] 1301: The VNFM generates a VNFC termination pre-notification.
[0637] The VNFC termination pre-notification may include at least one of an identifier of a first VNFC, an identifier of
a first application instance, a second quantity, and a first time point. Optionally, the VNFM generates the VNFC termination
pre-notification based on the first VNFC. Optionally, the VNFM generates the VNFC termination pre-notification based
on the second quantity. Optionally, the VNFM generates the VNFC termination pre-notification based on the first time
point. Step 1301 is similar to (5) of step 401, and details are not described herein again.
[0638] 1302: The VNFM sends the VNFC termination pre-notification to the VNF.
[0639] 1303: The VNF receives the VNFC termination pre-notification from the VNFM, generates a VNFC termination
pre-notification response, and sends the VNFC termination pre-notification response to the VNFM. The VNFC termination
pre-notification response is a response to the VNFC termination pre-notification.
[0640] 1304: The VNFM receives the VNFC termination pre-notification response from the VNF.
[0641] 1305: The VNF executes a pre-processing procedure at a VNFC termination stage.
[0642] It should be understood that a sequence of step 1303 and step 1305 is not limited in this embodiment. In some
other embodiments, the VNF may first execute the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC termination stage, and then
the VNF generates the VNFC termination pre-notification response, and sends the VNFC termination pre-notification
response to the VNFM. Sequence numbers of the foregoing steps in this embodiment do not indicate an execution
sequence. The execution sequence of the steps should be determined based on functions and internal logic of the steps,
and should not be construed as any limitation on the implementation process of this embodiment of this application.
[0643] Optionally, step 1305 may include either or both of (D1) and (D2) in step 406. Optionally, step 1305 may include
any one or a combination of the following (1) to (3). Optionally, when the VNFC termination pre-notification includes the
identifier of the first VNFC, the VNF may obtain the identifier of the first VNFC based on the VNFC termination pre-
notification, determine the first VNFC based on the identifier of the first VNFC, and execute the pre-processing procedure
at the VNFC termination stage for the first VNFC.
[0644] Optionally, when the VNFC termination pre-notification includes the second quantity, the VNF may obtain the
second quantity based on the VNFC termination pre-notification, and execute the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC
termination stage based on the second quantity. Optionally, when the VNFC termination pre-notification includes the
first time point, the VNF may obtain the first time point based on the VNFC termination pre-notification, and execute the
pre-processing procedure at the VNFC termination stage based on the first time point.
[0645] 1306: The VNFM brings a VNFC in the VNF terminated.
[0646] Optionally, a process in which the VNFM brings the VNFC terminated may include any one or a combination
of the following (1) to (3).

(1) When the VNFC termination pre-notification includes an allowance identifier, the VNFM may bring the first VNFC
terminated based on the VNFC termination pre-notification response. When the VNFC termination pre-notification
includes an identifier of a third VNFC, the VNFM may obtain the identifier of the third VNFC based on the VNFC
termination pre-notification response, determine the third VNFC based on the identifier of the third VNFC, and bring
the third VNFC in the VNF terminated. When the VNFC termination pre-notification includes at least one of a rejection
identifier and reason information, the VNFM determines a fifth VNFC other than the first VNFC based on the VNFC
termination pre-notification response, and brings the fifth VNFC terminated, that is, brings a VNFC other than the
first VNFC terminated.
(2) When the VNFC termination pre-notification includes an allowance identifier, the VNFM deletes application
instances of a first quantity based on the VNFC termination pre-notification response. When the VNFC termination
pre-notification includes a third quantity, the VNFM determines the third quantity based on the VNFC termination
pre-notification response, and deletes application instances of the third quantity. When the VNFC termination pre-
notification includes at least one of a rejection identifier and reason information, the VNFM determines, based on
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the VNFC termination pre-notification response, a fifth quantity that is less than the first quantity, deletes application
instances of the fifth quantity, that is, deletes application instances of another quantity of VNFCs.
(3) When the VNFC termination pre-notification includes an allowance identifier, the VNFM brings the VNF terminated
at the first time point based on the VNFC termination pre-notification response. When the VNFC termination pre-
notification includes a second time point, the VNFM obtains the second time point based on the VNFC termination
pre-notification response, and brings the VNF terminated at the second time point. When the VNFC termination pre-
notification includes at least one of a rejection identifier and reason information, the VNFM determines a third time
point based on the VNFC termination pre-notification response, and controls, at the third time point, another VNFC
in the VNF to enter a target stage of a lifecycle.

[0647] 1307: The VNF executes a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at a VNFC termination
stage.
[0648] The procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC termination stage may include any one or a
combination of (D1) and (D2) in step 408.
[0649] According to the method provided in this embodiment, before the VNFM brings a VNFC terminated, the VNFM
sends the VNFC termination pre-notification to the VNF, so that the VNF can predict, based on the VNFC termination
pre-notification, that the VNFC is to be terminated. Therefore, the VNFM may perform pre-processing in advance for
bringing the VNFC terminated, thereby improving service processing efficiency. Further, smooth service migration may
be performed in advance for bringing a VNFC terminated, thereby implementing hitless service migration, and avoiding
a service loss caused by temporarily performing smooth service migration after the VNFC is terminated.
[0650] Optionally, the embodiment of FIG. 13 may be applied to a containerization scenario. In a possible implemen-
tation, a CaaS manager may be introduced based on FIG. 13A and FIG. 13B, and the VNFM interacts with the CaaS
manager to implement the function of bringing a VNFC terminated in the VNF containerization scenario. It should be
noted that, an embodiment of FIG. 14 mainly focuses on differences between the embodiment of FIG. 14 and the
embodiment of FIG. 13. For steps similar to those in the embodiment of FIG. 13, refer to the embodiment of FIG. 13.
Details are not described in the embodiment of FIG. 14.
[0651] FIG. 14 is a flowchart of a VNFC termination method according to an embodiment of this application. As shown
in FIG. 14, the method is performed by a VNF, a VNFM, and a CaaS manager, and includes the following steps.
[0652] In the embodiment of FIG. 14, step 1401 is similar to step 1301, step 1402 is similar to step 1302, step 1403
is similar to step 1303, step 1404 is similar to step 1304, and step 1405 is similar to step 1305. For specific content,
refer to the embodiment shown in FIG. 13. Details are not described herein again.
[0653] It should be understood that a sequence of step 1403 and step 1405 is not limited in this embodiment. In some
other embodiments, the VNF may first execute a pre-processing procedure at a VNFC termination stage, and then the
VNF generates a VNFC termination pre-notification response, and sends the VNFC termination pre-notification response
to the VNFM. Sequence numbers of the foregoing steps in this embodiment do not indicate an execution sequence. The
execution sequence of the steps should be determined based on functions and internal logic of the steps, and should
not be construed as any limitation on the implementation process of this embodiment of this application.
[0654] 1406: The VNFM generates a deletion instruction, and sends the deletion instruction to the CaaS manager.
[0655] Optionally, the VNFM generates a deletion instruction of different content based on a different purpose of a
VNFC termination operation. For example, when a first VNFC in the VNF needs to be terminated, the VNFM generates
the deletion instruction based on an identifier of a first container. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS
manager to delete a container instance of the first container from a container cluster, and the deletion instruction may
include the identifier of the first container. When a first application instance needs to be deleted, the VNFM generates
the deletion instruction based on an identifier of a first container instance. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the
CaaS manager to delete the first container instance from the container cluster. The deletion instruction may include the
identifier of the first container instance. When application instances of a second quantity need to be deleted, the VNFM
generates the deletion instruction based on an eighth quantity. The deletion instruction is used to instruct the CaaS
manager to delete container instances of the eighth quantity from the container cluster. The deletion instruction may
include the eighth quantity. When the VNF needs to be scaled in at a first time point, the VNFM generates the deletion
instruction based on the first time point. The deletion instruction may include the first time point.
[0656] 1407: The CaaS manager receives the deletion instruction, and deletes a container from the container cluster
according to the deletion instruction.
[0657] Optionally, the CaaS manager may perform different operations based on different content of the deletion
instruction. For example, when the deletion instruction includes the identifier of the first container, the CaaS manager
deletes the container instance of the first container from the container cluster according to the deletion instruction. When
the deletion instruction includes the identifier of the first container instance, the CaaS manager deletes the first container
instance from the container cluster according to the deletion instruction. When the deletion instruction includes the eighth
quantity, the CaaS manager deletes the container instances of the eighth quantity from the container cluster according
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to the deletion instruction. When the deletion instruction includes the first time point, the CaaS manager deletes a
container instance of the container from the container cluster at the first time point according to the deletion instruction.
[0658] 1408: The VNF executes a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure at the VNFC termination
stage.
[0659] 1409: The VNFM removes one or more virtual machines from the CaaS manager.
[0660] The method provided in this embodiment can support the VNFC termination procedure in a VNF containerization
scenario, and provide a service lossless solution in the VNF containerization scenario. The CaaS manager manages
the container cluster, and the VNFM exchanges information with the CaaS manager and the VNF. When a VNFC needs
to be terminated, the VNFM may control the CaaS manager to delete a container from the container cluster. Because
the container carries the VNFC, the VNFC corresponding to the container is to be deleted accordingly after the container
is deleted, thereby implementing the function of bringing the VNFC terminated. In the VNF management procedure, the
VNFM may function as a communication medium between the VNF and the CaaS manager, and the VNFM may shield
implementation differences between different CaaS managers, and provide a uniform VNFC termination interface for
the VNF.
[0661] All the foregoing optional technical solutions may be randomly combined to form optional embodiments of this
application. Details are not described herein.
[0662] FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of a VNFM according to an embodiment of this application. As shown
in FIG. 15, the VNFM includes a generation module 1501, configured to perform step 401; a sending module 1502,
configured to perform step 402; a receiving module 1503, configured to perform step 405; and a control module 1504,
configured to perform step 407.
[0663] Optionally, the control module 1504 includes at least one of the following: a scale-out submodule, configured
to perform step 706; a scale-in submodule, configured to perform step 906; an onboarding submodule, configured to
perform step 1106; and a termination submodule, configured to perform step 1306. Optionally, the control module 1504
includes a generation submodule, configured to generate a management instruction; and a sending submodule, con-
figured to send the management instruction. Optionally, the VNFM is further configured to: obtain a first VNFC template;
query a correspondence between a VNFC template and a container deployment template based on the first VNFC
template to obtain a first container deployment template corresponding to the first VNFC template; and send the first
container deployment template to a CaaS manager. Optionally, the VNFM is further configured to: obtain a second VNFC
template; query, based on the second VNFC template, the correspondence between a VNFC template and a container
deployment template, to obtain a second container deployment template corresponding to the second VNFC template;
and send the second container deployment template to the CaaS manager. Optionally, the generation module 1501 is
configured to perform any one or a combination of (1) to (5) in step 401. Optionally, the control module 1504 is configured
to perform any one or a combination of (A) to (D) in step 408 or any one or a combination of (A) and (B) in step 508.
Optionally, the control module 1504 is configured to perform any one or a combination of (1) to (5) in step 508. Optionally,
the VNFM further includes an obtaining module. The obtaining module is configured to perform the process of obtaining
an identifier of a container or the process of obtaining an identifier of a container instance in step 507. Optionally, the
generation module 1501 is further configured to generate a post-notification. The sending module 1502 is configured to
send the post-notification. Optionally, the receiving module 1503 is further configured to receive pre-processing progress
information. The apparatus further includes a determining module, configured to determine, based on the pre-processing
progress information, that a VNF has executed a pre-processing procedure.
[0664] It should be noted that, when the VNFM provided in the embodiment of FIG. 15 manages a lifecycle of the
VNF, division into the foregoing functional modules is merely used as an example for description. In actual application,
the foregoing functions may be allocated to different functional modules for implementation as required. In other words,
an internal structure of the VNFM is divided into different functional modules to implement all or some of the functions
described above. In addition, the foregoing VNFM embodiment and the embodiment of the VNF lifecycle management
method belong to a same concept. For a specific implementation process, refer to the method embodiment. Details are
not described herein again.
[0665] It should be further noted that each module in the embodiment of FIG. 15 may be specifically a software module
that performs a corresponding function in software. In other words, a "module" may be a functional module including a
group of computer programs, and the computer program may be a source program or a target program. The computer
program may be implemented in any programming language. By using the foregoing modules, a computer device may
implement an authentication function based on hardware combining a processor and a memory. To be specific, software
code stored in the memory of the computer device may be run in the processor of the computer device, to execute
corresponding software to implement the authentication function.
[0666] FIG. 16 is a schematic structural diagram of a VNF according to an embodiment of this application. As shown
in FIG. 16, the VNF includes:
a receiving module 1601, configured to receive a pre-notification; a generation module 1602, configured to generate a
pre-notification response; a sending module 1603, configured to perform step 404; and a processing module 1604,
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configured to perform step 406.
[0667] Optionally, the processing module 1604 includes at least one of the following: a scale-out submodule 1604,
configured to perform step 705 or step 806; a scale-in submodule 1604, configured to perform step 905 or step 1005;
an onboarding submodule 1604, configured to perform step 1105 or step 1206; and a termination submodule 1604,
configured to perform step 1305 or step 1405. Optionally, the processing module 1604 is configured to perform any one
or a combination of (1) to (5) in step 407. Optionally, the generation module 1602 is configured to perform any one or a
combination of (1) to (5) in step 403. Optionally, the VNF is further configured to receive a query request of a VNFM,
generate a query response, and send the query response to the VNFM. Optionally, the VNF is further configured to
query a correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container based on an identifier of a
VNFC, to obtain an identifier of a container. Optionally, the VNF is further configured to send a query request to the
VNFC based on the identifier of the VNFC, and receive the identifier of the container from the VNFC. Optionally, the
VNF is further configured to query a correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier
of a container instance based on an identifier of an application instance, to obtain an identifier of a container instance.
Optionally, the VNF is further configured to send a query request to an application instance based on an identifier of the
application instance, and receive an identifier of a first container instance from the application instance. Optionally, the
VNF is further configured to: when any VNFC in the VNF is started, obtain an identifier of a container carrying the VNFC,
and store an identifier of the VNFC and an identifier of the container in the correspondence between an identifier of a
VNFC and an identifier of a container. Optionally, the VNF is further configured to: when any application instance of any
VNFC in the VNF is started, obtain an identifier of a container instance carrying the application instance, and store an
identifier of the application instance and an identifier of the container instance into the correspondence between an
identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container instance. Optionally, the processing module 1604 is
configured to perform any one or a combination of (A) to (D) in step 407. Optionally, the receiving module 1601 is further
configured to receive a post-notification from the VNFM. The processing module 1604 is further configured to execute
a processing procedure after a pre-processing procedure. Optionally, the processing module 1604 is configured to
perform any one or a combination of (A) to (D) in step 408. Optionally, the generation module 1602 is further configured
to generate pre-processing progress information. The sending module 1603 is further configured to send the pre-process-
ing progress information.
[0668] It should be noted that, when the lifecycle of the VNF provided in the embodiment of FIG. 16 is managed by
the VNFM, division into the foregoing functional modules is merely used as an example for description. In actual appli-
cation, the foregoing functions may be allocated to different functional modules for implementation as required. In other
words, an internal structure of the VNF is divided into different functional modules to implement all or some of the
functions described above. In addition, the foregoing VNF embodiment and the embodiment of the VNF lifecycle man-
agement method belong to a same concept. For a specific implementation process, refer to the method embodiment.
Details are not described herein again.
[0669] It should be further noted that each module in the embodiment of FIG. 16 may be specifically a software module
that performs a corresponding function in software. In other words, a "module" may be a functional module including a
group of computer programs, and the computer program may be a source program or a target program. The computer
program may be implemented in any programming language. By using the foregoing modules, a computer device may
implement an authentication function based on hardware combining a processor and a memory. To be specific, software
code stored in the memory of the computer device may be run in the processor of the computer device, to execute
corresponding software to implement the authentication function.
[0670] In an example embodiment, this application further provides a computer program product including an instruc-
tion. When the instruction is run on a computer device, the computer device is enabled to implement the VNF lifecycle
management method in the foregoing embodiments.
[0671] In an example embodiment, this application further provides an NFV system. In a possible implementation, the
system includes the foregoing VNFM and the foregoing VNF.
[0672] In an example embodiment, this application further provides a chip. The chip includes a processor and/or a
program instruction. When the chip runs, the VNF lifecycle management method in the foregoing embodiments is
implemented.
[0673] All the foregoing optional technical solutions may be randomly combined to form optional embodiments of this
application. Details are not described herein.
[0674] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may be implemented through software, hardware, firmware, or any
combination thereof. When software is used to implement the embodiments, all or some of the embodiments may be
implemented in a form of a computer program product. The computer program product includes one or more computer
program instructions. When the computer program instructions are loaded and executed on the computer, the procedure
or functions according to the embodiments of this application are all or partially generated. The computer may be a
general-purpose computer, a dedicated computer, a computer network, or another programmable apparatus. The com-
puter instructions may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium or may be transmitted from a computer-readable
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storage medium to another computer-readable storage medium. For example, the computer program instructions may
be transmitted from a website, computer, server, or data center to another website, computer, server, or data center in
a wired or wireless manner. The computer-readable storage medium may be any usable medium accessible by a
computer, or a data storage device, such as a server or a data center, integrating one or more usable media. The usable
medium may be a magnetic medium (for example, a floppy disk, a hard disk, or a magnetic tape), an optical medium
(for example, a digital video disc (digital video disc, DVD)), a semiconductor medium (for example, a solid-state drive),
or the like.
[0675] The term "and/or" in this application describes only an association relationship for describing associated objects
and represents that three relationships may exist. For example, A and/or B may represent the following three cases:
Only A exists, both A and B exist, and only B exists. In addition, the character "/" in this application usually indicates an
"or" relationship between the associated objects.
[0676] In this application, the term "a plurality of’ means two or more. For example, a plurality of data packets are two
or more data packets.
[0677] In this application, terms such as "first" and "second" are used to distinguish between same items or similar
items that have basically same functions. A person skilled in the art may understand that the terms such as "first" and
"second" do not limit a quantity and an execution sequence.
[0678] A person of ordinary skill in the art may understand that all or some of the steps of the embodiments may be
implemented by hardware or a program instructing related hardware. The program may be stored in a computer-readable
storage medium. The storage medium may include a read-only memory, a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0679] The foregoing descriptions are merely optional embodiments of this application, but are not intended to limit
this application. Any modification, equivalent replacement, or improvement made without departing from the principle
of this application shall fall within the protection scope of this application.

Claims

1. A virtualized network function VNF lifecycle management method, wherein the method comprises:

generating a pre-notification, wherein the pre-notification is used to notify that a VNF is going to enter a target
stage of a lifecycle;
sending the pre-notification to the VNF;
receiving a pre-notification response from the VNF, wherein the pre-notification response is a response message
corresponding to the pre-notification; and
controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the generating a pre-notification comprises at least one of the following:

generating a scale-out pre-notification, wherein the scale-out pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is
going to enter a scale-out stage;
generating a scale-in pre-notification, wherein the scale-in pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going
to enter a scale-in stage;
generating a virtualized network function component VNFC onboarding pre-notification, wherein the VNFC
onboarding pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a VNFC onboarding stage; and
generating a VNFC termination pre-notification, wherein the VNFC termination pre-notification is used to notify
that the VNF is going to enter a VNFC termination stage.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein

the generating a pre-notification comprises: generating the pre-notification based on a first VNFC, wherein the
pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that the first VNFC is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
and the first VNFC is one or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF; and
the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle comprises any one of the following:

controlling, based on the pre-notification response, the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
wherein the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows the first VNFC to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle;
controlling, based on the pre-notification response, a third VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
wherein the pre-notification response is used to indicate to control the third VNFC to enter the target stage
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of the lifecycle, and the third VNFC is one or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF; or
controlling, based on the pre-notification response, a fifth VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
wherein the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle or indicates a reason why the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the
lifecycle, and the fifth VNFC is one or more VNFCs other than the first VNFC in the VNF.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the generating a scale-in pre-notification comprises: generating the scale-
in pre-notification based on a first application instance, wherein the scale-in pre-notification is used to notify the VNF
that the first application instance is to be deleted, the first application instance is one or more application instances
comprised in a second VNFC, and the second VNFC is one or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF; and
scaling in the VNF comprises any one of the following:

deleting the first application instance based on a scale-in pre-notification response, wherein the scale-in pre-
notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the first application instance;
deleting a second application instance based on a scale-in pre-notification response, wherein the scale-in pre-
notification response is used to indicate to delete the second application instance, the second application instance
is one or more application instances comprised in a fourth VNFC, and the fourth VNFC is one or more VNFCs
comprised in the VNF; or
deleting a third application instance based on a scale-in pre-notification response, wherein the scale-in pre-
notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance or indicates a reason
why the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance, and the third application instance is one or more
application instances other than the first application instance of the second VNFC.

5. The method according to claim 2, wherein

the generating a scale-out pre-notification comprises: generating the scale-out pre-notification based on a first
quantity, wherein the scale-out pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application instances of the first
quantity are to be started, and the first quantity is a positive integer; and
the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle comprises any one of the following:

starting the application instances of the first quantity based on a scale-out pre-notification response, wherein
the scale-out pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to start the application instances of
the first quantity;
starting application instances of a third quantity based on a scale-out pre-notification response, wherein
the scale-out pre-notification response is used to indicate to start the application instances of the third
quantity, and the third quantity is a positive integer; or
starting application instances of a fifth quantity based on a scale-out pre-notification response, wherein the
scale-out pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the
first quantity or indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the first quantity,
and the fifth quantity is a positive integer less than the first quantity.

6. The method according to claim 2, wherein

the generating a scale-in pre-notification comprises: generating the scale-in pre-notification based on a second
quantity, wherein the scale-in pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application instances of the second
quantity are to be deleted, and the second quantity is a positive integer; and
the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle comprises any one of the following:

deleting the application instances of the second quantity based on a scale-in pre-notification response,
wherein the scale-in pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the application in-
stances of the second quantity;
deleting application instances of a fourth quantity based on a scale-in pre-notification response, wherein
the scale-in pre-notification response is used to indicate to delete the application instances of the fourth
quantity, and the fourth quantity is a positive integer; or
deleting application instances of a sixth quantity based on a scale-in pre-notification response, wherein the
scale-in pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the
second quantity or indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second
quantity, and the sixth quantity is a positive integer less than the second quantity.
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7. The method according to claim 2, wherein

the generating a pre-notification comprises: generating the pre-notification based on a first time point, wherein
the pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first
time point; and
the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle comprises any one of the following:

controlling, based on the pre-notification response, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the
first time point, wherein the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is allowed to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle at the first time point;
controlling, based on the pre-notification response, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at a
second time point, wherein the pre-notification response is used to indicate to control, at the second time
point, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle; or
controlling, based on the pre-notification response, the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at a
third time point, wherein the pre-notification response indicates that the VNF is rejected to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle at the first time point or indicates a reason why the VNF is rejected to enter the target
stage of the lifecycle at the first time point, and the third time point is later than the first time point.

8. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage of the
lifecycle comprises:

generating a management instruction, wherein the management instruction is used to instruct a container as a
service CaaS manager to manage a container cluster, and the container cluster is used to carry the VNF; and
sending the management instruction to the CaaS manager.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the generating a management instruction comprises at least one of the
following:

generating a creation instruction based on a to-be-scaled-out VNFC, wherein the creation instruction is used
to instruct the CaaS manager to create a container instance of a container in the container cluster, and the
container instance is used to carry a to-be-added application instance of the to-be-scaled-out VNFC;
generating a deletion instruction based on a to-be-scaled-in VNFC, wherein the deletion instruction is used to
instruct the CaaS manager to delete a container instance of a container from the container cluster, and the
container instance is used to carry a to-be-deleted application instance of the to-be-scaled-in VNFC;
generating a creation instruction based on a to-be-onboarded VNFC, wherein the creation instruction is used
to instruct the CaaS manager to create a container in the container cluster, and the container is used to carry
the to-be-onboarded VNFC; and
generating a deletion instruction based on a to-be-terminated VNFC, wherein the deletion instruction is used
to instruct the CaaS manager to delete a container from the container cluster, and the container is used to carry
the to-be-terminated VNFC.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the generating a management instruction comprises at least one of the
following:

generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a first container, wherein the management
instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the first container in the container cluster, the first
container is one or more containers in the container cluster that carry the first VNFC, and the first VNFC is one
or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF;
generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a first container instance, wherein the man-
agement instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete the first container instance from the container
cluster, the first container instance is one or more instances of a second container that carry the first application
instance, the second container is one or more containers that carry the second VNFC in the container cluster,
and the second VNFC is one or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF;
generating the management instruction based on a seventh quantity, wherein the management instruction is
used to instruct the CaaS manager to create container instances of the seventh quantity in the container cluster,
the container instances of the seventh quantity are used to carry the application instances of the first quantity,
the seventh quantity is a positive integer, and the first quantity is a positive integer;
generating the management instruction based on an eighth quantity, wherein the management instruction is
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used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete container instances of the eighth quantity from the container cluster,
the container instances of the eighth quantity are used to carry the application instances of the second quantity,
the eighth quantity is a positive integer, and the second quantity is a positive integer;
generating the management instruction based on the first time point, wherein the management instruction is
used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the container cluster at the first time point;
generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a third container, wherein the management
instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the third container in the container cluster, the third
container is one or more containers in the container cluster that carry the third VNFC, and the third VNFC is
one or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF;
generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a second container instance, wherein the
management instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete the second container instance from the
container cluster, the second container instance is one or more instances of a fourth container that carry the
second application instance, and the fourth container is one or more containers that carry the fourth VNFC in
the container cluster;
generating the management instruction based on a ninth quantity, wherein the management instruction is used
to instruct the CaaS manager to create container instances of the ninth quantity in the container cluster, the
container instances of the ninth quantity are used to carry the application instances of the third quantity, and
the ninth quantity is a positive integer;
generating the management instruction based on the second time point, wherein the management instruction
is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the container cluster at the second time point;
generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a fifth container, wherein the management
instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the fifth container in the container cluster, the fifth
container is one or more containers in the container cluster that carry the fifth VNFC, and the fifth VNFC is one
or more VNFCs other than the first VNFC in the VNF;
generating the management instruction based on an identifier of a third container instance, wherein the man-
agement instruction is used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete the third container instance from the container
cluster, and the third container instance is one or more instances of a second container that carry the third
application instance;
generating the management instruction based on a tenth quantity, wherein the management instruction is used
to instruct the CaaS manager to delete container instances of the tenth quantity from the container cluster, the
container instances of the tenth quantity are used to carry the application instances of the fourth quantity, and
the tenth quantity is a positive integer;
generating the management instruction based on an eleventh quantity, wherein the management instruction is
used to instruct the CaaS manager to create container instances of the eleventh quantity in the container cluster,
the container instances of the eleventh quantity are used to carry the application instances of the fifth quantity,
and the eleventh quantity is a positive integer;
generating the management instruction based on a twelfth quantity, wherein the management instruction is
used to instruct the CaaS manager to delete container instances of the twelfth quantity from the container
cluster, the container instances of the twelfth quantity are used to carry the application instances of the sixth
quantity, and the twelfth quantity is a positive integer; and
generating the management instruction based on the third time point, wherein the management instruction is
used to instruct the CaaS manager to manage the container cluster at the third time point, and the third time
point is later than the first time point.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein before the generating a pre-notification, the method further comprises
at least one of the following:

querying a correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container based on an identifier
of the first VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the first container corresponding to the identifier of the first VNFC;
querying the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container based on an
identifier of the third VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the third container corresponding to the identifier of the
third VNFC;
querying the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container based an identifier
of the fifth VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the fifth container corresponding to the identifier of the fifth VNFC;
querying a correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container
instance based on an identifier of the first application instance, to obtain the identifier of the first container
instance corresponding to the identifier of the first application instance;
querying the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container
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instance based on an identifier of the second application instance, to obtain the identifier of the second container
instance corresponding to the identifier of the second application instance;
querying the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container
instance based on an identifier of the third application instance, to obtain the identifier of the third container
instance corresponding to the identifier of the third application instance; and
obtaining, from the pre-notification response, at least one of the identifier of the first container, the identifier of
the first container instance, the identifier of the third container, the identifier of the second container instance,
the identifier of the fifth container, and the identifier of the third container instance.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein before the generating a pre-notification, the method further comprises:

generating a query request, wherein the query request is used to query the correspondence between an identifier
of a VNFC and an identifier of a container, or is used to query the correspondence between an identifier of an
application instance and an identifier of a container instance;
sending the query request to the VNF; and
receiving a query response from the VNF, wherein the query response comprises the correspondence between
an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container, or comprises the correspondence between an identifier
of an application instance and an identifier of a container instance.

13. The method according to claim 8, wherein before the generating a management instruction, the method further
comprises at least one of the following:

obtaining a first VNFC template based on the to-be-scaled-out VNFC; querying a correspondence between a
VNFC template and a container deployment template based on the first VNFC template to obtain a first container
deployment template corresponding to the first VNFC template; and sending the first container deployment
template to the CaaS manager, wherein the first VNFC template is used to describe the to-be-scaled-out VNFC,
and the first container deployment template is used to describe a container carrying the to-be-scaled-out VNFC;
and
obtaining a second VNFC template based on the to-be-onboarded VNFC; querying the correspondence between
a VNFC template and a container deployment template based on the second VNFC template, to obtain a second
container deployment template corresponding to the second VNFC template; and sending the second container
deployment template to the CaaS manager, wherein the second VNFC template is used to describe the to-be-
onboarded VNFC, and the second container deployment template is used to describe a container carrying the
to-be-onboarded VNFC.

14. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 13, wherein after the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle, the method further comprises:

generating a post-notification, wherein the post-notification is used to notify that the VNF is already at the target
stage of the lifecycle; and
sending the post-notification to the VNF.

15. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein before the controlling the VNF to enter the target stage
of the lifecycle, the method further comprises:

receiving pre-processing progress information of the VNF; and
determining, based on the pre-processing progress information, that the VNF has completed a pre-processing
procedure.

16. A virtualized network function VNF lifecycle management method, wherein the method comprises:

receiving a pre-notification from a virtualized network function manager VNFM, wherein the pre-notification is
used to notify that a VNF is going to enter a target stage of a lifecycle;
generating a pre-notification response;
sending the pre-notification response to the VNFM; and
executing a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein the receiving a pre-notification from a virtualized network function
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manager VNFM comprises at least one of the following:

receiving a scale-out pre-notification from the VNFM, wherein the scale-out pre-notification is used to notify that
the VNF is going to enter a scale-out stage;
receiving a scale-in pre-notification from the VNFM, wherein the scale-in pre-notification is used to notify that
the VNF is going to enter a scale-in stage;
receiving a virtualized network function component VNFC onboarding pre-notification from the VNFM, wherein
the VNFC onboarding pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a VNFC onboarding stage;
and
receiving a VNFC termination pre-notification from the VNFM, wherein the VNFC termination pre-notification is
used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a VNFC termination stage.

18. The method according to claim 16 or 17, wherein

the pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that a first VNFC is going to enter the target stage of the lifecycle,
and the first VNFC is one or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF; and
the generating a pre-notification response comprises any one of the following:

generating the pre-notification response based on the first VNFC, wherein the pre-notification response
indicates that the VNF allows the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle;
determining a third VNFC, and generating the pre-notification response based on the third VNFC, wherein
the pre-notification response is used to indicate to control the third VNFC to enter the target stage of the
lifecycle, and the third VNFC is one or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF; or
generating the pre-notification response based on the first VNFC, wherein the pre-notification response
indicates that the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle or indicates a reason
why the VNF rejects the first VNFC to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.

19. The method according to claim 17, wherein

the scale-in pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that a first application instance is to be deleted, the first
application instance is one or more application instances comprised in a second VNFC, and the second VNFC
is one or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF; and
the generating a pre-notification response comprises any one of the following:

determining the first application instance based on the pre-notification;
generating a scale-in pre-notification response based on the first application instance, wherein the scale-
in pre-notification response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the first application instance;
determining a second application instance, and generating a scale-in pre-notification response, wherein
the scale-in pre-notification response is used to indicate to delete the second application instance;
generating a scale-in pre-notification response based on the first application instance, wherein the scale-
in pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance; or
generating a scale-in pre-notification response based on the first application instance, wherein the scale-
in pre-notification response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance or indicates
a reason why the VNF rejects to delete the first application instance.

20. The method according to claim 17, wherein the scale-out pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application
instances of a first quantity are to be started, and the first quantity is a positive integer; and
the generating a pre-notification response comprises any one of the following:

generating a scale-out pre-notification response based on the first quantity, wherein the scale-out pre-notification
response indicates that the VNF allows to start the application instances of the first quantity;
determining a third quantity based on the scale-out pre-notification, and generating a scale-out pre-notification
response based on the third quantity, wherein the scale-out pre-notification response is used to indicate to start
application instances of the third quantity, and the third quantity is a positive integer; or
generating a scale-out pre-notification response based on the first quantity, wherein the scale-out pre-notification
response indicates that the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the first quantity or a reason why
the VNF rejects to start the application instances of the first quantity.
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21. The method according to claim 17, wherein the scale-in pre-notification is used to notify the VNF that application
instances of a second quantity are to be deleted, and the second quantity is a positive integer; and
generating a scale-in pre-notification response comprises any one of the following:

generating the scale-in pre-notification response based on the second quantity, wherein the scale-in pre-noti-
fication response indicates that the VNF allows to delete the application instances of the second quantity;
determining a fourth quantity, and generating the scale-in pre-notification response based on the fourth quantity,
wherein the scale-in pre-notification response is used to indicate to delete application instances of the fourth
quantity, and the fourth quantity is a positive integer; or
generating a scale-in pre-notification response based on the second quantity, wherein the scale-in pre-notifi-
cation response indicates that the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity or
indicates a reason why the VNF rejects to delete the application instances of the second quantity.

22. The method according to claim 17, wherein the pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter the
target stage of the lifecycle at a first time point; and
the generating a pre-notification response comprises any one of the following:

generating the pre-notification response based on the first time point, wherein the pre-notification response
indicates that the VNF is allowed to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point;
determining a second time point, and generating the pre-notification response based on the second time point,
wherein the pre-notification response is used to indicate to control, at the second time point, the VNF to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle, and the second time point is a time point at which the VNF is allowed to enter
the target stage of the lifecycle; or
generating the pre-notification response based on the first time point, wherein the pre-notification response
indicates that the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point or indicates a
reason why the VNF is rejected to enter the target stage of the lifecycle at the first time point.

23. The method according to any one of claims 18 to 22, wherein the generating a pre-notification response comprises
any one of the following:

generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of the first VNFC, wherein the pre-notification
response comprises the identifier of the first VNFC, the first VNFC is one or more VNFCs comprised in the VNF,
and the pre-notification response comprises the identifier of the first VNFC;
generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of a first container, wherein the pre-notification
response comprises the identifier of the first container, and the first container is one or more containers that
carry the first VNFC in a container cluster;
generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of a third container, wherein the pre-notification
response comprises the identifier of the third container, and the third container is one or more containers in the
container cluster that carry the third VNFC;
generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of the first application instance, wherein the pre-
notification response comprises the identifier of the first application instance;
generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of the third VNFC, wherein the pre-notification
response comprises the identifier of the third VNFC;
generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of a first container instance, wherein the pre-
notification response comprises the identifier of the first container instance, the first container instance is one
or more instances of a second container that carry the first application instance, and the second container is
one or more containers in the container cluster that carry the second VNFC;
generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of the second application instance, wherein the
pre-notification response comprises the identifier of the second application instance;
generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of a second container instance, wherein the pre-
notification response comprises the identifier of the second container instance, the second container instance
is one or more instances of a fourth container that carry the second application instance, and the fourth container
is one or more containers in the container cluster that carry a fourth VNFC;
generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of a fifth container, wherein the pre-notification
response comprises the identifier of the fifth container, the fifth container is one or more containers in the
container cluster that carry a fifth VNFC; and the fifth VNFC is one or more VNFCs other than the first VNFC
in the VNF; and
generating the pre-notification response based on an identifier of a third container instance, wherein the pre-
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notification response comprises the identifier of the third container instance, the third container instance is one
or more instances of the second container that carry a third application instance, and the third application
instance is one or more application instances other than the first application instance of the second VNFC.

24. The method according to any one of claims 18 to 23, wherein before the generating a pre-notification response, the
method further comprises at least one of the following:

receiving a query request of the VNFM, generating a query response, and sending the query response to the
VNFM, wherein the query request is used to query a correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an
identifier of a container or a correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier
of a container instance, and the query response comprises the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC
and an identifier of a container or the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an
identifier of a container instance;
querying the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container based on the
identifier of the first VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the first container corresponding to the identifier of the first
VNFC;
querying the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container
instance based on the identifier of the first application instance, to obtain the identifier of the first container
instance corresponding to the identifier of the first application instance;
querying the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC and an identifier of a container based on the
identifier of the third VNFC, to obtain the identifier of the third container corresponding to the identifier of the
third VNFC; and
querying the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of a container
instance based on the identifier of the second application instance, to obtain the identifier of the second container
instance corresponding to the second application instance.

25. The method according to claim 23 or 24, wherein before the generating a pre-notification response, the method
further comprises at least one of the following:

when any VNFC in the VNF is started, obtaining an identifier of a container carrying the VNFC, and storing an
identifier of the VNFC and the identifier of the container in the correspondence between an identifier of a VNFC
and an identifier of a container;
when any application instance of any VNFC in the VNF is started, obtaining an identifier of a container instance
carrying the application instance, and storing an identifier of the application instance and the identifier of the
container instance in the correspondence between an identifier of an application instance and an identifier of
a container instance;
receiving the identifier of the first container from the first VNFC;
receiving the identifier of the third container from the third VNFC;
receiving the identifier of the first container instance from the first application instance;
receiving the identifier of the second container instance from the second application instance; and
receive the identifier of the third container from the third VNFC.

26. The method according to any one of claims 16 to 25, wherein the executing a pre-processing procedure at the target
stage of the lifecycle comprises at least one of the following:

obtaining a service migration plan based on the scale-out pre-notification, wherein the service migration plan
is used to migrate a service to a to-be-started application instance of a VNFC;
obtaining first control information based on the scale-out pre-notification, wherein the first control information
is used to control the to-be-started application instance of the VNFC to process the service;
migrating a service of a to-be-deleted application instance of the VNFC based on the scale-in pre-notification;
backing up data of the to-be-deleted application instance based on the scale-in pre-notification;
obtaining an interaction plan based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification, wherein the interaction plan is
used to control a to-be-onboarded VNFC to interact with an onboarded VNFC;
obtaining second control information based on the VNFC onboarding pre-notification, wherein the second control
information is used to control the to-be-onboarded VNFC to process a service;
releasing a resource of a to-be-terminated VNFC based on the VNFC termination pre-notification; and
backing up data of the to-be-terminated VNFC based on the VNFC termination pre-notification.
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27. The method according to any one of claims 16 to 26, wherein after the sending the pre-notification response to the
VNFM, the method further comprises:

receiving a post-notification from the VNFM, wherein the post-notification is used to notify that the VNF is already
at the target stage of the lifecycle; and
executing a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure.

28. The method according to claim 27, wherein the executing a processing procedure after the pre-processing procedure
comprises at least one of the following:

migrating the service to the newly-added application instance of the VNFC according to the service migration plan;
controlling, based on the first control information, the newly-added application instance of the VNFC to process
the service;
releasing a resource of the deleted application instance of the VNFC;
deleting control information of the deleted application instance of the VNFC;
controlling, according to the interaction plan, a newly onboarded VNFC to interact with a VNFC other than the
newly onboarded VNFC;
controlling, based on the second control information, the newly onboarded VNFC to process the service;
releasing the resource of the terminated VNFC; and
deleting control information of the terminated VNFC.

29. The method according to any one of claims 16 to 28, wherein the method further comprises:

generating pre-processing progress information based on progress of the pre-processing procedure; and
sending the pre-processing progress information to the VNFM.

30. A virtualized network function manager VNFM, wherein the VNFM comprises:

a generation module, configured to generate a pre-notification, wherein the pre-notification is used to notify that
a virtualized network function VNF is going to enter a target stage of a lifecycle;
a sending module, configured to send the pre-notification to the VNF;
a receiving module, configured to receive a pre-notification response from the VNF, wherein the pre-notification
response is a response message corresponding to the pre-notification; and
a control module, configured to control the VNF to enter the target stage of the lifecycle.

31. A virtualized network function VNF, wherein the VNF comprises:

a receiving module, configured to receive a pre-notification from a virtualized network function manager VNFM,
wherein the pre-notification is used to notify that the VNF is going to enter a target stage of a lifecycle;
a generation module, configured to generate a pre-notification response;
a sending module, configured to send the pre-notification response to the VNFM; and
a processing module, configured to execute a pre-processing procedure at the target stage of the lifecycle.

32. A computer device, wherein the computer device comprises one or more processors and one or more volatile or
non-volatile memories, and the one or more volatile or non-volatile memories store at least one instruction, and the
instruction is loaded and executed by the one or more processors, to implement the VNF lifecycle management
method according to any one of claims 1 to 29.

33. A computer-readable storage medium, wherein the storage medium stores at least one instruction, and the instruction
is loaded and executed by a processor to implement the VNF lifecycle management method according to any one
of claims 1 to 29.
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